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3rd Annual SAGE Conference
6th Canadian Symposium on Gifted Education

The Society for the Advancement of Gifted Education (SAGE) is an umbrella
organization consisting of the primary stakeholders in gifted education in Alberta:
the Centre for Gifted Education (CGE) at The University of Calgary, the Gifted and
Talented Education Council (GTEC) of the Alberta Teachers' Association, the
Educational Response Centre (ERC) of Alberta Education, and the Alberta Associa-
tions for Bright Children (AABC).

The 3rd Annual SAGE Conference with a theme of Images in Transition was held
in Calgary, September 24-26, 1992. A unique feature of this yea/s conference is the
integration of the 6th Canadian Symposium on Gifted Education into the SAGE
Conference. Previous Canadian Symposia have been held in Toronto, Regina,
Vancouver, Winnipeg, and Moncton. The Conference Planning Committee was
delighted by the representation from across Canada. In addition to Alberta, there
were presenters from Ontario, New Brunswick, Manitoba, and British Columbia.

The major focus of the Conference was to explore "state-of-the-art" knowledge
regarding Canadian policies and legislation, curriculum development, career devel-
opment, counselling issues, technology and parenting issues as they relate to the
unique needs of gifted and talented individuals. All presenters were requested to
provide brief summaries of their presentations for the Conference Proceedings.

We are pleased to provide this document, which represents summaries of 32
conference sessions. For those participating in the 3rd Annual SAGE Conference/
6th Canadian Symposium, we hope these Proceedings capture the spirit of the
conference. It should be noted that detailed papers of two of the keynote sessions
appear ir the Fall 1992 AGATE (Journal of the Gifted and Talented Educational
Council of the Alberta Teachers' Association).

We are grateful to our sponsors: The University of Calgary Special Projects Fund,
Petro Canada, Co-Op, and AGTfTelus. We hope you find these Proceedings
informative.

Michael C. Pyryt
Yarmilla Dvorack

Conference Co-Directors
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Activities in Math for the Gifted Student
Cynthia Ballheim

Calgary Catholic Schools

SUMMARY

Over the years, there have been many changes in the teaching of mathematics. No longer do students
sit at desks and practice 900 of the same kinds of problems. Likewise, no longer are the teacher and
the textbook sole dispensers of latowledge. Students are now actively involved in the discovering,
practising and communicating of mathematical ideas and concepts. Computers, calculators,
manipulatives, diagrams, posters, analogies, stories, aguments, and dramatizations are now becoming
common in the mathematics classroom.

This session focused on the use of many mathematical activities that move beyond the traditional
classroom approach. The major focus of all of these activities is to sell students on math, tz-., have
them buy into their mathematics education, to create favourable dispositions toward the study of math,
and to generally make the mathematics classroom a fun place to be. These activities challenge the
"honours" student, force them to use mathematics as a tool for communication and provide a forum
for the establishment of decision-making skills Mathematics, as a resultbecomes a valuable part
of the real world and a recognized necessity of life. This list, although not exhaustive, gives the
flavour of the presentation. Further information in any of these can be obtained by writing to the
presenter.

1. Math Prompt

2. Questioning Techniques

Open Ended Questions
Discovery Lessons - Remainder Theorem, Chain Rule
Key Words Used for Questioning:

Verify Classify Describe Interpret Justify
List Compare Discuss Analyze Review
Invent Criticize Explain Outline Examine
Research Define Illustrate Trace Summarize

3. Student Reports

Essay on the Beginnings of Calculus
Trial on "Who Really Invented Calculus"
How New Technologies Such as Graphing Calculators will Affect Math
Understanding
Math Hunt for People Who Use Math in Their Everyday Life
Comparison Between English & Mathematical Definitions for Math Terms
Test Bank Which Allows Students to Author Their Own Test Questions
Mat,g as Related to Other Fields of Study
Review Cards
Polynomisa Search

1
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4. Student Self-Reports

- Class Logs
Journals
Math Pen Pals
Math-O-Grams

5. Examples of Other Presentations, Projects, or Activities

Peer Tutoring
Cross-Disciplinary Themes
Parent Involvement
Math Review Poems
Panel Discussion on "Where's my Focus"
Doctors Dissecting the Various Conic Sections
The Dance of the Trig Functions
Math Fantasy in the Land of Differentiation
Puppet Show Explaining the Volumes of Solids by the Shell Method
"Cheat Sheet" or "Ticket To Exam"
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The Self Awareness Growth Experiences Approach
Genevieve Balogun

Calgary Board of Education
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The SAGE -- Self Awareness Growth Eexperience --

approach in education is becoming increasingly important as

we attempt to provide effective education for our students.

We have always known that it Is the whole chilo. not Iust

his brain, that comes to us. S/he does not check his anoer.

happiness, frustration, joys, hunger, fatigue,

excitment...and whatever other baggages s/he owns at the

classroom doors. Instead, such baggages also cnecK in anc

have great Impact on our learning environment...oe it

intentionally or unintentionally. I am convinceo that each

student's successes can and will be enhanceo to tne degree

that s/he becomes more self aware atiout such "oaggagetiL anc

uses that Knowledge to orchestrate her/his life (schohi

oeing Just ono component). As a result. my_ sage approach !s

a metacognitive approach.
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Metacoanition or tninkind about your..thinkind reters to

the .awareness of* as well as the actual 'control of. your

cognitive processes. Furthermore, metacognition can be

conceptualized as having three basic, interactive components

or elements which I have termed the 3 R's of metacoanitIon

(figure 1):

it,
Alt

ONIMEMN

figure 1

Reflecting : thinking about what you know.

about what you need to know.

becoming very self-aware:

Regulating : using what you know to plan,

to execute, to monitor, and

to evaluate thought, language.

and behaviour:

Reinforcing : responding in an affective manner

to your reflectina and redulatinc

such that thought. language. ana/or

behaviour is reinforced. oe it
positively or neaariveiy.

4
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This latter aspect is most critical. As Paris and

Winograd (1990) point out

Cognitive evaluations are rarely dispassionate assessments. If chilaren

are asked, 'Are.ycu a good reader?'...they might be proud or embarrased

oy their ovn anwers. Flavell (1985) referred to the emotional accom-

paniments of cognitive self-appraisal as 'metacognitive experiences.'

They color vhat atudente think iknowl about themaelvea aa learners vith

emotions, such as doubt, shAme, and helplessness, or confidence, pride,

and self-assurance (p. 9).

Fox and Malian (1983) support such a conclusion. They

tell us that there is a great deal of research findinas

stressing the importance of a studenYs self-concept and

self-esteem and the relationship between the student's

self-knowledge and feelings of self-worth and her/his

academic achievements. According to these authors, research

findings demonstrate that self-concept/self-esteem is a

better predictor of school success or failure than either

readina scores or IQ scores (p. 14).

Such findings support the need for personalizina

education. We need to attend to the affective, behavioral

-- sometimes biological -- as well as the coanitive domains

of students (figure 2)...

figure 2

AND WE CAN DO SO RELATIVELY EASILY.

DONN

5
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We can do so by differentiating our curricwie We

need to differentiate content. strateales. prooucts. ana

evaluation (figure a).

pEFEREAmAriav

of

CouTENr

TR ATEG IES

'PRODUCT

1VALUATION

1NP
AZEApm
)EPTH

-PACE

14 &mop to

A)EEPS

ABILITIES

MaRESTS

NSAMONS

encourage keno lo fuachol will) cormelcca

figure 3

As stared before. doino so is relatively easy. Many

resources telling us the 'why' ano 'how' of wino so are

readily available to us (see sample references). More

importantly, even if it was a aifficult task. It is still

very important that we °go for it.° As a member of my

audience pointed out ever so succintly,

"EFFECTIVE EDUCATION IS AFFECTIVE EDUCATION."
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Computer Simulations: An Integrating Tool
Bohdan J. Bilan

The University of Calgary

Computers have played a significant role in public education for at
least the last decade. Many schools in Alberta purchased significant
nurobers of Apple II computers at the beginning of the 1980's through
provindal subsidy programs. These computers were able to perform
computer assisted instruction, if the content being addressed was
knowledge based, and presented in a drill and practice format. Rapid
changes in personal computers technology at the beginning of the decade,
promises made by software creators, and a lack of imagination on the part
of school system administrators and provincial legislators, left many
educators with the impression than an education revolution had begun.

Personal computers provided the teacher with another instruction
tool. Given the limitations of the hardware and software, teachers had
difficulty using the tool as more than just a drill and practice device. The
computers were too slow, and the software resembled the electronic
equivalent of a book. Many promises were made, and few were realised.
This has left many educators disappointed and many administrators
hesitant to commit new funds to a rapidly evolving technology.

During the first two years of this decade, the power to price ratio
of computer technology enables us to now buy five comply ers for the same
price of one in 1983, plus processing speed has increased one hundred fold.
We now have affordable computers that are capable of creating
interactive virtual realities. Many of the computer based instructional
desires of the early 1980's can now be realised. The personal computer is
now capable of receiving, modifying and delivering text, audio and video
on one platform. It is capable of integrating multimodal methods of
delivery and of acting as an interactive exploratory medium. This is
primarily the result of the change in philosophy by designers of computer
systems in the mid 1980s.

In 1984 the Macintosh computer was introduced. It set the
standard for graphical user interfaces, (desktop icons, pull down menus,
scroll bars, and no command line) that are now familiar to user of the Mac,
and to Windows users.

The Macintosh has changed the way we write and edit documents,
and create drawings. It has had a direct impact on tei, thing the writing
process. In this world the writer is given the 'what you see on the screen is

9
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what you get in print' ability. This applies to the formatting of text and to
adding visuals to the body of the text. Word processing programs now lend
themselves to teaching methodologies that focus on revision,
collaboration, and publication. Following in this innovative tradition, the
Macintosh has now given the writing community a new type of document
called the dynamic document. This document, still created by a word
processor, is enabled, so that it can incorporate and play back time-based
information, such as sound and video sequences. This will create a new
way of writing, and should place many more Macintoshes in our schools.
Recently, similar technical advancements and reduction in costs also
placed large numbers of DOS-based machines into schools. While these
machines are less expensive when initially purchased, enabling them to
produce sound and video on screen requires a greater investment in
hardware and software. In the long term, this makes Macintosh
computers less expensive.

Increases in computer processing speed have enabled us to create
dynamic documents, which are multidimensional. Instructional software,
and role playing or gaming software , has also changed as the result of
having greater procesessing power available. Gaming software is
becoming more difficult to distinguish from instructional software because
software producers have realised that modelling natural phenomena is
just as engaging for users, as artificially created worlds. In the last two
years, new software has used themes from our history and scientific
models as the basis for interactive adventures. Simulation software,
where the user has the ability to manipulatemany variables and receive
immediate feedback in a screen environment that reflects these changes,
has become immensely popular. Simulation software is able to model
natural, or man made events, with a high degree of sophistication and
complexity.

Educational technologists and psychologists promote the role that
computers play in presenting information and enhancing the student's
recollection of facts. At the same time, they are critical of software
producers, in that much of the software available for both educational and
entertainment purposes does not address the need to develop
observational, measurement and analysis skills. This may be true, but part
of the problem was that the personal computer hardware necessary to
present interactive and reasonably complex problems was unable to
handle the number of calculations required per second to present and
change screen based information in real time. This is no longer the case.
Personal are now fast enough to handle the calculations required to
change screen based information in real time. Software is now ben
created that presents the learner with realistic situations that are very
good at imitating events, processes, and activities that happen in the 'real

4.
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world'. This class of software is known asSimulation software.

Few classroom teachers have the time, interest, or resources
necessary to create software of this sophistication. There are commercial
programs that can be used effectively in the classroom to address higher
order thinking skills. These programs have evolved to the stage where
they challenge and engage the learner over time by becoming more
challenging themselves.

Myself, Michele Jacobsen, and Jaggit Singh, all of us teachers,
have spent the last year exploring the possibilities of using simulation
software as an integrating tool in the classroom. I have been pleasantly
surprised to find that this type of software is able to keep students of
various abilities challenged and interested. I have also found that students
who were passive learners became active learners inside and outside of
the classroom.

Students from three school systems in and around Calgary
volunteered to come to the university one night per week for four hours,
(for six months) to "play" with simulation software. These students were
in grades 5 to 10. The group was not homogeneous. There was an equal
distribution of both males and females, which included students labelled by
the school system as being gifted, educationally disadvantaged, and inner
city high-needs students. They came from all walks of life. A typical
classroom of students.

The curriculum in our program consisted of four simulation
software packages, Sim City, Sim Ant, Sim Earth (Mwds), and Civilization
(Microprose). These packages were produced in the last two years for
commercial purposes and the authors of the software consider them to be
gaming software. The students were introduced to the software in the
order indicated above. After observing how the students interacted with
Sim City, it was decided thatSimEarth was probably too complex for this
group.

Each week the students recorded their experiences in a personal
log. New challenges and problems were introduced, and possible solutions
were discussed each week. Students then spent the balance of the four
hours engaged with a simulation.

Initially we found that the students used the tools that were
available in the software to cause the rapid destruction of the cities,
civilisations, colonies, or life forms. But they quickly became bored with
these scenarios, and actively became engaged in seeldng solutions to the
simulation problems posed. Students spent considerable time accessing the

11
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online helps that were available in the sOftware, reading the user manuals,
and doing independent research. These simulations assumed a significant
level of general knowledge in the areas of population and resource
management, economic models and general scientific knowledge.

We found that the students actively sought out their peers to
discuss problems during class time and to discover what innovative
techniques each was applying to the simulation situations they
encountered.

In discussing learning strategies with them, we fou nd that their
personal research generally addressed gaps in their own knowledge,
information they perceived to be important to the successful completion of
the simulation. No one advanced to the stage where they were in a
position to finish the game. On the other hand, none of the students
became discouraged by the fact that the end 'didn't appear in sight'. In
total, each student spent approximately 60 hours at the university
pursuing simulation goals, and for some, an undetermined number of
hours at home or in their own schools pursuing solutions on computer.

All of the simulations operate from a rule base. For example
SimcCity uses approximately 100 rules to assess new input, make changes
and provide feedback. These simulations were chosen for a number of
reasons. They were sufficiently complex so as to not lose the users interest,
while at the same time they could be adjusted to the users experience and
knowledge level. They addressed mathematical, scientific and social issues
in a realistic manner. They were also content accurate.

All the simulations operated in real time. This means that when a
change was made to one of the many variables, the results or the feedback
was immediate. In most instances, the feedback occurred visually. The
programs were not visually static. For example, inCivilization , cities
appeared to grow overtime; caravans, diplomats, etc. could actually be
seen travelling across the country. InSimCity, cars and light rapid transit
trains followed a 24 hour cycle; city neighbourhoods changed density
according to the time of day. Real time feedback and animation helped to
maintain user interest. All of the simulations also presented feedback in
numerical, graphical, or textual formats, and in many instances, the user
could choose the form of feedback desired. The students were required to
use concepts learned in social studies, science and mathematics, while they
reported to the group and to each other using communication skills
learned in language arts.

The problems presented by these simulations are
multidimensional. The problems require factual knowledge to solve, but
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the application of this knowledge, the reactions both organic and
procedural, of the 'bio-organisms' (ie: Sims that lived in the cities) and the
larger simulation model, (ie: the city) have to be considered. Some
understanding of social engineering also has to be applied.

Initially we thought that students and teachers would have
difficulty with the"open endedness" of this type of software (participating
teachers did, the students did not). Therefore, the fundamental concepts
and user techniques of each program was presented in class. This was
followed by the completion of one "game" by the group as a whole. After
this introduction, the stv Its were given the freedom to address the
simulations in whatever manner they found to be successful. They learned
t-i..ry quickly how to decide which input variables to use and to What degree

make changes. We found that they all used a mixture of the available
output forms, graphs, numbers, and text based information, to assess the
effectiveness of their decisions.

Teacher concerns in using this type of software in the classroom
are many. The most important revolve around issues of control. In this
type of learning environment, teachers are not in control of the learning,
nor are they in control of the content or curriculum. It is difficult to address
learning objectives and measure outcomes when each student is learning
at a different rate, addressing different problems, and arriving at different
solutions. This type of environment does not limit the tools available to the
student. We thought that the students might have difficulty with the
open-endedness of the software. It was impossible to limit the tools the
students had access to. The programs were not designed with that utility in
place. The students had no difficulty with the scope of the tools and
manipulated variables according to their personal levels of knowledge,
experience, and understanding. More important, is that they used tools
and manipulated variables in an experimental manner, without having or
knowing that there were a predetermined set of outcomes. Each student
worked in a uniquely individual world. The rules were not known in
advance. They weze there to be discovered, based on personal practiCal
knowledge and to be experimented with in real time.

In a traditional classroom experimental setting, students generally
repeat and reproduce one the 'classic' set of experiments particular to the
subject being studied. They know the outcomes in advance and they are
graded according to how well they present the experiment in written form
and how close they come to the predetermined results. This type of
learning/teaching situation lends itself to empirical assessment methods
with which today's teachers are comfortable with.

We know that this type of setting only occurs in the classroom and

13
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lessons learned there do not really apply to the real world. Simulations
attempt to model the real world, therefore addressing problems found
there. Simulations approach reality with a greater degree of clarity and
practically then 'content' found in the current curriculum and classroom.
Therefore, they have the potential to introduce a greater degree of
realism, individuality, and personal responsibility to the learning process.

Our methods represented to the students a new way of addressing
learning. Learning is a personal and individual process, done by each of us
in a uniquely different way. These students came to us as directed learners.
They expected us to direct their learning experience in this new situation
because that this the way their own personal schooling experience had
been. We struggled with this during their introduction to the first
simulation. Initially, they required a lot of direction and reinforcement in
tackling the challenges presented by the software. Over the course of our
first four meetings,this changed for them. They developed independent
problem solving skills, and gained the confidence and the independence to
address new problems on their own. They stopped seeing us as 'teacher
directors', and started to regard us more as facilitators, and though
difficult to document, they probably learned more 'content' in their time
with us, than in their previous school experiences.

The following applications represent a guide for assessing the
quality and features that should be found in simulation software that can
be used across the curriculum. The grades are suggested as a guide.

Flight Simulator 4: (High School)
A real-time simulator, this program is the current version of one of

the most popular computer simulations. In this version, the developers
have added a design. pallet that allows the player to create aircraft of their
own design by modii. i.ng 30 different design parameters. While it ic not
possible to provide details here, this feature makes it possible for teachers
to use the program to have students study the effects of design variations
in terms of Newtonian laws of motion. Principles of momentum,
acceleration, lift and force are just a few of the possibilities for dynamic
lessons in physics derived from creative manipulation of the program
design parameters.

Moonbase: (Junior High School)
Students would use this program to design a rnoonbase for the

exploration and mining of the moon. Variables under the student's control
determine the health of the explorers, climate control and power output,
mining of, and manufacturing with , oxygen, helium3, and water, and
employee relations.
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Sim Earth: (High School)
The player constructs a planet, choosing from one of the four

available geological time periods as a starting point. The curricular
possibilities are evident in the broad categories of variables controlled by
the player: chemical, geological, biological, and human factors. Among
other topics, this program lends itself to creative exploration of concepts in
evolution, atmospherics, continental drift, and astronomy.

Sim City: (Grade 5)
The player is the city mayor, city planner, and city manager,

having the responsibility of building a city infrastructure that supports a
healthy populace with an active, productive economy. Such variables as
pollution control and energy systems provide ample room for
sdence-oriented lessons. The whole task lends itself to a marvellous
exploration of human factors in ecology.

Civilization: (Grade 6)
The goal of this program is to compete against other emerging

civilizations, evolve on Earth so as to lead all others in the scientific and
social science departments, and to lead your people tO another galaxy. The
player can pick the number of other groups to compete against and the
planetary conditions from which to start. The goal is to create a growing
and happy populous by maintaining a healthy economy, making war and
peace when necessary, dispatching diplomats, caravans etc.

All of the above also afford the possibility of interesting
mathematics assignments, since underlying the simulations are sets of
equadons that govern the machine's response to player's input. Other
simulations to consider. 'Where In the World is Carmen San Diego?" ,

"Shuttle". "Populous", "Railroad Tycoon", "A-Train", and "Glider".

In conclusion, I believe that this calibre of simulation can serve as
an effective integrating tool, and can, if effectively implemented, serve as
the focal teaching tool for many subjects currently taught in our schools.
The emerging state of the technology will only enhance our abilities to
create interactive computer based learning environments, freeing both the
teacher and student from the restraints placed on them by curriculum and
the schooling process.

For more Information pease contact me at 220-6617 or bilan@acs3.acs.ucalgary.ca.

Bohdan J. Man, Is doctoral student at the University of Calgary, In computer applications. He Is
researching computer assisted second language Warning. He has been a teacher for 12 years,
having taught kindergarten through grade twelve.
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The Portrayal of Gifted Children in Children's Books
Barbara Brydges

The University of Calgary

The objective of this study was to ascertain: whether gifted
children are often found in children's books; whether there are
consistencies in the way that they are portrayed; and finally, whether
these portrayals are realistic. The underlying assumption is that
literature reflects society's views and values so that fictional
portrayals are a reflection of contemporary attitudes.

There are also practical uses to be made of such literature. Stories
provide a coherent view of experience, providing a quite different
picture of giftedness than can be gleaned from academic texts or lists
of "gifted characteristics". Gifted children reading books about other
gifted kids will experience a fellow-feeling, and spark of recognition.
They may be helped to understand themselves, or may feel less isolated
or unusual. Books can be used for bibliotherapy; a form of counseling
in which individuals are encouraged to read and discuss novels in which
the characters are confronted with situations and problems similar to
their own.

I identified and read twenty-seven contemporary children's or young
adult novels in which either the protagonist or one of the major
characters was described in terms which are normally recognized as
gifted; i.e. possessing high intelligence, highly able in school, or
talented in a particular area such as art, music, science etc. This is
in no way a comprehensive or exhaustive list of all possible titles, but
it is sufficient to allow of breaking them down into six categories,
based on the degree of their focus on giftedness.

CATEGORY ONE - There are a number of books in which giftedness is
c/early described as an innate characteristic of the protagonist, but
this fact is in no way a dominating feature of the character or of the
book's plot or theme. Books on the bibliography that fit into this
category include those by Danziger, Poole, and Rodgers. In all of these
the fact that the central character is gifted is neither
"here-nor-there", nor would it be easy to determine any commonalities to
these three characters that could be used to develop a portrait of
gifted children.

CATEGORY TWO - Books that fall into this category have characters who
are clearly who and what they are because they are gifted, but
giftedness is not an issue or concern. In some ways, these may be the
most positive portrayals of all, because these are well-integrated,
self-confident individuals, content to be themselves and comfortable in
developing their abilities. This group includes the two books by Bruce
Brooks and MacLachlan's The facts and fictions Of Minna Pratt.

CATEGORY THREE - The third category are books in which the protagonist,
or another important character, is gifted and that giftedness is a
scyrce of some problem or conflict, but giftedness is not the central
focus of the book's plot or theme. Titles from the bibliography which
fall into this category include the books by L'Engle, Mahy, Sweeney and
Tolan. L'Engle's and Tolan's books are both narrated by older sisters, who
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describe the problems of their exceptionally gifted younger brothers in
similar terms. Both boys have a deep interest in science, and no common
interests with the other children in their grade one classes.

L'Engle describes Charles Wallace Murry's first day in grade one,
when the teacher asks the students to each tell her something about
themselves:

Charles Wallace (You should have known better!' Meg scolded
him that night) stood and said, "What I'm interested in right
now are the farandolae and the mitochondria"
"Now, Charles, suppose you stop making silly things up, and
the next time I call on you, don't try to show off." (p. 15,16)

The result of his being so different is that he is beaten up daily by
the other kids.

Doug, the little brother of Tolan's narrator has few friends of his
own age. "None of the other kids could relate to his all-consuming
interest in the Ordovician age, and the very idea of playing with
matchbox cars or pretending to be the captain of a spaceship had always
bored him silly". (Tolan, p. 16)

Nevertheless, these problems are secondary elements of these novels
- L'Engle's novel dealing with themes of good and evil, and Tolan's with
learning to accept differences and weaknesses in other people.

CATEGORY FOUR - Three of the books on the bibliography tell the story
from the other side, from the perspective of those who see themselves as
"put down" or abandoned because they are not labelled as gifted. These
are the books by Cresswell, Pfeffer and Woodson.

Cresswell's Ordinary Jack, is a humorous English novel about young
Jack, the only one of the Bagthorpe clan who doesn't have several
extraordinary talents. With the help of a sympathetic Uncle, he sets
out to convince his family he has psychic powers.

Ten-year-old Laurie, in Pfeffer's Dear Dad, Love Laurie, writes to
her absent father about her anger over not being placed in the school's
gifted program, while her friend is. Laurie schemes and connives to get
herself admitted to the program, and in the end achieves her goal.

These books do not negatively portray gifted individuals, the
problem clearly residing with those who are jealous, but the tendency of
the reader is to be "on the side" of the protagonist.

CATEGORY FIVE - Two books on the bibliography, and several other series
that are not included, are works in which giftedness is exaggerated for
the sake of humour. Fitzgerald's Great Brain series is similar to other
series, such as the Encyclopedia Brown or the old Tom Swift books, in
which the intelligence of the young hero is such that he can solve any
problem, although sometimes he's "too smart for his own good". Although
stereotypical in nature, these are very positive portraits.

Roald Dahl's presentation of an impossibly gifted young child, in
Matilda, has a more serious satirical intent. Matilda who has read all
of the Great Books by the time she starts Primary School, has the
misfortune to be blorn to completely insensitive and stupid parents, "so
wrapped up in tLeir own silly little lives that they failed to notice
anything unusual about their daughter".(p. 10) As if her parents
weren't bad enough, the headmistress of the school is a bullying abusive
tyrant who hates children. Matilda uses her brains and abilities,
including the ability to move objects at a distance, to get revenge on
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her parents and give the headmistress her comeuppance. It's all satire
and exaggeration, however Dahl makes some serious points about how
children's abilities and interests can be run right over by adults.

CATEGORY SIX - The final, and largest, category of books are those that
explicitly focus in plot and/or theme on an issue that arises, at least
in part, because the protagonist is gifted.

The perception that giftedness creates a difference, and distance,
from others of the same age is expressed in a number of books.
Krumgold's Henry Three begins with Henry begging another boy not to tell
the other kids about his (Henry's) high I.Q., because he has found from
experience that he won't have any friends if they find out. However,
Henry comes to realize that everyone in the community is hiding who they
really are, including his own corporate-executive-father, and he
determines to be true to his real self. He opens up and shows his real
abilities in school.

A similar growth into the courage to be himself comes to
ten-year-old Jessie Aaron's in Paterson's moving novel Bridge to
Terabithia. His growth is fostered by a close friendship with Leslie
Burke, a friendship that frees Jessie to admit his own deep passion for
art, and gives him a self-confidence that he is able to retain even when
he loses both Leslie and their own private kingdom of Terabithia.

Getting to know others with similar interests, on a real and
intimate level, is also the key to overcoming the isolation that comes
with giftedness in Snyder's very appealing novel Libby on Wednesday.

Hermes' I Hate Being Gifted and Cooney's Among Friends are written
for different age groups but have a very similar storyline. In both
books, a girl is rejected by her two best friends because her abilities
separate her from them. Hermes' protagonist is sixth grade KT whose
problems begin when she's put into the school's LEAP class (Learning
Enrichment Activity Program) and her two friends join forces with snooty
Erica to form an exclusive club. KT finds the courage both to refuse to
join the club and to stay in LEAP, and her friends return.

Cooney's heroine Jennie is a perfectionist who finds herself
excluded by all her classmates because, in her junior year of high
school, she surpasses everyone else in absolutely everything she does.
Finally the pressures of ostracism and her own drive for perfection
cause her to run away from town. When she returns, Cooney seems to
believe that she is showing that Jennie has learned to be herself, but
the message that comes through much more clearly is that Jennie brought
is on herself by not thinking more about other people. I found this the
most manipulative and problematic book on thc bibliography.

The two most emotionally powerful books are Peck's Remembering the
Good Times and ONeal's The Language of Goldfish. Both are about gifted
adolescents for whom adolescence, and the whole prospect of growing-up,
are very difficult. The pressures they feel are not external but
internal. They are perfectionists, not so much in having to achieve, as
in wanting the world to be a more perfect place. Both Carrie, in The
Language of Goldfish, and Tray, in Remembering the Good Times, possess a
high degree of emotional intensity. These are very believable
portrayals of gifted individuals, personifying Dabrowski's and
Piechowski's psychological theories about the "overexcitabilities"
characteristic of giftedness.
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Carrie, artistically and mathematically gifted, feels like a puzzle
piece that doesn't fit. The stress of becoming an adolescent causes her
world to internally disintegrate into shards of colour. She is
hospitalized and then begins daily therapy sessions, which help
reconcile her to the changes in life. As she finally concludes: " I

know why I got sick...for some people growing up is especially hard.
For Moira it isn't. For me it is." (p. 176)

Tray Kirby, the bright sixteen year old in Remembering the Good
Times, possesses great empathy and a strong sense of justice and
morality. He worries intensely about world affairs and drives himself
to keep his own internal schedule.

After he'd gone one time, Kate said, "Trav's wound up too
tight. He's in too big a hurry to grow up."
Polly was collecting the cards to lay out a hand of solitaire.
"He sin 't in a hurry to grow up", she said. "He dreads it."

(P. 33)
Tray doesn't grow up - he commits suicide.

One way for a bright kid, who sees the faults of the world, to
survive is shown in Bruce Stone's book Been Clever Forever. By two days
into his grade one year, Stephen Douglas' parents have been told their
son is a "divergent thinker," in the first of an endless series of
parent-teacher conferences, recorded in a "...personal school record,
which in eleven years has come to rival in sheer bulk the collected case
studies of Herr Sigmund Freud." (p. 5-6)

Stephen refuses to take "the system" seriously and although he
describes himself in terms that relate entirely to his intellectual
ability, he also pokes fun at "giftedness". He never does what is
expected of him. When the other students, and the principal, try to
make him their hero and leader in getting rid of an unpopular teacher,
he begins to side with the teacher. This is a book in the tradition of
Catch 22 or Catcher in the Rye, with some hilarious moments, although it
is uneven in execution and begins to wear a little thin.

It can be seen that there is a wide diversity of portrayals of
gifted children in children's books, but there are also some frequently
recurring themes. In spite of the recurrence of certain problems
associated with giftedness, it would be a mistake to conclude that
overall children's literature provides a negative portrayal of
the gifted. Firstly, the books in which giftedness is not a problem are
numerous but they do not lend themselves to lengthy analysis by the very
fact that they spend little time dwelling on the gifted nature of the
characters. Secondly, in the books in which giftedness is shown as
causing problems, the problems e . often succinctly described in
"quotable" paragraphs; whereas the resolutions, in which the
protagonists' strengths and abilities to find solutions are revealed,
"re less easily summarized and characterized.

The books in which giftedness is a major focus differ widely in
quality. The least successful are those in which giftedness is a plot
device, such in Hermes' and Cooney's books. The most successful are the
books which focus on character, such as Peck's and ONeal's, where it is
clear that the author is giving us an individual story, rather than a
portrait of a group.
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GIFTED CHILDREN IN CHILDREN'S BOOKS
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moves meke the mmn. New York: Harper & Row, 1984.
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The Artifact Box Exchange Network
Phyllis Chmiliar

Sherwood Park Catholic Separate School District

The Artifact Box Exchange Network was developed by

Heather Holmberg. The co-directors are Scott Johnson and

Brian Reid. Their brochure defines this project as "a

biannual, interschool proJect that involves students in the

development of advanced research, reference, and reasoning

skills through the use of a hands-on simulation activity.°

A variety of curriculum topics are integrated. Students

from grades one to twelve may participate and it is suitable

for small group or large group situations.

To participate in the Artifact Box Exchange Network it

is necessary to complete the prescribed registration by

September 30th for the fall exchange, and by January 30th

for the spring exchange. See attached copy of the

registration form. The program is approximately fifty

dollars which covers administration costs and the teacher's

guide.

Suggestions to Introduce the project are outlined In

the teacher's guide. One example is the ziplocklan culture.

The teacher places various items into ziplock bags.

Students work. In groups to analyze the items and draw some
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conclusions about the particular culture. Students explain

and share their findings. Another activity is the mystery

handbag. The teacher places various different items into

different kinds of handbags. The students examine the
11

handbags in groups to draw conclusions about the owner of

the handbag. The handbags are circulated. A discussion is

conducted to share the students' ideas and compare their

analyses of the owners of the handbags.

A simulation activity which is also outlined in the

teacher's guide includes prepared clues for a mysterY

location. The clues are given to students a few at a time

and students research to find the location. This activity

demonstrates to the students the process Involved in

researching to solve the mystery location.

The teacher brainstorms with the students the types of

clues which they could prepare to send to their mysterY

partner. The teacher's guide outlines twenty-five types of

clues to include in each artifact box. The class prepares

the clues individually or in groups. Clues may be assigned,

or randomly selected. Students bring artifacts

representative of their clues and include these with their

clues. Examples of some of the clues include manufactured

food product, map of location, postmark, weather maps,

recreational activities, population, and historical

landmark. Clue cards which give information about the clue

are prepared.

24
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Teachers should ensure that students have cut away or

blotted out any information that would give away the answers

to the items that they are sending. The completed clues are

categorized into the levels of difficulty: le. easy,

medium, or hard and are packed to send to the exchanging

school. It takea approximately six to ten hours of class

time to prepare the clues.

Pictures of the participating students, a video tape, a

sound tape, or penpal letters are methods of corresponding

on a penpal basis with the exchanging class. The completed

artifact box la mailed by the deadline which is November

30th for the fall exchange, and March 25th for the spring

exchange. Students receive their mystery artifact box

within one to two weeks.

Students research the clues of their mystery artifact

box to solve the exchanging school's location. Some of the

different sources which are utilized in the research include

encyclopedias, library reference books, maps, almanacs,

posters, and pictures.

The students have until January 29 in the fall exchange

and May 10 in the spring exchange to solve the mystery

artifact box. At this time an evaluation is completed and

returned with the artifact box to the exchanging teacher.

When the artifact exchange program was conducted at St.

Theresa School in Sherwood Park, Alberta, the students were

very enthusiastic when working on the project and very much

enjoyed the excha'nge. The project developed creative and
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critical thinking skills, motivated students to utilize a

variety of research references, encouraged students to

compare their culture with others, and improved their

attitude toward social studies, research skills, and science

instruction. The students had great fun while learning.
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REGISTRATION FORM
THE ARTIFACT BOX EXCHANGE NETWORK

P.O. Box 9402
Bolton, CT 06043

For Registration and Partner Infortnstion, coil (203) 643-0090
For Sang and Technical Assistance (203) 643-1514

Registration Guidelines:
1. Only one (1) regIstriabn per form.
2. Only the teacher kwolvsd should complete thts form.
3. Payment or purchase order must accompany this form.
4. Please make checks payable to lirdfact Box Network". Submit U.S. funds only.
5. Sony, no telephane registrations accepted.
6. ficders must be received by tho semester deadlines.
7. AA inlormatbn must be completed

Registration Deadlines: Fall - September 30 / Spring - January 30

Ploau typo or print all Information neatly.

I WISH TO RECEIVE: ONE COPY OF THE TEACHERS GUIDE ($15.00)
ONE CLASSROOM EXCHANGE ($30.00)

I WISH TO PARTICIPATE IN THE: (Chock one & Indicate year)

FALL SEMESTER, 19 OR SPRING SEMESTER 19

METHOD OF PAYMENT: CHECK (I I

PURCHASE ORDER (4 )

Teacher's Name

School Name

Street Address

City State/Province

Zip Code / Postal Code

School Telephone ( )

Home Telephone ( )
(Your horns number will not be distatuted. You will be called at home only II a problem arises.)

Grads Level(s) of the class preparing box

Number of past participations by this teacher

Previous Exchange States (If any) Assigned to thls Class 1-17/ T97

..11
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Differentiating for Gifted and Talented:
School Library Programs in Transition
C. Nancy Love Crawford 1 Judy Maynard

Bon Accord Community School

First of all Judy and I would like to thank the organizers for
providing us with the opportunity to work in such distinguished company
as Dr. Donald Treffinger and the other presenters at the conference.

Our presentation was based on the IDEA (Integration and
Differentiation for Educational Actualization) program for students with
gifts and talents at Bon Accord Community School. The program is based
on and conforms with the blended programming suggested by Tref finger's
work.

One of the essential elements of the program is the monthly special
education meetings. Once a month a guest teacher is hired for the day to
cover classes as each classroom teacher meets with the special education
team. The team is made up of administration, counselling end special
education teachers. Sometime consultants from Central Office are asked
to attend as well. Teachers meet with the team one at a time to discuss
educational programming for all of their students. The purpose behind the
meeting is to provide the support that teachers need to differentiate
curriculum for students. It demonstrates to teachers that they are not
alone ... that they are part of en instructional team all of whom are
concerned and involved in educational decisions for students. This team
of professionals work together to provide time, resources and addition&
personnel to assist the homeroom teacher with the strategies necessary
to meed individualized need and to ensure personalized education for all
students. Team members work together to improve the overall school
program.

Much of the personalization of curriculum is achieved through the
school library program. Each class by grade level is given time to plan
research units to be jointly planned and taught by the teacher and the
teacher-librarian. These projects were planned to teach thinking and
research skills through the grade level curriculum. The vocabulary
associated with the skills remains consistent throughout the grades and
the skills themselves are cumulative as each grade level moves toward
greater independent choices on a continuum. The skills and the approach
are supported by two Alberta Education documents "Teaching Thinking" and
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"Focus on Research".

Another Alberta Education document entitled "Program Continuity"
also influences the program. This document emphasizes the need for
continuity between classrooms and grade levels, between home and school
and community. It also looks at the importance of experiential learning
and a consideration of learning styles. The IDEA program takes all of
these elements into account as it plans projects that engage the students
in meaningful activities carefully considering the needs of all kinds of
learners. Best of all much of the learning is designed by the learners
allowing them to bring to the project those things they already know and
allowing them to reflect on the processes they ere using on a daily basis.

The philosophy and the culture of the school allow for an integrated
program. The school has a community school designation which means
they have three extra people, the community school coordinator, the
curriculum coordinator and the community school secretary to assist with
the program. Many special events happen through the community school
office.

Another facet of the program is its attempt to facilitate
professional development through an offer of time. Teachers were offered
time to read. They were invited to book a half day quest teacher so that
they could spend some time with a fortified professional collection on
gifted education. One of the 18 teachers on staff has taken advantage of
the opportunity since the program began two years ago. Although time
was identified by teachers as something they would need to complete all
of the professional reading that came their way, they were unwilling to
give up class time to do this. I'm not sure how else time could have been
provided so that they.would have taken advantage of it. Money was spent
on resources for gifted education and much of this did fall into regular
use. Time was also given for cooperative planning as a team and this time
was accepted and proved to be very fruitful. Many of the exciting things
that happened saw their beginnings in these team meetings.

Nineteen projects were planned and taught to meet curriculum
content and research skills requirements. A conscious effort was made to
include all subjects in the project themes. A grade two project on
'Shelter was used as an example of what the project might look like. Even
this project changed in the next year as it was repeated because of the
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reflective research of the teachers and the rest of the planning
committee. Treffingers require meant of tolerance for 'squiggiliness was
experienced as the program evolved to meet the needs of teachers and
students.

The Shelter project at grade 2 began with a review of research
skills at each phase. The students had experienced three previous
projects in grade1 and 2. Strategies for Pre-research were reviewed
and applied in the classroom with the teacher-librarian and the teacher.
Students were asked to brainstorm prior knowledge, to brainstorm
questions, to extend the qu'estions, to categorize the questions and to
develop headings in groups. At the Retrieval stage students gathered
information in the library through print at the reading zone, through
pictures and film without sound at the viewing zone, through taped
information at the listening zone and through questionning at the
interviewing zone. Notes were taken on retrieval sheets and each skill
was rehearsed in the classroom on a similar topic prior to visiting the
learning zones in the library. At the Organizing and Creating stage
students sorted and organized and ordered and edited to create their final
book project. They also worked on art projects with parent volunteers in
small groups will teachers assisted with the editing of the book. Sharing
revolved around a celebration of learning. Students invited parents,
grandparents, school personelle, older siblings or some signifigant person
to share their learning with them in the library. Each student had a
private audience with which to share their final projects and their
reflection journals. The research journals recorded dily feelings toward
the project processes. Students were encouraged to express what they
liked or didn't like about what they were doing, the process not the
product. These journals stay in the library and follow the students from
grade to grade.

Each of the 19 projects followed this basic format with variations
in strategies taught at each stage of the research cycle. Each child had
opportunities to contribute according to their ability or interest. The
project creates an openendedness that encourages critical and creative
thinking and fosters both inter- and in-dependence in learning. The
student designs the learning. The teacher and teacher-librarian provide
the setting where learning is encouraged.

If you would like further information please call Bon Accord
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Community School at (403) 921-3559 or C. Nancy Love Crawford at (403)
939-2074. We are happy to share our IDEA with you. It is easier to make
the wheel fit your situation then to reinvent it completely.
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The Fine Arts in Global Education - A Greek Study
Lori Dusterhoft I Jennifer Fougere I Judith Hart

Gerry Johnston Carla Leinweber I Irene Naested
Calgary Board of Education

The arts have always been a part of human life.

Music, Dance, Drama, and the visual arts transmit the

heritage of a people, their spirit, their culture, and

their thoughts and feelings.

The project resources presented at this conference

was jointly funded by the A.T.A. Fine Arts Council and

Global Education. The following Fine And Performing

Arts Educators from the Calgary Board of Education

prepared a unit of study:

Fine Arts and Global Education: Greek Study

Lori Dusterhoft - Dance; Jenniefer Fougere Music

Judith Hart - Drama; Gerry Johnston - Music

Carla Leinweber - Art; Irene Naested Art

These educators believe that students achieve a

significant cross cultural and global understanding by

experiencing and creating the arts of a culture at a

sensuous, expressive and formal level. This group of

educators choose the topic of the study of Greece to

enhance aspects of the existing social studies

curriculum for grade six, Topic 63 Greece: Ancient

Civilization. Developing these resources took

approximately a year of meetings, observations at Greek

festivals, research and lesson writing. The resources

were then piloted with the elementary students and

teachers at Queen Elizabeth Junior Senior High School
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and University Elementary. Students at both schools

investigated many facets of Greece from ancient times

to the present. Their studies led them into areas of

mathematics, politics, astronomy, mythology, science,

architecture, as well as dance, drama, art and music.

The students' two month study culminated in a

celebration of a Greek festival that included art and

social studies displays, and music, drama and dance

presentations staged in Greek costumes. The students

from the two schools experienced, researched, and

created the arts e. Greece and achieved a greater

understanding of a cultural group. Furthermore, they

had the opportunity to express what they knew and

understood about the culture in many ways through the

fine arts communication means of visual images, symbols

and costume; dance, gesture and movement; drama and

story writing and telling; sound and music. The study

of cultures is greatly enhanced by integrating the fine

and performing arts disciplines into the investigation.

Participants at this conference joined this group of

fine and performing arts educators as they shared some

cultural fine arts experiences with the participants

through slides, videos, discussion, demonstration, and

hand-on involvement in learning greek songs and dances.

An extensive teacher's manual as well as the teaching

video tape was available for purchase. Educators may

purchase these items by contacting A.T.A. Global

Education, Barnett House, Edmonton.
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Does Canada Care for the Gifted Student?
Leonard Goguen

Université de Moncton

As an introductory remark, please allow me to express my appreciation to the executive

committee of this gathering for having put together this joint conference and symposium. A

conference allows speakers to present various perspectives on an issue, whereas a symposium is

the meeting of a group to share experiences and advance the study of a phenomenon. You have

joined together the strengths of your Third Annual SAGE Conference here in Alberta with the 6th

Canadian Symposium on Gifted Education. I think it is fortunate for all of us here tonight that you

have put together what Dr. Joseph Renzulli would probably call a Confratute (which is his

combination of conference and institute).

Upon each of my visits to the western provinces of Canada, I am always touched by the

beauty of the land and the kindness of thc people. Your theme "Images in n-ansition" may suggest

that certain things do change... other things must remain, namely your beauty and kindness.

Before asking if Canada does care for the gifted learners, it is important to clarify what caring

means, why caring for the gifted is so important, and how can we show caring behavior?

WHAT DOES CARING MEAN?

Caring has been defined as providing serious attention to something or someone or to be

worried about or to like or to be fond of. In a book by Milton Mayeroff in 1971, entitled "On

Caring", the author specifies that caring is the antithesis of simply using other persons to satisfy

one's own needs. To care for another person, in the most significant sense, is to help another

person grow and self-actualize.
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Caring, as helping another person grow and actualize himself, is a process, a way of reladng

to someone that involves development, in the same way that friendship can only emerge in time

through mutual trust and a deepering of the reladonship.

When we care for a child, a student or a companion, we experience and often express

positive feelings while being with that person or while witnessing the accomplishments of that

person. The positive feelings are nearly always perceived by the child, student and companion and

felt as a generating force of positive energy.

If caring is helping a person grow and self-actualize, why is it so important for the gifted

student to be cared for?

WHY IS CARING IMPORTANT TO THE GIFTED LEARNER?

You are going to say that it is very important for the gifted and talented to experience caring

because it allows them to grow and to self-actualize.., and that is true... but there is another highly

important reason why we need to care for the gifted, and that is because it is through a caring

relationship that we become able to care for others. If the gifted are our most precious resources to

ensure the development of our world, our nation, our environment, our future; it may be important

that we make sure that our gifted and talented learners are persons who care...

In our current society of violence, political debates, competitions and devastadng

environments, we need leaders who care.

It is therefore quite important to care for the gifted, to allow them to acquire a sense of caring

through meaningful relationship in which caring is mutual, each cares for the other. Caring then

becomes contagious. It is through modelling and imitation that human qualities such as caring are

developed.

When we witness an event experienced by another person and this model appears very

satisfied with the experience, the observer's perceptions are reinforced and he or she will tend to
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repeat the experience. Thus to develop caring in thc gifted, they need to be surrounded by caring

persons as models. To help us become better caring teachers, parents or administrators of gifted

learners, let us examine the qualities of the caring person.

In the same way that someone wanting to become an excellent horseback rider would watch

an excellent rider going through the motions, someone wanting to care would learn from a caring

person. Knowing that most of you by profession are caring persons, you must have been in

contact with teachers, parents and/or friends who cared for you. I would suggest that you take a

few minutes and reflect upon the qualities of a caring person you do know or you have known and

list the qualities, things she or he did or said that made that person a caring individual for you.

Among these qualities, teachers usually identify characteristics like being helpful, interactive,

disciplined, encouraging and positive in recognizing your strengths. These are the characteristics

found in a caring culture.

Brendtro, Broken leg, and Van Bockern (1991) recently prepared a book that illustrates the

importance of belonging to a group that cares prior to developing generous behavior. In their

book, On Reclairning_iouthAgia, they reported on their study of the wisdom of native

Americans in their way of caring for their children and youth.

Based on observations and practical clinical experiences, they studied the traditions and

wisdom of the American natives in their methods of natural education, which have positive effects

on adjustment.

Brendtro and his colleagues (Brendtro, Broken leg and Van Bockem, 1991; Brendtro and

Broken leg, 1993) identified four major areas of development which grow from the experience of

belonging, mastering, becoming independent and feeling generosity. The authors' perception is

that a person must experience belonging by having a positive link to a group, a family or a tribe

where feeling at home and bcing affirmative about belonging to the group is expressed. With the

sense of belonging, the acquisition of mastery comes from identifying models for skills to be

acquired in play as well as work. The competent (master) person is able to take control of his or
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her own needs and become independent Generosity, which includes sharing and caring, is the

fourth step represented in a colourful native graphic called the circle of courage.

Prom this study on native Amea-icans, we could say that to become a caring person, one must

expetience belonging rather than rejection, mastery rather than failure, autonomy rather than

dependence and then generosity.

This confirms the importance of caring and from your participation I believe that we care for

the gifted. It means that some Canadians care... but does Canada care?

DOES CANADA CARE?

In Canada, three provinces have provisions in their education legislation for services to gifted

learners; they are Saskatchewan, Ontario and Alberta. Furthermore, all of the provinces and

territories except Prince Edwazd Island and the Yukon have explicit statements in their departmental

policies and guidelines on the education of the gifted. Since these policies express a will for a

collective action on behalf of gifted and talented learners, it could be concluded that Canada does

care for the gifted. However, focusing on some of the challenges in gifted education in Canada

will help us answer the question of whether our country cares for the gifted student. Let us

identify some of the issues or challenges that could affect the caring for gifted learners.

Regular education initiative In the post-integration decade.

A first issue or challenge that we could examine is the concept of mainstreaming or

integration recently called the regular special education.

This major thrust, regular education initiative, has become the pride of different provinces in

Canada over the last decade. In the book Special Education across Canada (Csapo, & Goguen,

Eds.,1989), various authors (Mc Bride, 1989, Wilson, 1989, and Perner and Robert, 1989)

describe the regular education initiative as the major accomplishment of the decade. Mc Bride
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(1989, p. 12) describes the interfacing between regular and special education in British Columbia

as a crucial issue which creates new relationships and new demands for curricular adaptation.

Wilson (1989, P. 91) concludes her chapter by saying that in Ontario, erasing the distinction

between regular and special education will permit educators to meet the learning needs of all pupils.

In New Brunswick, the legislative change of 1986 relative to integration is presented by Pemer and

Roberts (1989, p. 103) as the stepping stone towards an integrated education system which makes

all education "special".

A further- analysis of practices in the regular education initiative on integration could show a

decline in caring for gifted learners. In New Brunswick, the focus at the end of the last decade has

been on integrating exceptional children (mostly the mentally handicapped who were in separate

classes) within the mainstream of regular education. The tensions caused by the mainstreaming

conditions and process and the focus on the needs of a subpopulation of exceptional children have

left a narrow vision of the education of exceptional children. The promotion of integration and the

heterogeneous grouping of all learners has led to the elimination of special groups for more

advanced learners. Could the promotion of enrichment activities for all or cooperative learning for

all be the answer for gifted learners? These priviledged new options without teacher training and

teaching materials could be a panacea that would not necessarily assure caring for all the gifted and

talented.

Focus on math and science

In the recent focus on excellence, Canada, like other countries, wants to maintain a level of

competitiveness on the international scene by streamlining academic development in math and

science. Although this focus might bring services to the gifted learners, it could restrict enriched

education to the areas of math and science only.

111111111011111111
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A non-categorical perspective

In the provinces of British Columbia and Saskatchewan in particular, a non-categorical

perspective on serving learners with special nee& is being advocated. While the provision of

appropriate education to the gifted may be assured in such a framework, some jurisdictions could

develop a fear of identification and thus not provide the caring to the gifted learners. The fear of

identification could be a barrier to service delivery but a non-categorical perspective could allow

proper education for all children.

THE GIFTED NEED CARING ADVOCATES

Are the emerging practices called the regular education initiative, the focus on math and

science or the non-categorical perspective blessings or burdens to the gifted learners? Are these

signs of increasing or decreasing care for gifted learners? Do we have indications that Canada does

care for the gifted?

Changes in laws, regulations and departmental policies and guidelines in Canada over the last

decade show that Canada does care for the gifted. Changes on behalf of the gifted have been

happening through the advocacy of people who work for the gifted and talented in Canada, namely

the Association for Gifted of the Canadian Council for Exceptional Children, the Association for

Bright Children, and education for the gifted divisions of teachers' unions. Through its caring

advocates, Canada Cares for the gifted. Challenged by emerging initiatives, the educational

systems needs you as advocates to ensure that caring to gifted will be cherished.
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Giftedness in the Regular Classroom
Anne Green

Mossleigh Demonstration School

Can we meet the needs of our gifted children in the regular classroom?

I believe we can.

We need to create an environment together where we catch one another doing good. One
where students are engaged in shaping their days.

The Community of Learners

An environment conducive for a community of learners to actively explore ideas and expe-
riences together, as they construct meaning and communicate understandings in coopera-
tion.
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An environment that is formed and molded by the learnersOne where everyone can make
a difference as he/she takes responsibility for ongoing learning.

An environment where "making mistakes" spurs on further use of the language and moti-
vates the search to make meaning.

An environment where kids are talldng, writing, listening, and interacting as they support
and build upon one another's ideas.

An environment that encourages experimenting with communicating, as individuals learn
about and use their strengths and talents.

An environment where kids are making decisions about their learning by explaining, ques-
tioning, and hitch-hiking from one another. (They know what it is that they still do not
understand.)

An environment that encourages a balance between creative and logical thinking within a
meaningful context.

An environment where kids are developing an awareness and a respect for "the voice" of
each other as they naturally build self-confidence.

An environment that complements the learning strengths and talents of children so they
might be ever reaching their potential in school and through life.

An environment where the community of learners extends beyond the walls of the school,
as we put into practice the philosophy, "EVERYONE A TEACHER, EVERYONE A
LEARNER."

Implications for Teachers

Teachers joining the community of learners become aware that their changing role is that of
a facilitator. As teachers truly facilitate, learning becomes something that students do for
themselves not for someone else, e.g., the teacher. Differentiation begins to happen as
students enjoy learning according to their strength and passion areas. Students learn how to
learn as they become involved in learning as a process rather than in lessons with closure.

The teacher begins to listen with new ears, to observe with new eyes, to provide scaffolding
where needed, (strategies) to find a mentor to join a child with a passion area, to ask a
question to encourage higher level thinking by being cognizant of the following:
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beginning questions with ... (why? how?)

avoiding being judgmental ... ("Oh, isn't that good.")

avoiding being directive or leading ... ("Why don't you try it this way and see what
happens?)

instead be reassuring ... ("I'm sure you will find ways to solve your problem.)

instead be reflective ... (I can see you have given a lot of thought to your conclusion.)

Teachers enjoy new learning journeys as they become aware of the seven intelligences as
adapted by Thomas Armstrong from Howard Gardener's work in Frames of Mind. Arm-
strong writes for parents and teachers with a list of the possible criteria for each of the intelli-
gences as well as suggestions for ways to accommodate students.

(Book In Their Own Way by Thomas Armstrong)

The following are examples of Dr. Armstrong's works.

Linguistic Intelligence

like to write,
spin tall tales or tell jokes and stories,
have a good memory for names, places, dates, or trivia,
enjoy reading books in their spare time,
spell words accurately and easily,
appreciate nonsense rhymes and tongue twisters,
like doing crossword puzzles or playing games such as scrabble or anagrams,

Logical Mathematical Intelligence

compute arithmetic problems quickly in their head,
enjoy using computers,
ask questions like "Where does the universe end?" "What happens after we die?"
and "When did time begin?"
play chess, checkers, or other strategy games, and win,
reason things out logically and clearly,
devise experiments to test out things they don't understand,
spend lots of time working on logic puzzles such as Rubik's cube.
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Special Intelligence

spend free time engaged in art activities,
report clear visual images when thinking about something,
easily read maps, charts and diagrams,
like it when you show movies, slides or photographs,
enjoy doing jigsaw puzzles or mazes.,
daydreams a lot,

Intrapersonal Intelligence

display a sense of independence or a strong will,
react with strong opinions when controversial topics are being discussed,
seem to live in their own private, inner world,
like to be alone to pursue some personal interest, hobby, or project,
seem to have a deep sense of self-confidence,
march to the beat of a different drummer in their style of dress their behavior, or
their general attitude,
motivate themselves to do well on independent study projects,

Musical Intelligence

play a musical instrument,
remember melodies of songs,
tell you when a musical note is off-key,
say they need to have music on in order to study,
collect records or tapes,
sing songs to themselves,
keep time rhythmically to music,

Bodily-Kinesthetic Intelligence

do well in competitive sports,
move, twitch, tap, or fidget while sitting in a chair,
engage in physical activities such as swimming, biking, hiking, or skate-
boarding,
need to touch people when they talk to them,
enjoy scary amusement rides,
demonstrate skill in a craft like woodworking, sewing, or carving,
cleverly mimic other people's gestures, mannerisms, or behaviors,
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Interpersonal Intelligence

have a lot of friends.
socialize a great deal at school or around the neighborhood,
seem to be "street smart,"
get involved in after-school group activities,
serve as the "family mediator" when disputes arise,
enjoy playing group games with other children,
have a lot of empathy for the feelings of others,

The following is a scenario with some transcription of the students' actual talk, from my
first grade classroom, to present the community of learners in action, where the children are
meeting their many intelligences (talents).

Ben (logical and linguistic talent areas) came to school in September, in love with Bald
Eagles. He shared wonderful illustrations and stories both fiction and non-fiction with the
community of learners. He informed us that 'bald' is the old English word for white.

However, he often found it difficult to join the class activities, which was the case one
September day during the theme all about colors. The class was involved in miming the
song Stolen Rainbows, where an old moose gathers up the colors of the rainbow and stuffs
them into a sack leaving the world dull and gray. One student would be the moose while
the rest of the class would be the colors of the rainbow.

Teacher, (as facilitator, thinking about how to naturally involve Ben) "Everyone is having
such fun, however we need a problem for the moose to encounter. The colors of the rain-
bow are at the mercy of the old moose. He can't be allowed to win so easily."

Chelsea, (music, her talent) "Well, the colors win when they find a crack in the old sack and
wiggle to freedom" as she began to sing the part from the song to support her argument.

Jeff, (interpersonal and logical talent area, relaxed as he mimed the part of the old moose)
"Oh, but the old moose gets them back every time."

Ben (his face lighting up as he saw an opportunity to build on to an idea, and incorporate
his passion area) "I'll be a bald eagle and dive bomb the moose and help the colors."

The whole mime took a new direction with new problems to solve. Ben proudly experi-
enced using his passion as he made his learning meaningful and personal. He felt a valu-
able part of the community of learners as he built on to the learning of others as well unto
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his own. Ben came the next day dressed as a bald eagle and we enjoyed the mime for many
days. He also worked on an individual project about bald eagles for months which he
shared in the school Science Fair in February. The curriculum, for Ben, was relevant and
internalized to meet his needs.

The above real-life action transcribed from the community of learners in my classroom is
one of many which I shared at the SAGE Conference to bring alive the way gifted students
can meet their needs in a community of learners in the regular classroom.

Conclusion

Learning is a process for our gifted children, one where they, above all, are learning about
themselves as learners.

Parents are an integral part of this learning and are needed in the classrooms as facilitators
and questioners. Parents join the community of learners as they too write; to learn about
the changes in education, to share stories and to model a love for learning.

THE COMMUNITY OF LEARNERS could be the answer for meeting the needs of the
gifted in the classroom.

VOGOTSKY, a leading educator writes What a child can do in cooperation today, he can
do alone tomorrow.
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Kids' Network: Researching the World
Beatrice Gursky

Sherwood Park Catholic Separate School District

National Geographic Kids' Network brings

students into the classrooms of th3 future with the

interdisciplinary unit entitled INDM IARD E 00

ITIIIMSDO? NGS Kids' Network. is a

telecommunications-based, integrated curriculum

for science, social studies, geography, language

learning and mathematics. The NGS Kids' Network

links students In Canada, United States and other

countries, such as Japan, through the use of
computer technology (windows) and a

telecommunications system (modem ).

Recommended for students in grades 4-6, this unit

challenges able and gifted students to use higher

leuels of learning and cognitive processes.

Through the network's electronic mailbox in

the central "post office" computer, students from

the Learning Enrichment fictiulties Program

(L.E.R.P.) at Father Kenneth Kearns School in

Sherwood Park collaborated with a team in thirteen

different global locations to study the
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environmental impact of trash. In total, 261 teams

from around the world participated. 1111 teams were

responsible for reporting their geographic location

(in latitude and longitude coordinates) to the
central network hub. NGS software included a

sophisticated mapping menu designed to plot the

global coordinates of research teammates. Soon

our global team of students, mostly from the United

States, but also from Japan, plotted and printed the

global address of thirteen teammates on the

computer and wall maps.

During the first week, investigation into

community disposal methods were conducted. Our

investigation included Interviews and conversations

with school, community and provincial trash

disposal employees. Similarities and differences

were reported to teammates and contrasted by

locality. Information for an in-depth discussion of

the trash disposal methods for three localities:

New York, New York; Tokyo, Japan; and Wellesley,

Massachusetts; was included in the activity sheets

of the Kids Handbook. Lastly, students wrote their
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own definition of "trash" using the network word

processor and predicted the amount of trash they

thought might be generated by the class in one day.

Soon the students began to use the word processor

to write letters to specific teams. 11 professional

unit scientist assigned to the team by N6S was

Ri len Hershkowitz, a senior scientist at the National

Defense Council in New York.. Dr. Hershkowitz

emphasized the importance of collecting data

carefully and consistently, according to scientific

principles.

In the following weeks, the students

conducted their own research by designing and

implementing an in-class trash collection.

Categories of trash weighed and measured included

paper, metal, glass, plastic, food, and

miscellaneous. Trash data (calculated in grams per

student per day) was electronically recorded and

reported to team members around the world. The

young scientists predicted, selected, calculated,

compared, interpreted, analyzed and graphed grams

of trash. Graphing software allowed the
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construction of horizontal, uertical, line and pie

graphs for trash data.

Week Four included study of the consequences

of trash and the current disposal methods. The

students considered how the three Fi's - reduction,

reuse and recycling can dramatically reduce the

amount of trash that people produce. The students

collected and analyzed the contents of their lunch

kits for trash reduction possibilities. Rs well, they

collected community resources and information on

recycling and began to plan ways to implement

trash reduction in their classroom and school.

lit the end of the fifth week, the team began

to recelue trash data from their teammates and

started to look for similarities, differences and

patterns in the data. Maps of network data were

generated for comparison purposes. Dr.

Hershkowitz, the unit scientist, also reviewed the

trash data and discussed the implications of the

research.

11111111111.
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In closing, the N6S unit TIVID WIECOO MN?

emphasizes important concepts and higher levels of

learning processes that challenge students such as:

working as scientists, investigating important and

current scientific questions about trash;

collaborating to generate communication and

problem solving; using technology and

telecommunications to eachange information;

collecting data according to consistent scientific

standards; organizing and displaying data using

graphs and maps; interpreting patterns and

drawing conclusions; and lastly; demonstrating

how environment and culture are interdependent.

The National Geographic Society's: KIDS' NETWORK

connects students to worldwide opportunities for

learning.

Beatrice Gursky

1..E.R.P. Facilitator

Father Kenneth Kearns School
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Skemp Activities for the Intelligent Learning of Mathematics
Marilyn Harrison

Calgary Board of Education

Mathematics, the problem subject

Once again newspapers are headlining the poor mathematics achievement of our

students. The accusation is not new. Since the early 1960s there have been extensive

efforts to improve the teaching of mathematics in our schools with discouraging results.

Given that for almost 30 years, on both sides of the Atlantic, there have been intensive

efforts by clever, hard-working, and well-funded persons, why are these problems still

with us? Unless we can answer this question, at least in part, there is no reason to expect

that the efforts of the next twenty years will be any more successful. But if we can find the

answer, or at least a substantial part of it, the rewards will be great.

Skemp maintains that one reason for their lack of success is that most of these people

have been looking in the wrong place, namely at the mathematical content of the

curriculum. He believes that if the solution were to be found there, it would have been

found long ago. Rather, a wider perspective is needed and he illustrates this perspective by

telling the story of someone who came upon three stone masons as they worked. Asked

what they were doing, one replied: "Carving stone", the second said, "Supporting my

family" while the third exclaimed, "I am building a cathedral".

Needed, a wider perspective

To remedy the present poor state of mathematics education we need a wider

perspective. First, we need to see it as a particularly powerful and concentrated example of

the functioning of human intelligence. And second, as one of the most powerful and

adaptable mental tools, which the intelligence of man has made for its own use, collectively

over the centuries. Mathematics is a way of using our minds which greatly increases the

power of our thinking. Hence its importance in today's world of rapidly ath ancing

science, high technology and commerce.
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If children are to succeed in learning maths they need to be taught in ways which

enable them to bring their intelligence, rather than rote learning, into use. And common

sense alone is not enough to enable us to do this, or we would have succeeded by now.

We need a theory of intelligent learning.

Implications of Skemp's model of intelligent learning for the teaching of

mathematics

To attempt in one hour to summarize Skemp's model of intelligence, together with its

applications for the learning of mathematics is not possible. Rather, an attempt will be

made to highlight some of the most relevant aspects.

Skemp (1978) has argued that "there are two effectively different subjects being taught

under the same name, 'mathematics'". He contrasts instrumental learning (rules without

reasons) with relational understanding (knowing both what to do and why). Since

relational and instrumental knowledge are so different, Skemp suggests thatwe regard

them as different kinds of mathematics. Learners of any age cannot succeed at mathematics

unless they learn by using their intelligence rather than by rote learning. The former

follows naturally from Skemp's view that mathematics is ". . . a particularly powerful and

concentrated example of the functioning of human intelligence" (1989a, p. 26). This is the

kind of learning which he offers as a goal in the intelligent teaching of mathematics. The

behaviourist theory which has influenced the teaching of mathematics for so many years is

not without merit, but it describes those aspects of behaviour'which we share with lower

species. Skemp's theory describes those aspects of human learning in which we most

differ from the laboratory rat or pigeon.

An essential feature of Skemp's model of intelligence is schematic learning which takes

place when new concepts are constructed by the learner. Good teaching provides

situations which encourage the schema-constructing activity of the learner and Skemp

distinguishes three modes of building and testing (Skemp, 1989a, p. 74):
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BUILDING

from our own
encounters with the
physical world:
experience

from the schema of
others:
communication

from within, by
formation of higher-
order concepts:
by extrapolation,
imagination, intuition:
creativity

SCHEMA CONSTRUCTION

Mode

1

2

3

TESTING

against expectations
of events in the
physical world:
experiment

comparison with the
schemas of others:
discussion

comparison with one's
own existing
knowledge and
beliefs:

internal consistency

He goes on to explain that, "These are more powerful when used in combination, so good

learning situations are those which provide opportunities for using all of these, though not

necessarily in the same activity" (Skemp, 1989a, p. 87).

In order to help children build up their conceptual structures for long-term learning, it is

vital that teachers try to ensure that at every stage the new concepts to be learned can be

assimilated to the children's available schemas. "These ways include (a) sequencing new

material schematically; (b) using structured practical activities; (c) beginning with a do-and-

say approach, followed by written work only when the connections between thoughts and

verbal symbols are well established" (Skemp, 1989a, p. 105).

Putting the present theory to use in the classroom

Skemp applied his theory to the classroom by producing materials for the teaching of

mathematics in the form of over 340 mathematics learning activities for 5 - 11 year olds

which were written and field tested over 4 period of eight years, and published as
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Sturctured A I 0 titv , 1. Volumes 1, 1 a, 2 & 2a. He has just

completed the Area network for a Measurement Unit.

It appears that in mathematics education a unique situation now exists in which a set of

teaching materials has been developed in which each activity embodies not only a

mathematical concept but also one or more aspects of a theory of intelligent learning.

Skemp (1989a) wrote:

So by doing these with a group of children, both children and their teacher

benefit. The children benefit by this approach to their learning of mathematics;

and the teacher also has an opportunity to learn about the theory of intelligent

learning by seeing it in action. Theoretical knowledge acquired in this way relates

closely to classroom experience and to the needs of the classrOom. It brings with

it a bonus, since not only do the children benefit from this approach to

mathematics, but it provides a good learning situation for teachers also. In this

way we get 'two for the price of one', time-wise. (p.111)

The measurement activities which have just been developed will provide yet another

opportunity for children to experience the intelligent learning of mathematics. That such

learning can occur, even for those having difficulty, was nicely illustrated by a Resource

Teacher in Calgary who had been doing remedial work with a group of Grade 5 students

using multiplication activities from Structured Activities for Primary MAthematics. She

reported that when the students' classroom teacher asked them to do some multiplication

questions, they responded, "Should we do it the old way or the intelligent way?"
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The Role of Academically Talented Students in Moral
Education and the Development of the Caring School

(Is Morality Caught or Taught?)
Cledwn Haydn-Jones

Rocky View School Division #41
1111.1117MIIIMORIAMIN, 111111=101111131

Talented and Gifted children are aware frequently of moral arguments and
dilemmas at an early age (Kohlberg, 1961; de Bono, 1990). As well, bright
students seem to enjoy cooperative learning (1991); CoRT thinking (de Bono.
1990); circle sessions (Glasser et al, 1978) and discussion in social studies
and science that comprise controversial debate (Johnson, 1951).

Two educators recently, David W. Johnson and Ernie Scjepps, have articulated
the need to provide students with stimulating enrichment experiences based on
the nurturing of ethical awareness and the development of the caring school.
Academically talented students are encouraged to take a strong leadership role
in Ethics programs such as

Critical Thinking Through Structured Controversy (Johnson, D.W. et
al) t.q
Creating a Caring School Community:AChild Development Project, San
Ramon Unified School District (Sclepps, E. et al).

Springbank Middle School (Rocky View School Division No. 41, Calgary) is
considering teaming with San Ramon as well as integrating ethical issue
strategies within existing curricula. Resource Programs (Level 4) serving
primarily academically talented students, frequently focus on topics with
affective and moral objectives (curricular; social; and schoolwide issues).
Springbank is aware that the high academic achievement areas need to be
balanced with 'high caring' goals.

In this presentation C. Haydn-Jones will review
(a) Moral Education in Alberta and a critique of the grade 8 Ethics

Program of Studies
(b) Stages of Moral Development
(c) Gifted Students as ethically aware leaders and followers, and
(d) the leadership of the Gifted Student in the development of the

caring school and inclass discussions on controversial issues.
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MORAL EDUCATION AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CARING SCHOOL
(IS )IORALITY CAUGHT OR TAUGHT)

Cledwyn Haydn-Jones, Area Superintendent
Rocky View School Divislon No. 41

LESSON PLAN

A. No Pre test!

1. Introduction/'Anticipatory Set'

(a) The World of Monty Python
(b) Quotes from Alfie Cohn and welt Whitman
(c) John Child's observation on school values/school ethos

2. Presentation

(a) Moral Education in Alberta: critique of the grade 8 Ethics

Program of Studies (direct teaching)

(b) Stages of Moral Development (Lawrence Kohlberg)

Helga simulatiOn/group work
ii Analysis of group responses
iii Moral Awareness relative to moral development stages
iv Moral Education lesson plan

(c) Critical Thinking Through Structures Controversy (David V.
Johnson)

Review of lesson plan
ii Group Work i.e. rights of Brazilian Indians vs poor

Amazonian farmers

(d) Creating.* Caring School Community: Child Development
Project, San Ramon Valley Unified School District

Collaboration with Springbank Middle School
ii Categories of Caring
iii Group Work: practical suggestions

3. Association/Reinforcement

Review salient points of presentation
ii The Good Question (1 per gioup)

4. Application

no homework!

5. Conclusion

Letter Home from College: morality ... relatively speaking!

B. No Post Test!
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CRITICAL THINKING THROUGH STRUCTURED CONTROVERSY

Johnson. n; Johnson, R. Critical Thinking Through Structured Controversy
(81) 52,6. Educational Leadership, Alexandria, VA

"Using academic conflict that exIsts when one student's ideas,
information, conclusions, theories and opinions are incompatible."

Preaises

1. Students must value and respect one another.

2. Controversies must be defined as interesting problens to be solved
rather than win-lose situations:

3. Groups of students should be heterogeneous i.e. discussions have to be
"spirited and constructive in argumentation" in order to appreciate
different views.

Stages of Lesson

1. Choose discussion topic e.g. grade 8 Social Studies or Science program.

2. Prepare instructional resource

(a) clear description of group's task
(b) description of phases of controversy procedures and collaboration
(c) definition of position to be advocated (summary of key arguments)
(d) resource materials.

3. Structurins controversy within a cooperative context.

4. Constructing controversy.

5. Learning a position.

6. Presenting a position.

7. Discussing issues.

B. Reversing perspectives.

9. Reaching decisions.

10. Wisdom of the philosophies (duty vs utilitarianism; Kant and Hill)
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Benefits

1. Moral discourse.

2. Similar to de Bono's CoRT Thinking.

3. Greater mastery and retentiOn of subject matter.

4. Higher quality decisions.

5. Increase in creative insight.

6. Increase ideas (synoptics/brain-storming).

7. Increase feelings and open-mindedness.

S. Realization we need consensus and conflict to effect change.

"If we introduce normal discourse as a fundamental source of critical
thinking, as a control of interactional logic and as a motor for
generating a coordination of argumentative elements, then neither
inculcation nor value - free socratic teaching is acceptable ...such
discussion implies confidence in human interactional reasoning that
tends towards universal liberating morality. This discourse is not only
related to actions but is action itself."

David W. Johnson

Cledwyn Haydn-Jc.-es
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Classrooms with Growing Room
Lannie Kanevsky

Simon Fraser University

Note: A more extensive version of the comments in this paper can be found in the
Fall, 1992 issue of AGATE, Volume 6, No. 2 (Journal of the Gifted and Talented
Education Council of The Alberta Teachers' Association).

One of the many images in transition in education is our conception of good
education. Rather than searching for the "right way" to educate all students, we
are becoming increasingly aware that education is not a "one-size-fits-all" enter-
prise. The education system needs to offer a range of sizes and styles to accommo-
date individual differences in sizes and growth rates. Parents often purchase
clothes for their children with room to "grow into". They expect the next growth
spurt, and the next.... Educators also monitor and plan for growth. However a
gifted student is only one in a class of twenty-five or thirty students who are often
expected to share a limited wardrobe of resources and curricular activifies. That is
all the administration and the teacher feel they are prepared or can afford to pro-
vide. For some the clothes will be so large, they stumble over them. For others, the
clothes will be an appropriate fit and the student will move comfortably through
the tasks provided. And then, there are the students who have already outgrown
all or parts of the wardrobe. In addition, they may find the contents dull, or the
styles not to their taste. The metaphor could be extended endlessly. The gifted
student needs a curriculum with more room to grow than is often provided in
traditional materials and instructional strategies that dominate current practice.

Schools should offer all students activities and an environment that not only
expects growth to occur naturally, but encourages it. This means providing tasks
with high ceilings, or no ceilings, broad scope, and coherent sequence. In addition,
the activities should encourage students to build connections between facts, con-
cepts principles and generalizations in one subject area to those in other areas, and
an understanding of when, how and why to use knowledge gained in one setting
or on one type of task to other settings and other types of tasks. We have a prime
opportunity to take advantage of the educational reform movement and recent
research on learning and the psychology of development in our efforts to provide
gifted students with good education.

1
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It has become apparent that in our efforts to create comfortable learning envi-
ronments and materials we may have reduced the opportunities to develop higher
level intellectual skills. In the past, teachers were trained to offer students lessons
they would be able to complete quietly and independently at their desks. The
lessons were a "good fit" for the child's current level of development. Now, it
seems that for thinking skills to develop, an individual must be put in the uncom-
fortable position of finding their current skills inadequate. They need to be dial-
lenged with tasks they cannot complete without interacting with peers or a teacher.
This motivates the learner to find a new and better way to develop a more sophisti-
cated way of thinking to meet the challenge. The extent to which children benefit
from tasks beyond their actual level of development, into their "zone of proximal
development", varies with the individual's learning or intellectual ability
(Vygotsky, 1978). The brighter the student, the broader the zone of proximal devel-
opment. It is the cognitive psychologist's equivalent of "growing room". It is the
range of tasks beyond those that a child is able to complete alone that a child can
learn, with assistance, to perform independently. These are tasks in which the child
should be engaged in order to promote the growth of new and more sophisticated
intellectual skills.

This approach to learning has huge implications for current conceptions of
what dassrooms should look like, sound like, contain, and how they should oper-
ate. Instead of orderly rows of silent students with their heads bowed, pencils in
hand, recording answers to questions from the end of the chapter on ecology, we
are seeing noisy groups of children planning and implementing studies of the
impact of litter on the neighborhood environment. What they don't know how to
do, they ask to learn. They are engaged, they are excited! These experiences can
and should be offered to all learners in the regular classroom.

There are special benefits for the bright, gifted, talented and creative students
in this vision. Having the greatest ability to grow, they are the students who have
suffered the most from the low task ceilings, restricted range of activities and the
passive learning environment.

Many advocates for special programs for gifted students assess the outcome of
their efforts by counting the number of pull-out programs operating in their school
district(s). Recent fiscal restraints and inclusive education policies have reduced
the number of these programs. Lurking in what appears to be a grim trend is a
shining opportunity for regular classroom educators to meet the needs and nurture
the abilities of gifted children in every school day, rather than expecting their needs
to be met by another teacher, in another room, one day each week.
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Admittedly, attempting to provide growth promoting challenges in the regular class-
room brings its own set obstacles. They are not simple problems, therefore simple answers
will not suffice. Maker (1982) proposed a system for developing curriculum appropriate for
gifted learners which is based on the behaviors each individual demonstrates as he or she is
engaged in learning activities in their areas of interest and strength. The principles she de-
scribes for curriculum development can also be used to guide the modification of regular
classroom lessons to provide more growing room in them at no cost to the school or teacher.
In addition, they are consistent with the changing roles of the teacher and the learner sug-
gested by current educational reform movements. Maker's principles can also assist efforts to
nurture the development of self-directed, self-monitoring, independent, lifelong learners with
flexible knowledge bases that can be applied and generalized in a number of settings within
and beyond schools.

Knowing that some educators will challenge bright students and others will not, it is
critical that those who do will make some effort to equip those students with some goal-
setting, self-monitoring and negotiating techniques that will enable them to take some initia-
tive when they begin to feel boredom creeping in. As an example, a teacher desiring to arm
students against boredom could introduce what Maker (1982) called "freedom of choice" into
plans for one or more students. This might be done by offering students the opportunity to
develop independent study contracts. The teacher would let the students choose or propose
the topic as a group or as individuals rather than suggesting or selecting it; engage the stu-
dents in a discussion to determine the size and duration of the activity; monitor progress
together, require self- and group evaluation as well as offering feedback from the teacher's
perspective; talk about how to set goals, select topics determine how much time to allow for
certain tasks, how to select criteria for evaluation and be a fair judge of a piece of work. In the
future, with other teachers, a student may consider proposing an independent study contract
when their assigned work is less than challenging. This action is a much more attractive
alternative than some others, such as underachievement, disruptive outbursts, withdrawal,
etc.

All children need to develop these skills, however they take on an additional degree of
importance when self-regulated learning becomes a student's best defense against boredom.
With some knowledge of how to manage their own learning, they can take the initiative when
the classroom offers less than enough. There is so much more to learn than is reflected in the
curriculum that is foolish to let students grow up with the impression that they will learn all
they need to know in school. Instead they should be encouraged to learn how to learn for the
rest of their lives.

In closing, a final transition will be suggested. In the midst of the curriculum revision
suggested, yet another golden opportunity exists. Much of the literature advocating for spe-
cial services for gifted children demands that their needs be met. I would look beyond the
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goal of simply meeting any student's needs to promoting optimal development of poten-
tial. "Meeting needs" has a ring of minimal satisfaction. With a shift in perspective
toward optimal development as a goal of education, students will be able to explore their
growing room, and that of their dassmates. New "gifts" will emerge and be shared.
These bold suggestions will take commitment and time but they can be initiated on a
small scale and on an individual basis. But nothing will happen unless we each commit
to exploring the limits of our own potential to optimize our ability to challenge all learn-
ers in search of gifts.
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Content Modifications

adjust the content of the lesson to take
advantage of the bright student's ability
to build a richer, more diverse, flexibie,
efficiently organized knowiedge base.

In=
Abatractness
Complexity

Variety
Study of People

Methods of Inquiry

Process Modifications

adjust the manner In which thinking, or
feeling play a role in the learning in

order to take advantage of the
extraordinary information processing

capabilities ot these students.

IZZI1S:
Higher levels of thinking

Openiondedness
Debdefing/Proof of Reasoning

Freedom of Choice
Group interaction

Pace
Variety

Product Modifications Learning Environment
Modifications

adjust the outcome of an activity, the adjust the nature of the setting and
manner in which it is shared and/or materials in order to amplify the benefits

evaluated. Those modifications provide to be gained from the other
bright students with an opportunity to modifications They also increase the
=AIM their abilities In a product that similarity between the tasks and
refttcts their potential to produce and settings In the learning environment

contribute, rather than their potential to and those that students are expected to
consume what has been produced by encounter in the real world to promote

others. transfer.

LYME IZPLI:
Real Problem Student-centred
Real Audience independence
Transformation Openness

Evaluation Acceptance
Complexity

High Mobility

Table 1. Definitions of, rationales for and types of lesson modification

strategies.
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Playing Smart: Enrichment in the Home
Lannie Kanevsky

Simon Fraser University

Children don't need to learn while they play, but they often do learn, inciden-
tally or accidentally. Knowing this, a parent can take the opportunity to nurture
the child's development. This opportunity, however, should not be abused as play
also offers the children time to practice skills and enrich connections between new
knowledge and old. Keep it fun! Children should be encouraged to play with
individuals who are younger and older, more and less skilled. One thing is certain,
smart people are always learning from those around them. This is an orientation
that can be reinforced throughout childhood.

Vygotsky's (1978) theory of the development of higher intellectual processes is
based on his belief that "good learning is in advance of curTent levels of develop-
ment". He also proposed that this development is the result of the progressive
internalization of what a child experiences first in social interaction with a more
able person. The more able individual may be younger, older, or of the same age.
She is simply more knowNclgeable about the task at hand. Most parents and teach-
ers have observed this phenomenon in action. The adult completes a task with the
child, sharing the activity and talking their way through it. Later, when attempting
the task independently, the child may be heard talking to herself, reciting the
parent's word verbatim. This is simply an example of the child having internalized
the words of the more able adult in her efforts to master the task independently.
Later the child will hear the words in her mind, without needing to speak them.
Finally, the skill will become automatic and no speech will be needed, silent or
spoken, to facilitate task completion.

This process has been described in order to contextualize the type of play to
be encouraged in this workshop. It is play that initially occurs in a social context,
not independent play. Playing "smart" is a phrase I use to capture the kind of play
that initiates and promotes the development of the flexible, fluent thinking when
children are faced with new challenges. This includes a willingness to accept the
challenge, to relish the opportunity to be wrong, to learn from mistakes, and to ex-
perience failure in a safe environment. Often bright children are praised only
when they are "right" and come to feel they are only valued when they can pro-
duce the right answer. Right answers have their place, but so do mistakes and
dead end solutions. The latter can show us what doesn't work so we don't take
that path again. They force good problem solvers to generate alternative solutions,
the test them, to evaluate their efficiency, and worthiness.
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As a child's first teachers, parents are powerful models for behaviors and
attitudes related to the kind of learning that emerges from situations where current
ways of thinking and levels of skill are not sufficient. New ideas must be generated
and tested. When engaging in play with their children, parents must keep the
child's primary goal for play in mindFUN! Beware of turning play into work, or
school. Turn work and school into fun, but don't take the fun out of play. As was
stated in the opening, children can and do learn while playing, but they don't
always need to learn from play.

The characteristics of "smart" play activities will be described in the next
section. The list is not exhaustive. It is intended to focus attention on the features
of activities that promote the development of skills and attitudes that are of critical
importance to an orientation towards learning as a lifelong endeavor. It can hap-
pen anywhere, anytime. It can involve being right, or wrong, or a bit of both.
Sometimes the result of one's efforts can be seen immediately; in other situations
we're left waiting for an indication of the outcome for an indefinite period of time.
The reading will dose with a list of materials that parents might consider when
looking for productive play activities.

Characteristics of Smart Activities

1. Interaction with a more able individual

't he need for someone to talk to when one wants a child to learn something new
from a challenging activity was described earlier. When playing, the social
dynamics of the situation may overwhelm the potential for intellectual benefits
so the nature of the interaction must also be considered. Will the children at-
tempt to teach each other, cooperate or compete? All children are sensitive to the
competitive context of many play activities. Both competition and cooperation
have their place in the real world. Although it is necessary for children to learn
to compete, to lose and to win, cooperative activities often provide a safer envi-
ronment for the risk-taking involved in testing new knowledge. These dynamics
may emerge when the child is playing with a peer, sibling or an adult. Observe
the differences in the benefits when it happens in your own home.

2. Choices

All children, and bright children in particular, are capable of making decisions.
Often adults underestimate this ability. Children can and should suggest and
choose activities, how to play, where to play, alternative ways to do something.
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Young children and older, inexperienced decision-makers can be given two
options to choose from initially. Then the list can be expanded to three. Eventu-
ally they can be offered three or four and the opportunity to suggest their own
idea. When offering children the opportunity to choose or suggest, a parent
must be prepared to allow the child to pursue the choice. Don't offer control
and then attempt to coerce the child to change because "you know better". Let
your children try and fail rather than protecting them from a struggle. As long
as they will not be harmed, they may emerge with an unexpected but valuable
lesson from a less than optimal choice.

3. Open-endendness

Look for activities with more than one right answer, more than one solution,
more than one way of anything. This extends the life of a toy or activity. Bright
children bore quickly when the activity has a limited number of challenges and
solutions.

4. Multiple levels of difficulty

Does the activity grow with the child's skill? This may be the most addictive
feature of Nintendo games. A player can only progress to a certain level with
one strategy. Eventually, a player must develop a new strategy and learn when
to use the old or the new. The rewards are immediatethe point totals climb.
As players learn when and how to use new strategies they also move on to
higher levels and accumulate points. This is a prime example of growing room
in a game. Nintendo is not the only example. Chess is another. It too can be
successfully played at a number of levels of complexity. These tasks require a
basic understanding of the rules, but have a "high ceiling" as children can de-
velop more and more sophisticated skills with time, practice and interaction
with more able players.

5. Complexity

Smart activities involve rich, confusing, messy understandings. There are an in-
finite number of connections between knowledge gained from the play activity
and other experiences are numerous and diverse. Many parents are astounded
by the richness of the imaginary world that exists in their backyard when they
interrupt a fantasy adventure game involving two or more children. In this
context children develop and honor laws, maintain and expand their characters
over days and weeks. Simply managing the complexity of what is involved in
the play activity is a challenge the child can learn from and monitor.
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6. Luck or chance factor

We live in an unpredictable world. Like many challenges children will experi-
ence in their lives, when luck is involved, intellectual ability loses its position of
dominance in determining success. When playing with siblings or peers of
different ages, a chance factor adds unpredictability to the outcome that defies
age, knowledge or skill. Therefore, a younger child might win without experi-
ence or skill.

7. Opportunities to learn from mistakes

Mistakes are just another way of doing something. Many bright children have
limited experience making and understanding mistakes as they are less often of-
fered opportunities to be wrong. Age-appropriate puzzles and problems are no
challenge. Parents often look for games children will enjoy immediately, rather
than those that take time to learn and understand, and provide prime opportuni-
ties for blundering. Mistakes are a great indicator of growing room and increase
the need for models who are also willing to try, to be wrong, and to grow from
the experience.

8. Reflection time and talk

During and after a challenging acdvity, reflect; talk about the "how". How are
you thinking about it? What did you learn? Are you improving? What other
ways could you have done it but you didn't? Why didn't you? How did you
remember the rules? How do you remember all of the strategies that didn't
work so you don't repeat yotir mistakes? Give this kind of talk real time. A
rough guideline would be to spend two-thirds of the time playing and one-third
describing your thinking and asking the child to describe his or hers. Children
under the age of 7 may not be able to discuss their thoughts as they "just hap-
pen", but older children will often enjoy hearing how others minds work and
comparing it to their own.

9. A smorgasbord of thinking and feeling opportunities

Children should be offered a variety of smart activities that encourage the devel-
opment of all kinds of thinking. Activities can involve fantasy, problem-solving,
deductive thinking, logic, divergent thinking, evaluation, planning and many
more kinds of thinking and feeling. Children should be encouraged to explore
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them all rather than honing a single set of thinking skills. Even within a single
area of passion, astronomy for example, children can engage all of the processes
mentioned above.

Few activities will have all of the characteristics described above. Each offers
"players" different developmental benefits. The list that follows provides a start-
ing point for parents searching for "smart" play activities.

Materials published by Free Spirit Publications

Contact for catalogues, prices and ordering: Claude Primeau & Associates, Attn:
Lori McLaughlin, c/o Harper Collins, 1995 Markham Rd., Scarborough, Ontario,
M1B 5M8, telephone (416) 321-2241, FAX (416) 321-3033.

Bringing Out the Best: A Resource Guide for Parents of Young Gifted Children
By Jacqulyn Saunders with Pamela Espeland

Playing Smart: A Parent's Guide to Enriching, Offbeat Learning Activities
for Ages 4-14
By Susan K. Perry

The Gifted Kids Survival Guide: For Ages 10 & Under
By Judy Galbraith

The Gifted Kids Survival Guide: For Ages 11 & Over
By Judy Galbraith

The Gifted Kids Survival Guide II: A Sequel to the Original (for Ages 11-18)
By James Delisle & Judy Galbraith

The Survival Guide for Parents of Gifted Kids: How to Understand. Live with,
and Stick Up for Your Gifted Child
By Sally Yahnke Walker

Perfectionism
By Miriam Adderholdt-Elliot
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Materials from the National Science Teachers Association

Contact: National Science Teachers Association
1742 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20009-1171

Flights of Imagination: An Introduction to Aerodynamics
By Wayne Hosking

The Whole Cosmos: Catalog of Science Activities
By Joe Abruscato & Jack Hassard

Materials from Other Publishers

3D Puzzles
By Alan Robbins
Dell Publishing, New York

A Handbook for Parents of Gifted and Talented
By Jeanne L. Delp & Ruth A. Martinson

Amazing Mazes
By Rolf Heimann
Contact: Doublcday Canada Ltd., 105 Bond Street, Toronto, Ontario M5B
1Y3

Anti-Coloring Books (I, & III)
By Susan Striker
Contact: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 383 Madison Avenue, New York, NY
10017

Brain Boosters: Logic, Science, and Math Games for Ages 6 - 12
By Sidney Martin & Dana McMillan
Monday Morning Books, Inc Box 1680, Palo Alto, CA 94302
[Also available: More Brain Boosters, by Dana McMillan and Sidney Mar-
tin, same publisher]
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A Calendar of Home Activities
Cost: approximately $1. (US)
Available from: Curriculum Associates, Inc., 5 Esquire Road, North
Billerica, MA

Eye Cue Puzzles (4 Puzzle games in each set; to develop visual thinking skills)
Dale Seymour Publications, P. O. Box 10888, Palo Alto, CA 94303

Family Math
By Jean Kerr Stenmark, Virginia Thompson & Ruth Cossey
Contact the Lawrence Hall of Science, University of California, Berkeley,
CA 94720

Fold Your Own Dinosaurs!
By Campbell Morris
Contact: Angus & Robertson Publishers, Unit 4, Eden Park, 31 Waterloo
Road, North Ryde, NSW, Australia 2113

Googolplex
Contact: Arlington-Hews, Inc., Box 23798, Vancouver Airport P. 0.,
Richmond, B.C. V7B 1X9

Human Brain Coloring Book
By M. C. Diamond, A. B. Scheibel & L. M. Elson (Harper & Row, New
York)

Invention Book
By Steven Caney (Workman Publishing, New York)

The Mysteries of Harris Burdick
By Chris Van Allsburg
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin, Bosfon

Parents' Guide to Raising a Gifted Child
By Jim Alvino (Ballantine Books, New York)

Weather Forecasting: A Young Meteorologist's Guide
By Dan Ramsey (TAB Books, Blue Ridge Summit, PA)
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Magazines

Zillions (Consumers Reports for Kids) 6 issue subscription $17.95 US, P. O. Box
54861, Boulder, CO, 80322-4861

GAMES 6 issue subscription $22.97 US, One Games Place, P. O., Box 55481,
Boulder, CO 80322-5481.
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Lessons Without Limits
Lonnie Kanevsky

Simon Fraser University

.
Note: A more extensive version of the comments in this paper can be found in the
Fall, 1992 issue of AGATE, Volume 6, No. 2 (Journal of the Gifted and Talented
Education Council of The Alberta Teachers' Association).

When a student approaches a teachers desk and either announces or
mumbles, "I'm bored", the unspoken phrase that completes the thought in the
minds of both the student and the teacher is, "...and its your fault". In traditional,
teacher-centred classrooms, this rang true. If the teacher had assumed control of
learning, it was his or her fault, because the teacher was also in control of boredom.
Boredom is a cue to the teacher that the limits on learning are too constrained for
this student. This is a distinct contrast to the classrooms of today where responsi-
bility for learning is the shared responsibility of the student and teacher. There-
fore, today's teacher's response to the student announcing boredom is, "So, what
are we going to do about it?" In this workshop, educators were introduced to a
systematic approach to "what to do about it" when gifted students are involved.

This system does not depend on test scores or on a student having been
"identified" gifted or selected for special programs. Test scores are often necessary
for budgets and labellingnot the initiation of appropriate service in the regular
classroom.

The system is driven by two pieces of teacher-held information. Teachers can
get the first piece of information by watching students to gain a sense of what
engages them, what empowers them, what they thrive on, what they care abo. it,
their intensity, the source of achievement motivation, etc. This information can be
used to guide the selection of the curriculum modification strategies that are likely
to engage and benefit a particular bright student to the greatest extent.

Second, the system is driven by that nagging feeling that you aren't doing
enough to challenge one or more students in your class, otherwise known as guilt.
All under-challenged students in your class may not approach you to announce
their feelings, but in the majority of cases, you know. This system offers a guilt-
management procedure to determine where to begin to challenge the student and
how.
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Maker (1982) proposed a procedure to meet this challenge. As mentioned in
"Classrooms With Growing Room" (the reading preceding this), Maker's chart and
procedure will be adapted for modificatdons of regular classroom lessons rather
than the development of a special curriculum for use in a separate gifted program
as originally intended.

In order to apply the procedure in your own classrooms, teachers will need
three additional types of information: an observation of the student, the objective
of the original, unmodified task, and a basic understanding of the modification
strategies. A brief comment on the last of the three is needed. Due to the number
and nature of the strategies, they will only be listed here (see Table 1), however,
readers are encouraged to refer to the first four chapters of Maker's book, Curricu-
lum Development for the Gifted, for extensive descriptions, examples and the
research base on which she founded her recommendations.

The observational data on the student is collected using an abbreviated ver-
sion of a chart Maker developed to synthesize what we know about how gifted
students respond to intellectual challenges, and how teachers can design instruc-
tional activities for gifted students who respone in particular ways. The chart is
based on the assumption that gifted students differ from each other, and therefore
our responses to these differences should be sensitive to the characteristics of the
individual learner. Due to copyright restrictions the chart could not be reproduced
in this document however it is available on request from Dr. Lannie Kanevsky,
Faculty of Education, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, BC, V5A 1S6.

The observations are guided by shortened items selected from the Scales for
Rating the Behavior Characteristics of Superior Students (Renzulli, Smith, White,
Callahan, & Hartman, 1976). These appear in a column down the left side of the
chart. They are preceded by one column of boxes in which the teacher places a
check mark if the neighboring characteristic is true of the student being observed.
All observations are made while the student is engaged in a challenging activity in
his or her area of greatest strength or interest. Focusing on one area will ultimately
provide the teacher with information to guide modifications of tasks in the
student's area of greatest need. In addition, it acknowledges the fact that gifted
students are not equally "gifted" in all academic areas. Neither do they respond to
content from different areas in an identical manner even when they are equally
able in a number of areas. As a result, instruction can only be appropriately modi-
fied in a manner that reflects the ways that a student behaves in one area when it is
based on information that has been collected in a manner consistent with this
knowledge.
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The second piece of information required to drive the modification process is a
clear understanding of the content objective of the lesson the teacher intends, ulti-
mately, to modify. Exactly what is it that the average learner would be expected to
know or be able to do, and how well should they be able to do it, at the conclusion
of the lesson. This information is critical for two reasons. First, it will be needed to
test the quality of the modified lesson once this process is completed. If the modi-
fied lesson has the same content, the teacher can defensibly respond to any ques-
tions about the appropriateness of this activity from the student's classmates, par-
ents or colleagues. "Why does she get to do when everybody else is doing

?" If a lesson has been modified in response to the behaviors of the student
when working in this content area, the teacher can respond by describing the proc-
ess used to individualize the coverage of the content (based on the related litera-
ture). The chart provides a welcome rationale and defense.

A second advantage of having the same learning outcome in the original and
modified lesson is that it enables the teacher to evaluate the lessons, if need be, in
the same manner for reporting purposes. If the modified lesson does not have the
same outcome embedded in it, then the modified lesson is different, rather than
differentiated. This puts the classroom teacher in a relatively less defensible posi-
tion. The teacher has no evidence that the gifted student has learned the content of
the original lesson. Thus there is no guarantee that the student has mastered that
content and deserves something different.

Table 1 indicates the four modifiable dimensions of any lesson (content, proc-
ess, product and learning environment), and lists the modification strategies that
might be applied to each dimension of any lesson. Each of these modification
strategies heads a column across the top of the chart described earlier. Thus the
behavior characteristics run down the left side and the strategies create columns
across the page. If a particular strategy is recommended for a child who demon-
strates a particular behavior characteristic, an "X" appears in the box created by the
intersection of the row containing the characteristic and the column for the strategy.
If not, the box is empty. By tallying the number of X's appearing in boxes related to
characteristics observed, teachers can calculate (or guesstimate) the proportions of
X's in each column that were relevant to that student's behavior. The strategies
with the greatest proportions are considered to be the strategies most recom-
mended to modify lessons for this student.

Applying one modification strategy to a lesson is a good start. More than one
is optional as other modifications often emerge incidentally as a result of intention-
ally creating the first. A teacher can feel free to choose from those with the highest
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proportions. Once selected, the teacher's creative powers come in to play. It is up
to the teacher to generate a modified version of the original lesson that can com-
plete the following sentence:

If I modify (certain components of the lesson) by

(making the recommended modification) ,

then the bright student will have learned

(the core content in the unmodified lesson) as well as

(an additional learning benefit resulting from the modification) .

It is the benefit mentioned in the last blank that indicates the nature of the growth
and growing room a teacher expects to result from the modification. This is where
the limits on learning expand.

Time is always an issue in any lesson, and it is a particular concern when the
original and modified lesson are intended to run concurrently. Both should require
the same amount of time to complete. If the modified lesson takes less time, what
will the student do to fill the time remaining. If it takes longer, is the more able
student being punished with additional work?

Once a modified lesson is created, the teacher may want to consider offering it
to all students in the class. In some cases, the entire class will be able to achieve the
objective of the unmodified lesson by completing the modified version. Let them!
Expand the limits for all. Withholding this opportunity is elitist. If the lesson is too
challenging for all, but appropriate for some, let the more able students work as a
group. There will also be modified lessons that are inappropriate for any student
other than the student of greatest concern and should not be offered to others.
There are no precise rules for making this determination. Professional judgement is
your best guide.

How often should lessons be modified? As often as possible remembering
that it is necessary to manage the learner's needs and the teacher's guilt, but with-
out endangering the teacher's sanity. A teacher has so many competing demands
for time and energy these days that the "how often" question is one that needs to be
answered by each teacher on an individual basis. Once a week is better than noth-
ing. More often increases the benefits.

Efforts to challenge bright students in the regular classroom can and should be
defensible, individually appropriate, and systematic. This procedure can ensure all
three. Although a lesson may be appropriately modified, a student may not always
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respond as expected. Trial and error is the best approach as a modification may
work one day and not the next. Sometimes a teacher's efforts in searching for ways
to challenge a student will encourage the bright, bored student to engage even
when the lesson does not strike the perfect chord. It may be the willingness to try
harder that will be shared by the teacher and the student in their joint efforts to
expand the limits on learning.
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Multimedia Technology and Kid TV: A New Approach to Learning
Larry Katz 1 Michael Pyryt
The University of Calgary

In order to be successful today, children must be flexible in a changing environment, be
able to problem solve in groups, and to communicate. To do this, they must be taught, at
an early age, to take responsibility for their own learning and be informed and accountable
for their own actions.

The Multimedia Technology and Kid TV project was an attempt to address these concerns
by changing the way teachers interact with children and by changing the way children
learn. The most important factors from the researchers' point of view is an attempt to
improve the self image and self motivation of children by improving their ability to
communicate; to produce high quality material:. and to demonstrate good decision making
skills.

This paper provides a brief description of multimedia, then details the Multimedia
Technology and Kid TV project, followed by a review of the preliminary findings, and a
discussion of implicaticns for the future.

Multimedla

In this paper, Multimedia refers to the inteption of audio, visual, graphics, text, and
computer technology. Unfortunately, multtme.dia cannot be easily quantified. In teaching
children how to use multimedia, it is important to emphasize that there are no rules. Each
multimedia project is a unique and very personal experience. Producing multimedia is like
sculpting, there are no guidelines. Tools plus ideas equal multimedia. If you teach
students how to use technology, they can use their own ideas to develop new and exciting
creations.

Multimedia projects range from simple computer graphics with music such as the animated
Courante (a Snoopy story to music) which is activated by clicking a mouse and was
developed by a very creative student; to very expensive interactive laserdisc based
programs which incorporate broadcast quality audio and video, together with computer
graphics and touch screen control.

The Project

If one enters almost any grade school class at the beginning of the day, chili:hen are usually
waiting to be told what to do next. If one asks the student.T what they will be learning, they
may know when it is math class or social class, but it is unlikely that they will know the
objectives for that day, or for the week, month, or year. The teacher may have extensive
lesson plans, but these are rarely communicated to the students. By not knowing the plan,
or being a part of the plan, it is difficult for the students to have any commitment to what
they are learning. The students are passive learners, waiting for the teacher to direct, not
just each day, but for each hour.

The Multimedia Technology and Kid 7 1; project was trial tested on a group of grade six
students. They were handed an outline of the project, including purpose and activity lists,
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and told that they would be part of the decision making process with regard to the content
and timelines necessary to complete the various project components. They were also told
that the purpose of the project was to:

Create an environment where the student begins to take responsibility for his or her,
own learning, is required to be accountable for his or her actions, and is encouraged to
develop good communication skills. This program will enhance the student's ability to
write, reason, plan, speak, show leadership skills, create, make decisions, keep
detailed records, and cooperate.

The project was entirely voluntary, and children, parents and teachers were given the
option to participate. There were seven children in the pilot project. Figure 1 gives a visual
representation of the project goals.

Ideas

Managing

Nodding

Figure 1

le 02

Organizing Writing

11101111.1i111111111MINEL1161161112111.111111

Kids Communicating

Creating

Producing

Children were also told that by the end of the program, they should be able to:

prepare and narrate a story onto an audio cassette by appropriately using a microphone
interview a fellow student and recccd the interview onto an audio cassette
use a video camera and microphone including: focus, zoom, light adjustment, camera
set up and take down
interview a fellow student in front of a video camera
draw a picture, write an accompanying story, and record the picture and narration onto
videotape with accompanying music.
Create a poem, prepare a picture to highlight the poem, and videotape the picture and
narrate the poem with music.
work in groups to draw a story, write the accompanying narrative, and narrate and
record the pictures onto videotape
work together in pups to develop an animated story and to record animation onto
video with narration and music
work in groups, develop a script which teaches a physical slffil, prepare a story board,
a shot list, and shuot, narrate and edit the program for presentation to other students
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learn how to write scripts for television stories
learr how to set up and use video equipment to present previously recorded video as
well as live television including: wiring, audio mixers, camera switching, and
recording
learn the 5 W's of covering a story
interview 'personalities (e.g. special visitors to the school)
record onto videotape, special events wbinh occur in school and on special school
outings, and edit onto video tape for later oroadcast
work in groups to develop a live news broadcast while alternating responsibility for
production management, camera work, editing, reporting, anchoring, and working the
audio and video mixers
prepare a TV news script and read the news in front of the camera with interviewS;
video clips of the actual story, and voice over onto existing videotape.

In addition, students should be able to:

use a computer keyboard
use word processing, graphics, spreadsheets and hypermedia
create a computer graphic and record the graphic onto video with narration and music
prepare and give a presentation which incorporates computerized overheads using
Hypercard

In order to learn how to do the ckills and activities listed above, a number of sessions with
special instructors were planned including:

a radio personality to teach students how to speak into a microphone, and how to have
confidence in the sound of their own voices;
a technical writer to teach students how to write scripts for television and radio;
a camera person to teach students how to set up and usc cameras;

Also, students were scheduled to visit:

a video production centre,. and
a television news set

The Evaluation

Students participated in the multimedia and Kid TV project for two hours per week for one
school year. During the year, ninety percent of the tasks listed above were completed.
This included two hve news broadcasts which were wired by the students, to three areas in
the school so that their schoolmates, teachers, and parents could watch the broadcasts. At
the end of the project students were asked to evaluate their ability to do the tasks on a rating
scale of yes/no for each skill or task. In addition, the students were asked to comment on:

The things they learned
The things they enjoyed most
The things they enjoyed least, awl
Suggestions about how the project muld be improved.
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Their teacher was also asked to rate their success at accomplishing the tasks on a yes/no
basis for each student. Moreover, other teachers who knew about the project were asked
to impart written comments. Parents provided spontaneous feedback about the project.

Results

Rating Scale

Children rated themselves as having completed between 62% and 100% of the 32 listed
activities. Average mean rating was 86% (median = 88%). The teacher rated the children
as havin4 completed between 72% and 100% of all 32 listed activities with an average
mean rating of 91% (median an 100%). The inter rater agreement between teacher and
student ratings varied from 66% to 100%.

Comments in the students' own words

The things they learned

set up the cazera and audio; typing ckills; write stories; hook ups like the switcher, and
mike; technical writing; going on air live; how to tape; speak on camera; be less nervous;
did lots of language arts while doing the project; edit stuff.

The things they enjoyed most

going on field nips; filming; working with classmates; learning how to do different things;
doing technical stuff; the satisfaction after we did a broadcast; doing a live production;
being able to do two live broadcasts

The things they enjoyed least

Did not like the fighting; took a long time; did not enjoy hooking up because it was
confusing; speaking on camera in front of everyone; at first it was kind of annoying when
you try to learn but you can't but it got easier; didn't like the pressure or when people asked
you to do something you didn't know; I really enjoyed everything

Suggestions about how the project could be improved.

more equipment; bigger classroom and more people; more rehearsals and working on
things before told to; more organized; use time more wisely; it was a great year;
The classroom teacher stated that:

The students ultimately derived a sense of satisfaction from the completion of projects as
well as developing a sense of team work which they needed as a group. This cohesiveness
carried over into other class projects.

Another teacher noted that:

the children learned how to use a wide variety of media, but I am uncertain as to how this
influenced their academic subjects aside from giving the students a sense of
accomplishment which would impact on their self esteem.
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The major concern of teachers was the integration of the project into the Alberta
Curriculum, and the time it took away from regular program.

All the parents responded very favourably to the project. Two parents stated that it was the
best part of the school year for their child.

Implications for the Future

When children start school at age five or six, they usually come with lots of enthusiasm,
curiosity, and energy. When children are interviewed six years later, their levels of
enthusiasm and curiosity have been substantially reduced (i.e. young children look forward
to going to school- the older they get, the less they look forward to it). The multimedia and
kid TV project rekindled that early enthusiasm. Attendance at the weekly meetings was
higher than for any other day in that week. The quality of the broadcasts was beyond even
the researchers' expectations. A local TV station did a story on the Kid TV project, which
was very well received. The cost of the equipment necessary to implement the program
was less than $2000 and most of that was donated. Moreover, the level of technical
expertise expected of the teachers was minimal. The basics of developing multimedia
programs can be taught to most teachers in less than twenty hours of instruction.
Moreover, the students quickly learn the skills necessary to run the operation, leaving the
teacher in a primarily consultative role. Teachers can expeoz to spend two hours a week
running such a program. Time well spent when one considers all the skills the children
learn.

The objective of this project was to unlock the potential of the students through innovative
experiences which challenge the students to take an active role in their own learning. With
careful planning, this participation can be directed toward achieving educational goals
which will alleviate the teachers' fears of not reaching their curriculum mandate.

A good learning environment should excite and challenge students, and should encourage
them to actively participate in their own learning. The multimedia and Kid TV project is
one tool for accomplishing those goals.
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Who Benefits Most from Shad Valley?
Torn Keenan

The University of Calgary

Abstract

Since 1981, the Canadian Centre for Creative Technology (1) in Waterloo, Ontario has run
the Shad Valley summer program for gifted teenagers. This widely-acclaimed, one month
"science/business camp" is sponsored by industry, and now involves upwards of 400 students
every summer They study key disciplines in science, mathematics, and technology and also
receive a grounding in business and entrepreneurship, in groups of 50 each at eight
University campuses across Canada. Shad Valley fs not a place, it is a state of mind.

According to its organizers, Shad Valley is directed at "the upper 2% of grade 11 and 12
students nationwide, particularly those who are gifted in science and technology." This
loosely defined target is operationally selected by an application form which is completed
by prospective students and then ranked by academic staff members who teach in the
program nationwide.

Having launched the Shad Valley program in Calgary in 1984, and taught in it every year
since, I have developed some concerns about the adequacy of this selection process. While
we are certainly getting many excellent students, we also seem to be getting some who are
there primarily because Shad Valley has become "the ultimate merit badge," something that
looks good on your resume and college applications. This violates the original spirit of the
program, which involved getting adventurous young people together for a motivational as
well as an academic experience. And we are undoubtedly missing some wonderful students
who should be in the program. Some suggestions are made for getting Shad Valley back
to its core values.

Shad Valley Who Benefits?

There are a number of groups that benefit from Shad Valley, directly or indirectly:

-The Universities that host the program are able to show off their personnel and facilities
to top high school students. Since Shad Valley was founded, several other programs (e.g.
the recruiting activities of the University of Waterloo; the Computer Science research days)
have arisen to achieve a similar goal.

-The Spomoring Companies get: an enthusiastic summer employee; a potential future
employee; a better trained labor force, in touch with the real needs of industry.
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-Society at large gains because of the motivational effects of Shad Valley on students who
Are already identified as Gifted and Talented.

-Parents of "Shads" have a high quality, low cost way to occupy a key summer in their
teenager's development. There is also the potential for travel and for a meaningful summer
job for the balance of the summer.

and of course,

-The Shad Valley Students get a very significant summer experience, at a key point in their
development. Shad Valley is often a key life event, allowing them to break out of a "gifted
shell" (2) and to enjoy the company of young people with similar abilities and attitudes.

But...Is Shad Valley Reaching the "Right" Students?

Of course, we have to define the kind of students we are seeking. Although I joined the
Shad Valley program three years after its inception, I have had some contact with the
"original" 1981 Shads. During that year, the program was not run on a University campus.
It was held at a private school (St. Andrews) in Aurora, Ontario. Instead of the nationwide
recruiting process, students were identified on an informal, almost word-of-mouth basis.
The financial viability of the program was far from assured. And, something that would
never be tolerated now, students "came and went" to some extent during the program. My
impression is that, while there were many bright people at Shad 1981, they were not
necessarily identified as high achievers in the school setting. What united them was an
adventurous spirit and the willingness to try something risky and different. Several were
"mavericks" who came to Shad because it sounded interesting and was NOT part of the
school establishment. And a number have pursued unusual career paths, such as starting
their own companies instead of going to college.

Shad Valley is still outside the mainstream of the high school system in that it is run by an
independent non-profit corporation and takes place on University campuses. However,
over the years, many links have been made to schools, teachers, and counsellors which have
tended to "institutionalize" and "legitimize" Shad Valley. For example, each student is now
expected to submit a principal's recommendation and these are weighted heavily in the
selection process. It is far more difficult for a gifted "outsider" to make it through the 1992
screening process than it was a decade ago.

A key concern expressed by thoughtful program staff and "Shad survivors" (the name
applied to graduates of the program) is that Shad has become a sort of "ultimate merit
badge," -- something that students automatically apply to in grade 11, partly from intest,
but also because it is "expected of them." While this is notprirna Jack bad, it does tend to
attract a different kind of student, and the Shads from the earliest programs, who feel they
were taking a risk in going to Shad Valley, tend to look down on the current crop for this
reason.
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The Application Process

The primary tool for selection of Shad Valley student is the application form, available from
the Canadian Centre for Creative Technology (see note 1) each Fall. Along with teacher
and pr:ncipal assessments, and any supplementary materials (such as copies of awards that
students may submit, testimonial letters, etc.) the application forms go to at least four
readers who are members of the nationwide program faculty. These are primarily
University professors and graduate students with expertise in a scientific or business
discipline, but usually no formal training in education. The applications are ranked in
batches and the reader rankings combined to yield a position number for each applicant.
Students below "the cut" are told that they will not be considered further. Students who fall
above the cut are offered to sponsoring companies for consideration. If a student receives
a sponsorship, he or she attends the program for the sponsored fee ($700 in 1992.)
Students who are not sponsored but who are above the cut are offered places in the
program at the unsponsored (but still subsidized) fee ($1750 in 1992.)

(In the SAGE seminar presentation, attendees were now invited to complete pan of a Shad
application to appreciate the process and to be able to comment intelligently on it in later
discussion.)

Subtypes of Shads: 1992 edition

Shad Valley students are themselves a highly selected subgroup of Canadian young people.
They almost invariably have high marks, significant extra-curricular iivolvement and other
achievements that indicate a "creative spark." But when they arrive at Shad, it is quickly
apparently that the group is fax from homogenous. Based on my personal experience over
nine Shad programs, I would like to venture some characterizations. These were first
presented at the 1991 Shad Valley Program Directors' Meeting and met with a general
sense of recognition and approval on the part of staff from other programs, so I believe they
are not idiosyncratic to the Calgary program. The subtitles are just for fun, so don't take
them too seriously!

Type A: The Balanced Achievers ("Honey, I Ran the School")

These are students with high marks, excellent activities, often athletic teams. We're starting
to see "dynasties" with two and even three siblings attending Shad Valley in various years.
These students would probably do well anyway, but Shad Valley gives them extra challenge
and motivation.

Type B: The Unbalanced Achievers ("Can You Say Nerd Camp?")

These students tend to excel in one subject (often math or computers) and to concentrate
their attention on it to an almost unhealthy degree. Shad Valley often has a tremendous
influence on them, since it forces them to become broader. Just writing a great computer
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program won't satisfy the demanding requirements of Shad Valley. To achieve the goals
laid out for them, students must learn to work with a team, do presentations, and even
participate in things like aerobics. So these students are:

a) forced to try things outside their "pet area"
b) gently humbled because they don't do these things so well
c) put in a supportive environment where participation and uying
your best is valued

The social aspects of Shad Valley often work a remarkable personality change on Type B
students. They also tend to become the program's greatest boosters, since it meant so much
to them.

Type C: The Terminally Quiet ('What kind of books do I like? Well, whatever my father
tells me to read.")

Often female, often of Oriental background (though these stereotypes ce-tainly don't hold
universally,) these students are bright and accomplished but do not want to share their gifts
too openly. In structured situations (a test, a piano competition) they shine, but in everyday
activities they hold back and hardly contribute at all. In many cases, I have the feeling that
they are behaving in a way which is indeed appropriate for their family and cultural
expectations. However, in the freewheeling, try-almost-anything atmosphere of Shad
Valley, they seem to stay on the margin. This causes great distress to some of the staff,
particularly the junior ones, who feel obliged to pull them into activities. I am sure that
Shad Valley was meaningful to many of these students, but it .Nould be hard to tell from the
things they say or do.

Type D: The Mistakes ("How Did They Get In?")

These are the cases where the application process clearly failed. Either they're over their
heads or they have some overwhelming problem which prevents them from "getting into"
the Shad experience. It's poor form to send them home (assuming they behave) but the
month is mainly a social experience for them.

Type E: Attitude Problems ("I Really Don't Want to be Here.")

Very rare. I've only met three of these in nine years. Two were sent home. The other
should have been. It isn't fair to the rest of the group to devote extra resources to such a
person if they honestly want to be somewhere else.

Type F: The Surprise Packages (M)

Notwithstanding all the above, there are always a few Shads who really surprise us either
by achieving way above what we expected from the application, or by looking good "on
paper" but being disappointing in reality.

90
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A Modest Proposal for Improving the Selection Process

To increase the flow of excellent students I have proposed that we institute some sort of
"Major Hurdle" to getting into Shad Valley. The lengthy application form used to be one,
but now, in many schools, there are teachers and counsellors who will help with the
paperwork. We have even seen applications typed by the school secretary! Also, there are
undoubtedly files of old applications (certainly for Shad siblings!) In any case, I would like
to see a challenge that changes every year, and involves presentation skills. Ideally, of
course, we'd love to interview the students, but the logistics seem to prevent that. So, here's
the next best thing:

We concoct an annual set of problems or questions that the students will find challenging,
stimulating, interesting, and difficulty to answer in a few sentences. Then we ask them to
present their answers on a brief audiotape to be submitted with their application. For
example:

IN 'IWO MINUTES OF TAPE, TELL US YOUR BEST ANSWER TO EACH QUESTION:

Why are black holes "black"?

Saying they suck up light is a poor answer. Discussing photons is a little better. Using
concepts like "event horizon" correctly will earn higher marks.

2. Can a computer think?

Again, we're looking for depth and concepts like the Turing Test and Neural Networks. We
mark them down for simplistic arguments.

We need to avoid questions like "How can a curve's fractal dimension exceed 1" which are
interesting but can be answered by copying an answer from a library book. Side benefits
of this process would include the ability to assess how hard the student will work (weeks out
types D and F) and learn something about their social/communication skills (to deteci Type
Cs and at least make sure we don't fill the program with them!)

I have proposed that this selection procedure be used on a trial basis for the selection of
Shad students. I believe it will restore some of the "core values" of the program.

Notes
(1) Canadian Centre for Creative Tec: tnology, 8 Young Street East, Waterloo, ON N2J
2L3 (519) 884-8844

(2) Keenan, T.P., "How Shad Valley Cracks the 'Gifted Shell'," SAGE Conference,
Calgary, 1990
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The Structure of Intellect Model (SOI):
Overview and Resources

Jim Lavers
Education Programs

(1)

I. HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT.

J. GUILFORD - Multiple Factor Approach

(p.10 -Settler). Criticized because it measures

dispersion not a central/hierarchical "g" factor.

- Not a totally empirically

derived test such as Stanford Binet/WAIS which

measure what is found(by the test) rather than

discreet capacities.

- Built upon a combination of

empiricism, enormous amounts of testing and a grid

structure ( p.51 - Wechsler ).

- Largely ignored because:

g" factor lies in Mary Meeker's gifted/

creative factor designations.

2. other tests may be easier to give and may

have appeared earlier,

Howard Gardner; Frames Of

Mind(p.8) supports/ has evidence of "several re-

latively autonomous human intellectual competencies"

SUMMARY: "The test of any organizing principle is its success

in rendering specifics, not its status as abstract
reality".P.15,Time's Arrow,Time'sCyle. S.J.Gould.

(1) see summary-relative to revamping education -bottom, page 94
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II. THE MODEL AND HOW IT WORKS. ( reference - P.20/21 An Interpretation Guide

-attached ).

Guilford recognized that not only were intellectual capacities discreet

but that they reflected differing

OPERATIONS: Cognition, Memory, Evaluation, coNvergent, Divergent,

(Behaviour).

Also the CONTENTS of these operations differed in that

Figural, Symbolic and seMantic learning were using

different aspects of the brain, ie: Right, Integrative and Left.

As well the levels of competence, the PRODUCT could be assessed as six

capacities moving from Units, through Classes; Relationships, Systems,

Transformations and Implications. (reference P.7 Chart-SOI Manual-attached).

He, and the Meekers also recognized another kind of "intelligence"

(response to environment) in BEHAVIOURAL. ie: "nonverbal information
involved in human interactions.(about 93% of actual response according
to N.L.P.findings-Lavers'insertion) b,thavioural content includes the
awareness of thoughts, desires, feelings, moods,emotions, intentions,
and actions of other persons and oneself. understood without verbal clues
It includes body language and affective aspects of cognitive skill
Meeker suggests that factoring behavioural variables may be lifficult be-
cause manifestations of behavioural content are closely related to fig-,
ural content.(Kinesthetic mode learners are much more aware of this "con-
tent" and resent - in fact internalize verbal content that is denegrating-
Lavers' insertion)...Behaviour may be a sixth operation rather than content.

(page 6 -SOI-LA Manual)

(1) Basic problems related to advancing education today:

1. Little recognition of discreet individual differences - clearly identif-
ied/remediated through SOI modules related training.

2. Insistence on achievement benchmarks which do not take into account the
above; thus leading to frustration, loss of self esteem and drop outs.

3. Measurement in, primarily,digital areas with teaching methodology canted
toward seMantic learning(blend of logical/linguistic abilities-(Gardner - P.X).

4. Life Skills/success areas ie: Evaluation/Divergent Thinking(Affective
Domain)largely ignored- hence the low relationship between school and life success
(if we count ALL the entrants not just those who pass the highest barriers).

94
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III. GIFTEDNESS ( AND CREATIVITY ).

Giftedness, generally, considered as Academic Giftedness. ( Area 1

Cognitive/Academic - chart P.16, Interpretation Guide - attached ).

Also, Giftedness tends to presume no major disabilities.

Creativity may include "disabled" persons or those judged dyslexic.

However Area 1 "Gifted" may seem dyslexic in Area 3 (Physio-Neuro-

logical) and, possibly in Area 2 (Social/Emotional).

Area 1 - Academic Giftedness and Creativity (the capacity to put into

print,the Physio-Neurological capacities of Area 3 and/or the Social

Skills of Area 2).

Area 2 - Affective Functioning - the capacity to detect needs of others

and the relationship in helpful ways of self to others. Leadership.

Area 3 - Physiological and Neurological fun.ctioning. Talent.

When combined with Area I extremely gifted( the musician or actor who

can write a play, broadway production or opera ).

Vheil combined with Area 2 extremely gifted in terms of setting a model

for humane behaviour ( today Gretzky is the best example ). All Area 3

have the potential("giftedness") to succeed in Area 2/Area 1 but this

depends on nurture as much or more than nature.

Except for the Area 2 gifted the gifted and creative may feel an extreme

sense of loneliness or frustration.

their motivation is easily diminished or extinguished when

they are locked into an environment at home or school that is no:

supportive" ( page 17 Am interpretation guide ).
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EDUCATION
PROGRAMS

JIM LAVERS, M.Ed.
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Telephone: (403) 436-5694
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Vel

Any score that is below grade level signals potential problems in learning; a score lower than the
expected on one of the enabling factors will make learning difficult (at best), and when learning becomes
uncomfortable, students who Elfe not highly motivated often stop trying. The smiler the diagnosis, then, the
more likely such problems will be avoided. Well motivated students will continue hacking away but much
energy is spent oompensating. Use a target specific approach with both groups. (see page 24)

The paradigm below puts the SOI-LA test assessments In the broader context of total human
functioning. The paradigm presents three different areas:

Each column can be assessed.

MEEKER PARADIGM

Mar
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Three Major AREAS for Mussing Functioning
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Curriculum CiLTI be matched to findings within each of the columns above.

.Area 1 Encompasses language, structure of intellect learning abilities, and academic performance.
Scholarship and creativity show up here with high functioning.

Area 2 Encompasses social and emotional functioning; sometimes called affective functioning by
ethrators. Leadership shows up here.

Area 3 Encompasses physiological and neurological functioning. Talent shows up here.

The academically gifted are, of course, performing at a gifted level In Area 1. Typically they are excellent
convergent producers whose gifted memory abilities bring them to the attention of their teachers. Individual
Educational Plans (IEP's) can.be made for all students In each one of the Area 1 columns using the SOl
Sourcebooks, Task Cards, and standard curriculum.

'From: State of The Art, Office of Education, 1975 o M Meeker An Inlorpeoution Guido
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We tend to equate giftedness, with academic
giftedness but there are gifts and talents in the other
two areas aswell. Area2 giftedness can be assessed
as well as can Area 1. An Area 2giftedness Is usually
reflected in school leadership, social leadership and
interpersonal relations. Many Area 1 gifted need
support and guidance In Area 2. Area 3 giftedness is
demonstrated in talent for the arts, music, sports and
drama.

In some ways Area 3 is the most neglected
and yet any serious problem here may affect perform-
ance in Areas 1 and 2 *. The best kind of education
we can provide tuday would begin with excellent
diagnosis In Area 3. The earlier the diagnosis here,
the better the chances for avoiding special edumtion
placement and long-terrr failure in average class-
rooms for students who enter school with Area 3
deficiencies. Many Area 1 potentially gifted are se-
verely hampered by Area 3 problems which often go
undetected. They are Labled as 'Learning Disabled
Gifted'. Area 3 giftedness Is best described as talent
and is shown in athletic, musical, dancing, artistic, and
skill-craft talent. In other words, the Area 3 talents
depend upon motor functioning which is at a gifted
levelhow the artist sees, how the musician hears,
how the athlete coordinates body with eyes and ears.
For example, the talented vocalist shows Area 3
giftedness. If the vocalist also creales the music, then
that is demonstration of Area I Divergent Symbolic
giftedness; and SeMantic Divergent P-oduction is
displayed If the vocalist also writes the lyrics. The
actor is gifted in Convergent Production and Memory
in Area 1 , as well as In Area 3 where body movements
communicate to the audience exactly what is ex-
pected to be Interpreted from the action. The quarter-
back' on a football team has Area 3 giftedness, but
his decisions, and changes in piays on the spot.
dern...nstrate Area 1 (Figural and Evaluation) gifted-
ness. Area 3 giftedness is the motor skill underlying
the Cognitive overlay. In other words, giftedness,
talent, leadership are human functioning of extremely
outstanding performances in any one or more of the

three areas. At the same time, any gifted person can
be non-gifted In any of the other functions in the
paradigm.

Our search for giftedness will be more humane
with the understanding that giftedness Is differential
and may, for any individual, be confined to one area of
special aptitude that the person will not be gifted in
all areas. This Is especially meaningful of the gifted
whose greatest needs are In Area 2, the social-emo-
tionai area. Since the gifted have a tendency toward
acute sensitivity, feelings of being different and lone-
liness (except for the Area 2 gifted), their motivation Is
easilydiminished or extinguished when they are locked
into an environment at home or school and that
environment is neither supportive nor accepting .
Equally damaging to the gifted are parents anc
teachers whose expectations approach perfection
during childhood. And just as damaging is the forced
competitiveness for *A's" in all subjects. Occasionally
this perfectionism does stem from the student, and in
these cases, support and teaching tolerance for
failure, become most imperative. Many of our poten-
tial gifted students fail to perform in Area 1 when their
Area 2 needs are not met.

The paradigm reminds us that human func-
tioning is multi-faceted and while we may emphasize
one aspect or another in nurturing develoment, we
should not lose sight of the total human profile. The
diagnosis of SOI abilities as they relate to the learning
of school subject matter should be made on every
student entering school.

Social changes in family structures today al-
most guarantee that fewer children will enter school
cognitively prepared for learning. The Structure of
Intellect Tests offer a method for assessing develop-
ing intellectual aptitudes.

All students have intelligence. The SOI allows you to
ask Vhat kind", not only "how much".

' This explains the frequent association of giftedness with dyslexia.
0 M Meeker An kMenretsibn Guide
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INTERPRETATION FOR SOl TESTS OF CREATIVITY

Mary Meeker, Ed. D.

USING THE KNOWN FOR INVENTING THE NEW (Subtest OFR)

JAMES F LAVERS. M. ED.
EDUCATION PROGRAMS
1150744 A' AVE
EDMONTON A8 CAN TN 'A2

HIGH SCORE
Your ability to organize and mak* new connections with and between unrelated information Is very high. This Is a

rare gift. You should be in a job situation where you have the freedom to survy the known and make your deductions
accordingly, particulady where you manipulate concrete ideas such as developing lov,os and designs. If this Is news to

you, then take some courses in graphics design or lettering to give you prolOsionai skills In the spatial aspects of

figures and shapes.

MEDIUM SCORE
Your ability to be inventive using figures and spatial boundaries fallswithin the average range. You may want to

further develop this skill, padicularty il it is required in your work and you sense that you could be better. Take some
courses in creative design and begin to read abOut creativity and what the characteristics of creative people are.
There are modular SOI booklets to help you develop your ability to a higher degree. Even if you have anistic or
graphics talents, you can improve your inventive ideas to make them match or be more commensurate with your

talent.

LOW SCORE
Your score was low for using spatial Informalon as a basis for creative Ideas. This can be due to your taking a

great deal of time in drawing your figures or In cooing into great detail at the expense of being fluent. For whatever
reason that your score was tow, your responses can be improved if you begin concentrating on having new ideas and
looking at situations in aew ways. To become more inventive, try some of the Creativity booklets SOI produces and
begin reading on your own about what it Is to be creative. You can Improve!

BREAKING BOUNDARIES (Subtest OFT)

V You are one of those creative people who can manipulate things and shapes and spatial ideas In your head
HIGH SCORE

without the hands-on experience most of us require. This means you simply do not see lila the way others do-- talent
which, If it does not get you Into social trouble al school or work because you do see things differently, will, if you
protect and nurture this gilt, lead you into *success into future Jobs, predicted but not yet known. To Increase the
technological foundation tor this talent, find lime to lake every kind of ad course you can: woodworking, carving.
sculpting, automotive design, aeronautics design, pottery, drafting, etc.

MEDIUM SCORE
Your score falls within the average range. Should you want to be more spontaneous, be able to took at things or

organize Information in different ways, you could easily Improve this ability to a higher level. If you tend to be
perfectionistic and lind that it sometimes causes you problems, then improving transformation thinking will help you
give up some of the aspects of perfectionism that are troublesome, and retain those that make life better for you.

LOW SCORE
You are mom comfortable with things the way they are and that's alrightnot every one can oc should be a

boundary breakerit Is a hard lilt for the person V4h0 is one. If you do want to develop more skill In techniques tor
arts and design, then there aro SOI booklets available to help you start DFU, DMU., DMS, DMT, etc.

FINDING NEW WAYS TO COMMUNICATE. (Subtest DSU)

HIGH SCORE
Your high score indicates you may be quite an unusual person who has unusual ways ol looking at things. You

can, and shouid. continue to nurture your new ideat. With this high score you would be good at trouble shooting and
finding new ways to do things, noir sokitions to old problems. Yours Is a rare gilt fOr using symbolic, abstract
information. 11 you are not now in a school situation or a job where your skill and talent is not being used to
advantage, or If you are not already making improvements in things around you, you will feel more fulfilled if you get
yoursell Into a situatton where your talents can be used io advantage.

MEDIUM SCORE
Although your ability to come up with and communicate new ideas Is at an average level, you may want to find

new and dill erent ways of looking al problems or at communicating. You can do this by working on specific training
materials that will help you. Having new ideas Is exciting for you and tor the people you are aroundA makes tile a
little spicier. An average score indicates that you would not find it difficult to Improve even MOra.

0 Mary Meeker,1909, 1930

1111111=!IMINIF"
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JUDGING ABSTRACT IMPLICATIONS.
The ability to hold many Ideas in mind while you organize and add to or remove aspects of a concept

thls Is the ability assess/Id and sampled on this test, (ES1).

HIGH SCORE
Ir your score was high. you are probably a whiz In Maher forme of math (or should bet). You are a planner

par excellenCe. Have you found thal while your Mends (or family) is Still trying to 'get it together you already
have figured the problem out? Thie ability Is Indicative ot top management potential. You need to head tor the
tops, no matter what field you are in or intend to enter. II you are young, then have patience, you'll get there. It
you ars already in the work force, and have not realized your ambition; sutvey the field and see what your
chances are realisticallY. then move on it.

LOW SCORE
II your score was low, do you have trouble keeping several things In mind at once and making decisions

about them? Is this because you go too fast and are knpallent or because you go too slowly? If you haven't
had much opportunity to do long range planning, then strut insisting that you be given that privilegeII is the
best way to learn. Studying the booklet, NSI, will give you a good start.

ANALYTIC REASONING.
We tested you tor this ability using a test form that Is very unique, however, the ability is one that is most

commonly thought of as a. general reasoning function. It samples how well you can do commutation and form
reasoning with simple arithmetic procedures.

HIGH SCORE ( EFIS
11 your score was high, you not only have a naiurai talent for math, science, engineering and architecture

basics, but for philosophy and research ss weli. It would be nice If you enjoyed one of these fields sincemastering the basics would come easily to you. You probably enjoy working with details long alter most
people 'throw up their hands and leave the field: II you don't have a computer yet, do get started with
programming lessons where ever you can.

LOW SCORE
11 your score was low in a so you can got by in school in non-advanced classes of math, but

you will probably stick with ar hmatio until you can leave it all behind you. You're entilledl

ANALYZING FOR DETA...Z.-( EVA
This test is one ct the most popularly disliked of SOI testsit requires tedious and painstaking analytical

decision making. However, some people (a few) love it, adore II and can't get enough opportunities to analyze
details either at school or at work.

HIGH SCORE
II your score was high on this test, the world needs youthe airports ost of all because you would

make a spectacular air controller or spy or detective or general puzzle solver and efficiency expert. So go toItyou won't have much competition once you make your mark.

LOW SCORE
11 your score was low on analyzing details, take heart, you are In the majority, but there are many times

when life runs better II you stop and take note of the details, so develop a little patience lot the tedium oiliving. We can help you with a booklet devoted lo helping you sequence verbal information calted CMS which
leads you to develop some more advanced abilities (NSR and ESU), i you are Interestedl

SCI SYSTEMS, JAMES F LAYERS, U. ED.
EDUCATION PROGRAMS
1160741 A* AVE
EDMONTON Al CAN nu IA2

OMary Meeker, 1989, 1990

RA
JAMES F LAYERS, M. ED.
EDUCATION PROGMS
1160744 A' AVE
EDMONTON AS CAN T6J tA2 itEDMONTONAB CAN MI 'A1

7150741 A AVE

JAMES F LAVERS, M. EU.
EDUCATION PROGRAMS
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PRODUCT

Units

Classes

Relations

Systems

Transformations

implications

Note. From M. Mester (ICU).
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Figure)
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Education
Programs
Jim Laver, MAW
Anodes. Aborts.

Saskswhowsn:

SOI SYSTEMS
CANADA INC.

THav and Tivitim
inelearral Milos
'or Carew awl
SeRairionsi
AgOinalms

I Ion 44A Avenue.
lidmogin. Aiwa.
Carols TIJ 1A.2

TeL 003) 43114064
at OW 4311-1011

MAIMS xrcrt-

Septimem 3, 1992.

Ms. Schmidt:

I have an answer to the question about grade norms

for the SOI.

National Norms were used by the $OI research staff at

El Socuudo, California

Also, Child Development work done at the psychology

department of U.S.C. as to appropriateness in develop-

mental terms was used to support the norming process.

In other words there was no reliance on regional or

site specific/ethnic specific results for the norming

process. Also, research on child development stages

was used as a support/cross check mechanism.

Jim Lavers.

I have attached some basic $OI reference sheets, but.

I believe Lloyds has a complete "file".

Look forward to presenting to your group this fall.

Only dates not available coincide with S.A.G.E.(end

of Sept.), : :::..,Ouidance(end of first week in Nov-

ember) and I.O.P.(end of last full week of November).

Professional Development Programs mailing is also en-

closed for review. Please forward to Human Resources

Planning Consortium.

Thank you for your attention to all of the above at this

busy time of th, year.

J.L.
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eletteriF .

Reading-Language
Anthmetic-Math-Computer
Science, Sodal Science
Music-Arts
Sports

26 SO1 Abilities required for
mastery of basic cumculum

Program Content Options for the School

.F

D .;

0
G .

A

A

Or

Or

Future Problem Solvers
Core interest
Academic Olympics
Acceleration
Enrichment

Oualltatkelyafferent Curriculum
Philosophy for Children
Lateral Thinking CORT
Fuerstein
Creative Problem SoMng (Parnes,

Treffinger, Cal Taylor)
Performing Arts
Leadership Training
Morals and Values (Roger Taylor)

''..=Spooltlekitellecttief Training w4:44

S01:
A1190 Abilities
Career Analysis
Creativity
Anatytical Reasoning

Select from Below for Organization

1,*:.,

1.-
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Requires assessment to
insure that higher level SOI
abilities are in place for
more demanding curriculum

SOI assessment
to insure additional4 curriculum dependent abilities
are in place for a qualitatively
different program

SO1 program:
Assessment
Diagnostic Analysis
individualized abilities training

r Re-essessrnent to measure
increases In inteligence and
progress due to program

AdminIstratlown,'f 1: : . ..;.:1(05;., 4OrganizatIciriaitioc-':s. .

Triad
Autonomous Learner
Integrated Learner
Other

Group Pull-out Cluster Individualized
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A Child's Intelligence...
.-Is not a number.

...is complex, but not so complex that you need a
graduate degree In psychology to understand It.

...can be Improved Intelligence can be trained.

...Is affected by his or her physical health anWor
social-emotional health.

Did You Know...
A child whether gifted or learning disabled or both has a profile of intelligence with different areas
of strengths and weaknesses.

A child has a preference for learning In terms of Intellectual content (as everyone does) and is pre-
dominantly figural, symbolic or semantic though It is possible that he or she is equally good in all
three.

A child's preference for one or another type of intellectual content will affect academic performance and
interest.

If a child is a symbolic learner, he or she will not do as well with a -see and say* or basal reader ap-
proach to reading.

If a child is a semantic learner, he or she will not do as well with a phonics approach to reading.

If a child is a fkural learner and has not learned to read the problem may be simple. That had he or
she been born in Japan (which uses a figural reading system), he or she might be a reader.

Any figural learner is In an academic system that discounts figural Intelligence; that once this is under-
stood there are ways to improve academic prognosis.

There are three principal components In reading for comprehension. Lack of comprehension may be
due to the lack of one or more of the three.

A child's profile of intelligence can be assessed.

A child's profile of Intelligence can be Improved with SOI lessons.

A learning disability is the tack of one or more learning abilities. With this definition it is possible for a
child to be both learning disabled and gifted.

The key to a child's sUCCOSS In school and beyond Is understanding and nutturing of his or her
intelligence.

The key to understanding a child's Intelligence is not how much, but rather what kind.

1.04Ast Inierprelalen Guido
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Coming Together at G.A.T.E.
Lily Lee I Janneke Ruysenaars I GA.T.E. Panel

Calgary Board of Education
1.1011.11.1!

intrathislism

Our presentation format included the viewing of a 26 minute video as well as a
discussion period with a panel comprising G.A T.E. students, teachers, parents, and
administrator. The video, "Coming Together at G.A.T.E.", is a synthesis of salient
information provided through extensive interviews with several stakeholders of the
program. The video depicts not only what the program represents, but also why
it is a necessary alternative for Calgary Board of Education gifted and talented
youngsters.

The G.A.T.E. _Program

The G.A.T.E. (Gifted and Talented Education) program was established by the
Calgary Board of Education at Queen Elizabeth Jr./Sr. High School in September,
1987. The program is available to qualified students from Grades 4 to 9. Program
enrollments include 105 elementary students and 150 junior high students. The
pupil/teacher ratio is the same as in regular programs.

Grades 4 to 6 students work in a multi-age grouping with a team of four core
subject teachers. As well, these students receive instruction from subject specialists
in Physical Education, Art, Dance, Visual Communication, Home Economics,
Health, and Computers.

Students eligible for the G.A.T.E. program who experience significant learning
difficulties may be referred to the G.A.T.E. Resource Room. The resource room
serves a maximum of 10 junior high students at any given time.

G.A.T.E. students at all grade levels have the opportunity to establish mentorships
in areas of talent and interest.

a- 1.-.7 Stilr.M.MANC4.71.1.0t..
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Students are referred to this program by their home schools. Placement decisions
are made by a system admissions committee.

Criteria for placement in the program include:
- Very superior scores on an individual psychological assessment
- Very superior achievement scores en standardized tests in Reading and
Mathematics
- Nomination forms, available at individual schools, are completed by both school
and parent in support of the G.A.T.E. placement

Students who most benefit from this program should demonstrate the following
characteristics: evidence of strong task commitment, res.)urcefulness, ability to think
and work independently, ability to take risks in thinking and in action, a high level
of curiosity, and the demonstration of appropriate behaviour in a variety of settings.

The Way We Teach

Gifted and talented students have an exceptional need not only to absorb knowledge
and satisfy their curiosity about the world - as do most children - but to actively
participate in the formulation and examination of ideas in order to stretch and test
their unique talents. Consequently, in this program particular attention is given to
building a strong academic framework from which a child can approach future
learning and establish a habit of creative freedom.

High priority is given to the acquisition of basic skills - reading, speaking, writing,
and mathematics - tools that enable one to articulate original ideas, structure unusual
insights, and focus fertile imaginations.

Great emphasis is placed on teaching children to utilize the skills of analysis,
synthesis, and evaluation for making logical and creative use of knowledge. Students
are encouraged to explore areas of particular interest or strength.

Careful attention is given to maintaining a balance between academic and social
values. Students are encouraged to participate in activities that promote personal
and interpersonal growth. The classroom is viewed as a safe environment - one in
which we trust, risk-taking, and self-efficacy is promoted. Teachers facilitate a warm,
friendly, and supportive atmosphere wherein able learners develop positive self-
esteem and personal satisfaction.
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G.A.T.E. students at Queen Elizabeth benefit from the opportunity to learn and
communicate in a congregated setting, and to interact with the whole school
community.

Concluding Remarks

Extensive meta-analyses in:4icates that while full-time ability grouping for regular
instruction makes no discernible difference in the academic achievement of
average and low ability students, it does produce substantial academic gains for
gifted students enrolled full-time in special programs for the gifted and talented
(Rogers, 1991).

A core difficulty in thinking clearly about meeting the educational needs of gifted
youngsters is that providing such special opportunities runs counter to the idea of
a democratic or egalitarian society. There is need for more critical thought about
what is meant by "democracy in education" and the perceived incompatibility
between equality and individual differences. In fact, if the matter is cast as
"equality of opportunity," the incompatibility disappears (Colangelo, 1990).

To meet the special needs of gifted and talented youngsters in a school setting is
a challenge, indeed. The G.A.T.E. program strives to "ensure student development
through effective education." Students feel secure in the freedom of the G.A.T.E.
environment to develop their roots and wings.

Amelinda Berube, a grade six G.A.T.E. student, captures the program's spirit in
her poem, "Freedom":

Freedom

Clear blue immensity opens up before me.
There is light on my face.

I hear the wind whistling by.
I feel power. I feel freedom
My world is tiny below me.

The bars of my cage melted away.
I feel power. I feel freedom.

I sail along into the heavens, into the sky, into the sun.
And at last, I feel power, I feel freedom.
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It is this freedom within the congregated setting that provides the foundation for the
G.A.T.E. program. It is the "Coming Together at G.A.T.E." that allows the magic
to occur.

As Sternberg and Davidson (1986) state, "Giftedness is arguably the most precious
natural resource a civilization can have." Children who produce and create well
beyond our expectations invigorate us and show us the possibilities of human
potential.
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Coping Strategies of Successful Canadian Women
Janice Leroux

University of Ottawa

Abatacil

Lengthy questionnaires were conpleted by 27 successful Canadian women.
Findings pointed to satisfaction in carrying out research, publishing, artistic and
engineering production, while at the same time maintaining a healthy feeling of
equality in a career path. Patterns of career growth indicated inconsistent vertical
development in a number of cases, the importance of mentors in the work place,
pressures to conform to stereotypical female roles, and particularly, if married, in
carrying out household responsibilities. Respondents reported "being a female" was
important as was work recognition and contributing to the welfare of others.

introduction

Most research concerning the achievement of females compares females to
their 7Aale counterparts, thereby measuring female performance with a male yardstick.
More research is needed which examines females as a group, dealing with realities of
the female experience through educational processes and into the work place. Kerr
(1985) documents this In examining the lives of a class of gifted females, her
classmates, fifteen years after graduation. Even recognition of giftedness at an early
age, and the provision of specialized provms, did not seem to consistently produce
women of great accomplishment In this cohc,rt.

Studies focusing on gifted, talented females as well as earlier studies of
successful career women, suggest that there are several key factors which impact on
the achievement patterns of females. Factors such as self-esteem, career paths,
mentor relationships, and cultural expectations for women, all have a profound effect
on accomplishments.

Keown and Keown (1985) reported that successful women in thqir study made
a conscious decision to make "being a female" an asset and to deny limitations based
on gender. Steinem (1992) agreed that the road to success for women begins with an
Internal Journey to feelings of equality, and the need "to demystify the forces that have
told us what we should be before we can value what we are" (p. 109).

The female perception of success was seen as a factor In its attainment.
Many studies agreed that salary, while being a necessary component, was not a prime
motivator for the success of women (Froggatt & Hunter, 1980; Keown & Keown, 1985).
In keeping with the tendency for females to link self-worth with a caring attitude,
success was also associated with contributing to others and to an "adept ability to
interface career and domestic roles" (Froggatt & Hunter, 1985). Whereas males
typically viewed success in terms of the work environment alone, women tended to
include all aspects of their lives In their assessment of personal success.'
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Certain personal characteristics were evident in a great number of the
women who achieve vocational prominence. Researchers mentioned intensity, the
ability to "fall in love with an idea" (Kerr, 1985, p. 69), to have an "intense love affair
with their work" (Froggatt & Hunter, 1980, p. 180), or to follow "a powerful Dream"
(Daniels, 1985, p. 429). Northcutt (1991) described the successful women in her study
as being consistently responsible, competent, and committed to their careers.
Flexibility was also cited as being an important quality in career women, allowing them
to use situations to their advantage and to manage the dual-career aspect of their daily
lives. Combine these factors with an ability to interact well with others, and one has a
powerful recipe for success (Keown & Keown, 1985).

Analysis of Study

In a recent study by the author, twenty-seven successful Canadian women
completed a questionhaire designed to reveal coping strategies, environmental
factors, and personal characteristics that contribute to high levels of achievement in a
variety of prestigious and financially rewarding careers. Questions were both computer-
rated and open-ended. Frequency distributions were used to determine percentages
for computer-scored items. Procedures of qualitative analysis were used for the open-
ended items, including examination of themes, the constant comparative analysis of
themes in depth, and the search for nonconforming cases. Responses to questions in
the study provide insights into the various factors of success for women.

The successful women looked back on family life and almost unanimously
agreed that both parents had contributed positive values to their development. "My
mother was influential as an independently minded individual who.developed and
maintained her own career. I grew up knowing that women could do anything"
reported one woman. "My father emphasized upward mobility, the importance of
striving for excellence and rugged individualism," said another.

However, a different perception was voiced by several successful women; the
mother's lack of career being Influential. These women were determined "not to end
up like her". As one woman said, "I inherited her stymied ambitions". Daugthers of
working mothers appeared to feel empowered by mothers who were self-sufficient and
who valued education for themselves and their children. When mothers were at home,
there was sometimes an inverse relationship to the role modelling.

The respondents identified mentor-type relationships, particularly from
supportive husbands and individual men in the work place who helped them forge
new paths in their careers. As one said, "I had mentors - early training in business
from very tough, demanding superiors." Another agreed: "A series of senior members
of the Canadian research community worked with me and.supported my
development." As previous studies have shown, the need for committed individuals
who take a sincere and strenghtening interest in the aspirations of gifted females was
clearly portrayed in the responses of the experienced women.

Several of the women stressed the importance of hiring outside help to do the
housekeeping and child care. This was described as "the only reasonable solution no
matter what the costl" The hiring of housekeepers leaves one to wonder how much
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husbands actually shared in household responsibilities. In the breakdown of
responsibilities it was evident that traditional duties such as meal preparation, laundry,
and grocery shopping, were primarily women's domain, leaving the question open on
how much traditional roles have really changed. (See Table 1.)

TABLE 1.

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

0

Sharing of Household Responsibilities

0

0

aV by female

IN *qua'
F3 some

none

grocery household laundry buying child housework meals finances
shopping repairs major Items care

0 J. A. Leroux, Ph.D. 1992

An on-going sense of striving was evident in the successful women. While 100
per cent described themselves as successful, over half of them attributed success, in
varying degrees, to good luck. They went on to say that this luck was accompanied by
effort and the ability to recognize opportunity. Tate and fortune played a significant
part of my achievements. I was in the right place at the right time and always said I
was born clutching golden horseshoes" commented one woman. "Being open to what
fate offers is Important," added another.
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At the same time, over half of the experiencee women thought a woman must
be "twice as good as a man in the same position" in order to succeed in her career.
Assertiveness was listed as an important quality for success, as was cooperation.
(See Table 2.)

In searching for self and success, these young women appeared to feel that self
had been the neglected factor. "Having put so much energy into a career I've
neglected my emotional needs and find myself living a very unbalanced life" said one
successful woman.

A variety of life stressors were reported. Relocation to another part of the
country (74%), or to another country entirely (52%), and coping with the death of a
close friend (59%), and caring for family members in time of illness (80%) were some
of the events described. In the work place, 39% had been victims of sexual
harassment, 33% reported some form of discrimination, 64% indicated that male
colleagues tended to feel threatened when they were with a woman who was more
successful in the career than they were. In addition, 19% had been raped at some
point in their lives, 11.5% had been physically abused, and another 15% reported
psychological abuse. (See Table 3).

T AIR f 3
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This group, however, did not feel defenceless in the face of stressful situations.
They appeared to tap into an inner strength, and transform adversity into life
affirmation. Their personal intelligence and determination combined with a powerful
connectedness with friends enables them to face each crisis and continue to achieve.

Many of the women acknowledged the importance of self- knowledge, talking
through anxieties with trusted friends, and using difficuit experiences as springboards
for growth. There was a consistent, strong pattern in the perceptions of the importance
of relationships.

Implications and Conclusions

Several important issues were in this preliminary study, and may be
summarized as follows:

1) Results suggest that mothers' expectations for their daughters are a
significant factor for success, regardless of the employment status of the
mother; fathers were perceived as role models of vocational success for
female children.

2) Although the majority of the females in the study chose a career outside
of the home early in life, most did not expect to achieve the levels of
success which they later attained. For this group of women, patterns of
career growth, less consistently vertical responses to career
development, and home responsibilities all seemed to result in a legacy
of drift. Careers happened to them rather than always being controlled
by them.

3) Introduction of appropriate, gender-sensitive vocational counseling was
clearly identified as a means of expanding the career choices of women
today. Opportunities to explore the concerns of career 'and family options
were strongly endorsed by this group of women.

4) The successful women in this study most often found mentors in
employers or other superiors in the work environment. Friends, family,
and teachers also played significant supportive roles in the career paths
of these highly achieving women.

5) Although the women almost all saw themselves as successful, over half
felt that luck had played a major role in their success.

6) Success for these women was most often defined in terms of contributing
to the welfare of others or to the community at large. The opportunity to
work in their chosen field, to gain recognition from this work, and to
contribute to the welfare of others or community was also very significant.

7) Pressures for women to maintain a stereotypical role still exist; often male
discomfort creates responses and then takes the form of harassment.

8) Many successful women decide not to have children; those who do
usually hire full-time help. It is questionable as to how much husbands
actually share child care and household responsib) ities, even though the
marriage is described as a partnership.
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How does being highly able or gifted affect this group of women? On the
positive side it appeared that they knew themselves and their personal values
intensively. In other words, they had a strong sense of their own abilities, and knew
how to tap into that internal strength when necessary. As a whole they appeared to
have a "survivor instinct" which carried them through various trials, traumas and life
stresses. They appeared to rely on this instinct from early ages onward.

These individuals were united in their drive to make a contribution, to benefit
others through research, to produce something of value to others. They worked hard
to be "gifted givers", those who returned to families or their communities many of the
gifts they themselves enjoyed. In their concern for others, they refused to blame men
in general for obstacles in their career paths. In so doing they did not see themselves
in competition with others, but rather partners in making their society a little better
place to live.

On the negative side, the respondents recognized the stereotypes of female
roles or behaviours that they had to overcome. They reported they worked hard and
planned carefully to combine their professional and personal lives. Family
commitments were accepted as necessary with few regrets for the additional burden.
Though they decried the pressure to be "Superwomen", they often described
themselves as "workaholics", pushing themselves to accomplishments that even they
had not dreamed of or planned.

The women in this study overcame obstacles through sheer determination, a
perseverance that typifies the gifted individuals in our society. When career problems
became too great, many reported they were grateful they could turn to cherished
friends lo talk things out". Female connectedness was a valuable asset in coping with
problems.

As one woman said,

Successful women pay a very high price for
their accomplishments but we must never lose
faith in ourselves.

Grateful acknowledgements to Mary Xenos-Whiston, Ph.D. for original ideas and
development of the questionnaire.
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Gifted, Special and Inclusive Education:
Past, Present and Future Promise

Judy Lupart
The University of Calgary

For many school districts and divisions across Canada, the current decade is one characterized

by significant change (Porter & Richler, 1991). Broad-based movements such as the Regular
Education Initiative, Inclusive Education, and RestructuringSchools are forcing educators across the

country to re-examine all aspects of educational practice from instructional delivery to school organi-

zation and structure (Sailor, 1991; Stainback & Stainback, 1992; Villa, Thousand, Stainback, &

Stainback, 1992; Weiderholt, 1989). Accordingly, gifted education and the way it is delivered and

conceptualized is currently being reviewed (Treffinger, 1991; Gallagher, 1991).

Historical Milestones in Gifted Education
The summary chart reveals those factors and/or individuals having a major influence on the

development of identification instruments and gifted education programs over the century.

Historical Mile:stones in
Gifted Education

YEAR
GIFTED PROGRAMS

EMPHASIS
INSTRUMENT

DEVELOPMENT

1859
Galion-Hereditary
Genius

Earty 'imam
measurement of
intelligence

.19251930

Terman Studies

Hollingsworth
Studios

Stanford-Binet
intelligence Scales

1957-1862

Post Sputnik
Intellectually gifted
program.

National Merit
Scholarships

Wechsler Scales
normreferenced
achievement tests
scholastic aptitute
tests

19621972

Broadened
definition
Includes creativity,
divergent thinking

klarland's Definition

Guilford, Meeker
and Torrance Tests
of Creativity

Renzuill Teacher
Nomination Forms

1980-1990e
Expanded Programs

Mors emphasis on
special populations

Renzulli, Baldwin,
TreffIngsr, Rimm
Underchlevement
I.D.
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Critical changes during this time include: (1) a shift in emphasis from genetic endowment to environ-

mental influences on the actualization of giftedness; (2) the establishment of a credible research data

base; (3) societal recognition of the valuable contributions of gifted individuals; (4) an expanded

definition of giftedness from a narrow focus on 10 measures to a broadened focus including creativ-

ity, leadership, academic achievement, psychomotor ability, intelligence, and visual and performing

arts; (5) expansion of gifted programming to serve a greater number and diversity of students.

The Special Education Approach
Despite the fact that gifted education t),, maintained a relatively separate evolutionary path

within the schools, the more recent decades nave seen an increased alignment with special educa-

tion. Indeed many chool districts have adopted the traditional Special Education Approach as a
primary methc': ..ervice delivery for gifted students. As shown in Figure 1, the Special Education
Approach is a static, one-way process consisting of five elements or boxes.

SPECIAL EDUCATION

REFERRAL TESTING MELLING le PLACEMENT PROGRAMS

The system becomes activated when the regular classroom teacher prepares a formal referral on an

individual student which is forwarded to the principal, and in most cases, this is passed along to

central administration. Central office or outside experts such as the school psychologist carry out

specialized testing, and once all the relevant data has been compiled a diagnosis according to a

recognized categorical affiliation such as gifted or learning disabled is determined. Experts, school

personnel, and often parents then meet to consider appropriate specialized placement, and an

individual education plan is developed. The special class teacher is responsible for the implementa-
tion and monitoring of the program.

Tim Legacy of a Special Education Approach on Gifted Education
The Special Education Approach has served school systems and children with exceptional

learning needs well in the past, and it seems reasonable, to have adopted a similar system of proce-

dures to serve the needs of students who are of high ability. Nevertheless, the legacy of ad-pting

the Special Education Approach to gifted education has not been entirely positive. identjfication:

Identification practices have been found to be particularly remiss. Even though most school districts
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support and have adopted a multi-dimensional and/or expanded definition of giftedness, this is not

reflected in identification procedures. The administration of an individual intelligence test such as the

WISC-R and some measure of achievement is standard for many school dMsions. Moreover,

testing that is carried out may not be appropriate for the intended purpose, and having outside

experts do the testing is a very costly process. Teachers have often complained that too much of the
relatively limited funding for gifted education is tied up in testing that has minimal educational rele-

vance. In comparison with other areas of exceptionality it is true that for gifted students there is a
much greater focus on testing for labelling as opposed to assessment to determine individual learn-
ing needs.

programming: A Special Education Approach has implications for programming as well. As it

can be seen in Figure 1, an individual must first successfully make it through the first four boxes

before programming concerns are dealt with. The wait factor from referral to special program could

range from a period of days to months. Meanwhile what happens with the child? The approach

assumes that gifted individuals must have specialized testing, teachers and programs to appropri-

ately serve their unique learning needs. A dual system of regular and special education divides

teaching responsibility, and typically once a referral is made out, responsibility for the student shifts

over to special education. Decades of operation under this kind of a system has seriously disenfran-

chised the regular classroom teachers role in meeting a diversity of student learning needs. The

widespread practice of implementing special pull-out progeams or segregated classes for gifted

students has resutted in an artificial separation of regular and gifted curriculum and programs. Since

funding for gifted education is more restricted than for other areas of special education, programs

may not be available to the child until grade four and typically are not offered beyond grade nine.

Programs are typically available to very t..1v students, and most often it is only the intellectually or

academically gifted student that gets identb.led and placed. Moreover, in times of economic restraint

it is the unfortunate reaiity that gifted programs are the first to be cut.

Categorical Confusion: Services for special education have traditionally been organized accord-

ing to discrete categorical designations (Presseisen, 1991). With an expanded view of giftedness

emerging, schools have recently been significantly challenged to provide service for an ever increas-

ing number of subgroups of gifted students including Disadvantaged Gifted, Bored Gifted, Suicidal

Gifted, Gifted Handicapped, Language Minority Gifted, At-risk Gifted, and Underachieving Gifted.

The gifted/learning disabled category is perhaps the the best known, although a recent count shows

that over the pael 20 years over 23 different terms have been reported. The one way Special Educa-

tion Approach offers no atternatives beyond the provision of 23 different programs which is most

unlikely, or not offering any specialized programming. Programs could conceivably be combined but

what expertise should the special teacher have, and what programs should be provided?
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Statistics: The long term consequences of the legacy of a Special Education Approach are most
alarmingly noted in recent reports and statistics. The comprehensive U. S. report A Nation at Risk
(1983), for example; indicated that over half the population of gifted students do not match their

tested ability with comparable achievement in school. Other studies have confirmed this trend of

underachievement or underutiliaztion of gifted potential (Nyquist, 1973; Seeley, 1985).

Gifted Education in the Future

The future of gifted education may be significantly influenced by the current school reform

movements, and particularly the trend toward inclusive schooling. At the base of this movement is

the principle that unlike previous special education trends such as integration, mainstreaming and

normalization, inclusive education demands changes not only for special education services but for

the regular system as well. What has been separately developed according to dual systems of

regular and special education must be fully restructured into a unified system of education that

appropriately meets the needs of all students. Expertise that was developed in special education

classrooms must become interwoven with that found in general education, and instruction is geared

to meet the individual learning needs ot the student.

What will inclusive schools be like for gifted students? At this time it is probably too soon to tell.
Nevertheless current leaders in Inclusive education have attempted to delineate some of the major

distinctions between traditional educational and contemporary practice (Stainback, Stainback, &

Forest, 1989; Lipsky & Gartner, 1989). Instructional provisions will be student-centered with indi-

vidualization provided for all students, as opposed to only the identified students. Student diversity

will be celebrated by recognizing that student characteristics do not fit into simple dichotomies but

rather can be configured as a continuum. Testing and assessment will be focused on determination

of instructional needs as opposed to identification and labeling, and teachers will become the essen-
tial mediators of this process. Instructional strategies will be selected and implemented to accom-
modate student learning needs as opposed to some specified category, and a wide range of curricu-

lar options and differentiated instruction will be available, as opposed to the narrow boundaries that

categorical affiliation have established. The traditional hierarchical structure and artificial barriers

that currently exist between teachers and their professional colleagues will be replaced by a new
system of cooperative and collaborative relationships. Finally, me artificial world of special classes

wiH be replaced with inclusive communities where all students are welcomed and supported.

In conclusion, gifted education will be impacted by the general inclusive education initiative.

Limitations and artificial barriers that have been imposed by the traditionalSpecia/ Education Ap-

proach to service delivery would be eliminated in many dimensions of educational practice by

moving toward contemporary thinking and practice in our schools.
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Gifted Education at Adolescence
Dona Matthews

Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

The .wthar wishes to acknowlerige the swat al the Social Sciences and
litsmanitias Rama awned al alma

This presentation summary includes relevant portions of the background

paper (Matthews, in presa), in an attempt to highliest the issues addressed. For a

full development of the arguments made, please see the complete paper.

Vey briefly, the presentation began with a review of current research

concerning optimal cognitive and affective adolescent development, including

finding; from diverse perspectives (cognitive science, educational psychology,

gifted education, and adolescent development) that converge to demonsbate the

salience of mentorshipa, autonomy, domain-specificity, discourse, and

supportiveness at this developmental stage. Suggestions for educational

environments consistent with these findings were then discussed.

Recently educators have voiced ccesiderable concern over absenteeism,

alienation, and dropout rates at adolescence (Carnegie Council, 1989; Lawton &

Leithwvod, 1988; Radwanski, 1987). Theseproblems are not restricted to the

stereotypically disadvantaged, and in fact have been shown to cut mom all levels of

academic achievement, socioeccecenic status, and family status (Hargreaves, 1990;

Wehlage & Rutter, 1980.

In general, and to date, moat of what happens in most public high schools in
North America dues not reflect current findings concerning adolescent

development. What we Imow about optimal adolescent development, and what we

have beenproviding educationally, ant inconsistent, even antithetical.

Cognitive Science Findings

Gardner (1983) argued that the conception of intelligence as a global attribute

of a person was misleading, and I hat it made more sense to think of intelligence as

a developmental profile ofanvelences. The seven intelligences that he
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hypothesized were Logical-mathetical, Linguistic, Interpersonal, Intrapersonal,
Visual-Spatial, Musical, and Bodily-Kinesthetic.

Subsequent findings have been increasingly supportive of this approach. For
example, Matthews (1990; Keating & Matthews, in preparation), concluded that it
makes better sense to think of learning somewhat separately by at least three
domains (nlathematics, lomozsge, and social coropetence) than as a proms that
occurs at the SAM rate masa domains. Students in grades 6, 7 and a whowere
working at a gifted level in one of the domains were not necessarily working at
giftod tavola in the other two domains. ftwna concluded on the herds of them and
other findings that gifted education at early adolescence ought to consider domain-
specific learning profiles.

P8ytholof
DiSalltrlie rind Mentorships

Lev Vygotaky (197811930) observed that learningmews through discourse,
that close and ongoing axial interaction is a necessary component of motivating
and stimulating learning. Similarly, an emphasis on discourse and mentorships
was an important dimension of Dewey's work, which emphasized paying attooLion
to developing the potential of each aim.

B1ootn(1985) and Feldman (1966), in their studies of the developmentof
exceptional adievement and of prodigies, both conclude that 1011ed level
achievement is not genendind access domitinii, but tends to be markedly domain-
specific.

Additionally, rather than early demonstrations of precocity or unusual
talent, a exinsistent characteristic across all of the individuals who were studied by
Bloom and Feldman, was an expenditure of exceptional effort, in a context of
sustained, ongoing guidance from and discourse with mentors in the field of
subsequent athievemenl.
Optimal Classroom Environments

Newmann (1.990a, 1990b), in his diacuasiuns of "theism= thoughtfulnear,
argues that our educational goals ought to include the engagement of dialents in
challenging prublema, offering them guidance in their manipulation of information
to solve nal peoblems. lie has identified the attributes ofclassroom envirenments
that are most sucanisfid in accomplishing these goals. lliereaves (1990) and
Gardner (1991) have come to remarkably similar conclusions about optimal
classroom environments at adolescence.
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Considering research on schools' cffcct on dcyclopmcnt, it has bccn shown
(Leming, 1911fi) that antharitarilm envinaments tend to produce feelings of
alienatkm and pawerlesaneas; while envimnments that are democratic and open,
and involve ongoing active discsurse, are more likely to foster moral development

and feelings of nodal integration.

Gifted EducAtinn

Horowitz (1987; &emits & (YBrien, 1986) has been a strong advocate of the
need for a developmental perspective on gifted education, and, using Cardner's
framework, she has noted that we must consider giftedness as a domain-specific
exceptionality.

Using Vygolsky's (1978/1930) creceptualisation of a student's mne of
proximal development, Keating suggests (1991) that it is primarily in the context of
meaningful discourse at developmentally appropriate levels that significant
learning takes place.

Richardson Study, a major longitudinal study done in Texas, concluded
that gifted education was most effective in so far as it emphasi&s domain-
specificity, mentorships, and flexible pacing (Cox, Kelly, &
Brinson, 1988).

Ad0188=15/21681010111

As Erikson (1968) dimmed, and as has became part of the growing

literature on adolescence, the importance of autonomy (often used synouymousky

with independence) looms large in early adolescence, and remains a mWor gual
through early adulthood (Steinbeng, 1990).

Providing a cuocrele illustration of adolescents' developing need for

autonomy, stress and coping findings (e.g., Rawer & Bowlds, 1990; Hendervon &
Dweck,1990) SWIM that in adolescence, as in other 4evelopcnental stages, themore
one perceives having control, the higher is one's tfelf-esteem and resilience.

Harter argues (1990) that intenictive skyles fostering the healthiest patterns
of identity formation are Ihose that give tile adolescent permissionto question, and
to be different, within a context of support and mutuality.

Pollan (1991), in discussing educational change, noted that even teachers
learn best when pruvided with both autonomy nod support.

Maximizing students' autonomy, therefore, .::hile providing appropriate
guidance (Stelae% 1990; Steinberg, Mounts, Lamborn, & Dornbuscii, 1991), can be
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seen as the goals most likely to optimiv adoleseentq' self-esteem, refdlience, and
healthy identity fcrmation.

Conclusions

Running through this work in various disciplines are emphsses on the
salience of mentorships, autoryx4y, dornain-specificity, discourse, and
supportiveness at this developmental stage.

On the basis of theme convergent rindiop, at adolescenix we ought lo offer
educational environments which (1) nurture the development of mentorships, (2)
facilitate students' discovery of their own (damain-specinc) interests, (3) ezcourage
a serious engagement with meaningful material, (4) emphasize discourse with
peers and teadiers, and (5) provide responsive, ongoing, supportive guidance.

It is imperative that support and wan= are provided along with
autonuirty, so that structures and deadlines are - selectively and appropriately -
retained. This ;meats a challenging balancing act for all the participants
(teachers, students, and parents) and requires an intelligent, responsive, flexibility
011 the part of teachers.
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O.M.Odyssey Of The Mind
A Creative Approach to Education

Mary May I Sharon Baker
Lethbridge Public Board of Education

During this presentation Odyssey of the Mind will be described to potential
coaches and administrators. It will, also, be of value to existing coaches as
the basic coaches' video will be shown and emphasis will be placed on the
three areas of competition; long term problem, style, and spontaneous
prob le m.

ODYSSEY OF THE MIND AND GIFTED PROGRAMMING

Creative problem solving is considered by most educators as an
essential component of gifted programming. The Odyssey of the Mind
Program incorporates creative thinking with critical thinking skills,
leadership and organizational skills, communication skills and forecasting
and planning. Indeed O.M. may encompass all nine areas identified by the
Alberta Department of Education as the crucial areas to be addressed in
gifted education. Although suitable for gifted education this program is not
and should not be used exclusively for the gifted. It is an excellent vehicle
for learning with all students,

ODYSSEY OF THE MIND AND FUTURE EMPLOYMENT

Our students, as future problem solvers, need to be self-reliant and to
know how to take initiative. The program, with the coach as a guide, teaches
students responsibility for their actions and interactions, gives them
confidence in solving difficult problems and helps them to learn how to work
as a group toward a desired goal

The employers of the future want people who know how to learn.
Given novel situations, students in Odyssey of the Mind, struggle to seek
answers, to ask good questions, and to discover expertise within the
community. With the help of coaches and resource people these students
find answers and work as a group toward a creative solution of the problem.
Employers also want and need people who are skilled in groups, have good
interpersonal skills, good communication skills and are effective leaders.
O.M. fosteri growth in these areas as well. Team members gradually learn
how to respect each other and to encourage everyone's ideas. These skills
will help them to be more effective in tomorrow's marketplace. It is our
belief that Odyssey of the Mind is an outstandingly effective program to
train our future leaders und to develop creative problem solving skills in our
students.
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THE ODYSSEY OF THE MIND ORGANIZATION

The Odyssey of the Mind Program, under the auspices of OM
AssociCion Inc., a nonprofit corporation, promotes divergent thinking in
students from kindergarten through university. This program offers
students a unique opportunity to participate in challenging and motivating
activities buth inside and outside their regular classroom curriculum.
Students learn to work with others as a team. They develop self-confidence
by creating solutions, evaluating their ideas and making final decisions.
They develop their creative skills through problem solving and independent
thinking. Hence, the Odyssey of the Mind program makes learning fun.

To participate in the Odyssey of the Mind Program, the school must
send $90 U.S. to P.O. Box 27, Glassboro, New Jersey, 08028. The membership
supplies the school with the current annual long-term problems, a rule book,
related additional curriculum materials and a quarterly newsletter.

The Alberta O.M. Association provides support services, videos,
workshops and newsletters to members. A fee of $10 may be sent to one of
the executive listed at the end.

ODYSSEY OF THE MIND AND COACHING

Focus for the year is on three main areas: long term problem solving,
style, and spontaneous problem solving. During the presentation these three
areas will be described in detail with demonstrations, overheads and videos.
In brief, the j0n2 term problems (worth 200 points) cover a wide range of
interests. Some are engineering problems, one is architectural, and usually
there is one based on literature or history. Style (worth 50 points) is
elaboration of the long term problem. It is that dimension of the long term
problem that goes beyond the solution of the problem to provide additional
audience entertainment. Style is the theme, the props, the costumes, music,
humour, an original cohesive performance etc.. In general, it is the power
and the impact of the overall presentation. The sontanems_jr.gble=
(worth 100 points) take only a few minutes to solve. Some spontaneous
problems are verbal, while others are "hands-on", such as moving a raw egg
with the implements given through a series of obstacles. Teams do not know
these problems in advance of the competition but prepare throughout the
year to develop speed and creativity in solving this type of problem.
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TEAM COMPETITION

Odyssey of the Mind teams consist of five to seven members. They
are the only persons allowed to contribute to a specific long-term problem's
solution. No coach or parent is allowed to contribute to the solution.
Competition is by division. The divisions are as follows:

Division I Kindergarten through fifth grade
Division II grades six though eight
Division III grades nine through twelve
Division IV college and university students

The highest grade represented on a team determines the division in which
the team must compete. Each problem indicates the division(s) for which
competition is held.

Teams in most locations of Canada compete on a provincial level.
Teams advancing from each Provincial association's final competition become
eligible to attend the World Finals. The 1993 Alberta provincial finals will be
held in Calgary March 27, 1993. The 1993 World Finals will be held at the
University of Maryland in Baltimore at the end of May.

MORE INFORMATION

If you are interested in the Odyssey of the Mind Program in Alberta
and would like more information, please contact the following individuals:

Paul Herskind
542 Varsity Est. Pl. N.W.
Calgary, Alberta, T3B 3C1
288-8530 (H) 244-4692 (W)

Gail Rozon
62 Hal !brook Drive S.W.
Calgary, Alberta, T2B 3H6
288-8530 (H) 244-4692 (W)
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Young Gifted Learners in a Multicultural Society
Sylvia McPhee

McPhee Associates, Toronto

"There's no such thing as an
unrealistic goal, just limited
imagination." Roger Crawford

"MULITXCULTURALISM is a sharing
of cultures. It empowers
individuals who then share that
strength among groups. It expands
cultural consciousness into global
consciousness. Multiculturalism, as
described by Canada's Secretary
of State, is "a mandatory social
skill"that is just as essential
as literacy. In education, it is
no longer an option, but an
integrated part of any well
developed program." Maureen Cech

YOUNG GIFTED CHILDREN IN A MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY

This interactive workshop is designed to raise awareness of the
needs of young gifted learners.

After reviewing the multidimensional needs and characteristics of
young children and the mUltidimensionality of intellectual develop-
ment, these concepts will discuised against the demands and
challenges of learning and teaching in a multicultural society.

The universality of gifted.potential will be explored in terms of
how cultural differences,affect identification. Stategies for
observing young children and their potential giftedness will be
explored.Creativity, critical thinking and motivation will be discussed.

Once teachers become aware of the broadened definition of gifted-
ness, the inconsistencies in identifying the culturally diverse,
the behaviour in other cultures that may influence observation,
the value of parent and peer opinions and strategies, the task of
finding and programming for these children is no longer onerous.
It can be done - and done fairly!

"Fairness is not that everyone gets
the,same, but that each one gets
what ha or she needs."

Sylvia M. McPhee,
Toronto, Canada
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Affective Characteristics of Gifted Individuals as a Guide
for Selection of Counselling Techniques

Sal Mendaglio
The University of Calgary

Do we need special techniques when counselling gifted students?

After years of experience, this writer concludes that the
techniques based on approachers to counselling currently
available are appropriate for use with gifted students. The
important consideration is not the creation of novel techniques
but the matching of techniques to the characteristics of this
group, in particular, the affective characteristics.

Affective Characteristics

ClArk (1992) and others present a variety of traits associated
with gifted students. These are categorized according to
cognitive, affective, social, physical. Of particular concern
here is the affective characteristics which typically include
such traits as: perfectionism, leadership ability, moralism,
advanced sense of humour, intensity, and sensitivity. It is tile
latter two characteristics that are most applicable for
counselling. Sensitivity and intensity refer to, among other
things, the emotional experience of these students. In their
sensitivity, gifted children and adolescents are tuned into the
feelings within themselves and others. They are more readily
moved or hurt by events around them in contrast to nongi-fted
peers. Their intensity corresponds to their depth of feelings.
Counsellors working with these clients need to be cognizant of
these two traits generally attributed to this special needs
group.

Affective Characteristics as a Guide for Selection of Counselling
approaches

Coincidental to the terminology used in characteristics of the
gifted, classification of counselling approaches also uses the
term affective. In the counselling usage of the term, however,
it is more restricted to the notion of emotionality and would not
reflect the exact usage of the term as educators of the giftedtend to use it. In any case, a typical approach toclassification of the diverse counselling approaches wouldinclude: psychoanalytic, cognitive, behavioral, and affective.
It is argued that the affective counselling approaches which arebest suited for gifted clients. The rationale goes well beyundthe match of terminology. The following is an example of how
these approaches are characterized in the current literature (aee
Madding, 1992). Affective approaches are said to emphasize the
following:

- emotions are the contributing factor to human actions andreactions.
--change can only occur in conjunction with effective handling ofemotions.
--the individual's interpretation of reality is more importantthan reality itself
- -the counsellor-client relationship
- -growth and development of the individual

11111In
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Two Major Affective Approaches

The person-centred Lpproach of Carl Rogers and the gestalt
approach of Fritz Paris are prime examples of these approache., 1.o
counselling. The first is more accessible to teachers as well as
counsellors, while gestalt techniques can only be used by
experienced counsellors.

Rogers did not use the notion of techniques, rather he talkedabout therapeutic conditions. He believed that client growth
would occur if the counsellor provided the proper atmosphere in areal relationship with the client. These conditions incli.d.Aipositive regard or acceptance, genuiness, :no empathy. in
client needs a nonjudgmental attitude from the counsellor. He or
she needs to feel accepted--not evaluated--by the counsellor.
The counsellor needs to be a real human being in the encounter
with the client. Such conditions are said to facilitate self-
disclosure and an internal focus by the client. Empathy is a
central concept in this approach. In the application of empathy
the counsellor attempts to understand the client from his or her
point of view. This attempt to understand the internal frame of
reference of tho other is communicated in language that is
understood by the other.

In tho gestalt approach the emphasis is also given to the quality
of relationship between counsellor and client. In contrawl to
the person-centred approach, the gestalt counsellor focuses the
client in the presentkeeping the client in the here and now is
a major pre-occupation of this theory. Also experiencing in the
present moment is highlighted. The counsellor does not engage in
interpretation and the client is discouraged from engaging in
intellectualization. There are a variety of techniques used in
this approach. Confrontation is one commonly used interviewing
technique. This usually takes the form of presenting
discrepancies (e.g., between verbal and nonverbal behaviour) to
the client. Other techniques are more dramatic and require
experience to apply them properly. The empty chair is one such
technique. In this technique, the client may be asked to conduLt
an imaginary dialogue between self and a significant other or
between two aspects of self. The client is asked to move from
one seat to the other in the course of playing both parts of the
scenario.

Conclusion

Aspects of both person-centred and gestalt approaches seem
particulary applicable to work with gifted students. The person-
centred approach emphasizes the acceptance and empathy that these
clients require. The gestalt approach emphasizes the
experiencing in the here and now which replaces the propensity of
gifted students to overuse their intellect.
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Feeling Bad Can Be Good: Using Dabrowski's Theory to
Reframe Gifted Children's Adjustment Difficulties

Sal Mendaglio / William Tillier
The University of Calgary / Calgary Remand Centre

Traditional approaches to the education of the gifted student

have focused on cognitive dimensions and have emphasized

providing an enriched academic environment. We believe that a

more global approach is called for, encompassing the overall

personality characteristics and development of the individual.

The impact of being gifted is often ambiguous and many with

aifted potential fail to achieve as. expected. We believe that

this may often be due, in part, to the high anxiety and conflict

commonly experienced by the gifted and their failure to learn 'to

cope with the negative aspects of their gifts. The Theory of

Positive Disintegration, developed by K. Dabrowski, provides a

useful framework to conceptualize, understand and assist the

gifted student (Dabrowski, 1937; 1964; 1966; 1967; 1970; 1972;

1977; Dabrowski.and Piechowski, 1977). This presentation is an

overview based upon our understanding of Dabrowski's Theory and

our views of its application to the gifted.

Dabrowski's theory presents a multi-dimensional, developmental

approach, emphasizing an understanding of the unique potentials

of a given individual. Multiple dimensions are assessed, for

example; intellect, imagination, emotion, and indicators of the

potential for development. A multi-level approach is used to

describe the diversity of behaviour and types of personality
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observed in people. This methodclogy allows for a

differentiation between higher and lower levels of function and

their interaction. The result is a more articulate and

descriptive theory of personality -a theory particularly

applicable to the understanding of the gifted.

A central feature of psychological growth is a series of

disintegrations - progressive contradictions and conflicts that

arise from a person's experience of life. People often tend to

be passive and fail to see these contradictions, allowing their

views be formed for them, largely by society. Positive

disintegration is a developmental process that calls into

question our readily accepted adaptations to life. We come to

wonder if our automatic endorsement of society's values is

proper. We come to question our basic reactions to things, no

longer able to simply accept what we are told or to follow the

behaviour of others. We begin to differentiate our attraction to

or rejection of objects and goals based upon our own accumulating

experience, feelings and conscience. Over time, conflicts

produce increasing inhibition, cautiousness and reflection that

increasingly influence decisions and behaviour. Behaviour

governed by primitive factors (how life is and how I should act

based upon my impulses and according to society) diverges into an

emerging inner sense of how life could and should be. As this

bifurcation intensifies, conflicts and disintegrations become a
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fundamental, inevitable and positive component of development.

Conflicts and disintegrations are carefully evaluated to expose

potential positive, developmental aspects. When appropriate,

emphasis is placed upon helping the person to recognize and

accept these difficulties, to see their positive aspects and to

learn to cope with society and life.

From Dabrowski's perspective, one critical aspect of

developmental potential is an over-excitability in response to

stimuli. We believe that over-excitability is a critical driving

force in the life of many gifted students, but an ambiguous one,

contributing both positive and negative features: positive in

that one's perspective of life is enlarged, allowing one to fully

appreciate the magnificence and joys of life; negative in that

overexcitability can also be extremely upsetting as a great deal

of human suffering, injustice and sorrow is clearly brought into

focus. This can overwhelm a sensitive student's emotions and may

lead to depression, breakdown or even suicide. As these intense

perspectives become multi-levelled, they encompass visions of

both the lowest, grim reality of life and of the highest, real

possibilities of life.

Dabrowski elaborated a hierarchy of five types of

overexcitability: psychomotor, sensual, intellectual,
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imaginational, and emotional. Emotional overexcitability is at

the heart of advanced developmental processes. A person with

average excitability tends to experience emotions in social

contexts, based upon well defined social roles and expectations.

In contrast, the intense experience of emotional overexcitability

plays i prominent role in giving a person a very unique and

private sense of direction and meaning. The person's unique

experience of their emotional and cognitive dynamics stimulates

critical self-examination. The learned and often robotic

behavior and values we accept so readily from society, instilled

by parental and institutional education, come to be questioned

and critically evaluated. Through the mechanisms of

disintegration, the "what is" of instinct and socialization comes

to be rejected and replaced by a growing sense of how life "ought

to be". The latter reflects the development of a hierarchy of

individualized personal values and the "new", evolving

personality of the individual. These changes increasingly ensure

that behaviour is authentic and is based upon the individual

beliefs and choices of the person.

Dabrowski outlined five levels to describe the process of

psychological development. Advanced development begins when the

previously socially integrated self of Level I undergoes varying

degrees of disintegration, starting with simple, isolated,

spontaneous and uncontrollable disintegrations common at level
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two. Conflicts at the third level take on a broad vertical

nature, reflecting the introduction of higher versus lower,

multi-level conflicts. Conflicts begin to wane at level four as

development increasingly becomes global, self-directed and

organized. At the highest level, a second functional integration

occurs. This re-integration is comprised of a critically

thinking, autonomous self governed by authentic emotions.

We believe that the gifted, as a group, possess strong intrinsic

developmental potential and therefore will also exhibit the

accompanying overexcitability, conflicts, disintegrations and

reintegrations of advanced development. If this is the case,

many gifted students may follow a course of development similar

to that outlined above.

Dabrowski advocated a long tarm, well planned program for each

student based upon their unique presentation of potentials,

personality and interests. A careful, multidimensional

assessment of the student is the first step toward establishing a

personalized educational and counselling program. Many of the

initial developmental experiences are dominated by conflict,

anxiety, self-doubt, fear, feelings of worthlessness, mal-

adjustment and depression. Rather than treating these as

symptoms to be ameliorated, developmentally focused counselling

can assist in coping with these features in a positive and
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developmental perspective. The student's personal and academic

growth must be facilitated simultaneously, guided by

individualized plans overseen by the student, student-mentors,

teachers, counsellors and parents.

Dabrowski enlarges upon the traditional, cognitively based

approach to the gifted by the inclusion of the developmental and

emotional features of the gifted. Similar efforts in this

direction are also appearing in the literature, for example,

although Dabrowski was not mentioned, Blackburn and Erickson's

(1986) views appear very reminiscent of Dabrowski's, including

their use of the term "supersensitivity". In addition,

Piechowski has developed an approach based upon Dabrowski

(Piechowski, 1991).

In conclusion, Dabrowski advocated an individualized educational

approach utilizing a developmental counselling perspective.

The reframing of the gifted experience and an understanding of

both the positive and negative implications of being gifted,

minimizes the negative effects of developmental conflicts and

encourages psychological adjustment and individualization. This

strong foundation, in turn, facilitates cognitive enrichment

allowing the gifted to better achieve to their full potential,

both academically and as human beings.
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Career Development for the Gifted and Talented
Michael C. Pyryt

The University of Calgary

Issues in Career Education for the Gifted

The professional literature on career education for the gifted suggests that career

development programs must address the following issues: (a) multipotentiality,

(b) expectations, (c) lifestyle, (d) investment, (e) mobility, and (f) innovativeness. The

following sections will provide a brief overview of each of these issues.

Multipotentiality. One of the difficult problems is that of multipotentiality. Many

gifted students are capable of succeeding at whatever career they choose. In addition to

having the aptitude to succeed, gifted students tend to have a diversity of interests. Since

early specialization is a correlate of eminence, there is a tendency for parents and

teachers to exert pressure on a child to specialize as soon as possible. Such pressure is

likely to create tension for the gifted individual. The key challenge is to provide

educational experiences that will enable an individual to be "compaitiven in terms of the

content of a discipline without prematurely channelling the individual.

Expectations. The expectations of significant others (parents, teachers, and peers)

can exert tremendous pressures for gifted individuals. Some children may be

overwhelmed by constant exposure and reinforcement for considering particular careers

such as law or medicine. Other children may have great difficulties convincing their

parents that higher education is a legitimate pursuit. Certain cultural groups are likely to

value geogrrphic proximity as an important determinant of career choice. It is also likely

that sex-role socialization beliefs lead to differential expectations for males and females.

Lifestyle. Although the media may promote glamorous visions of many careers,

reality entails more sobering visions. Each career involves a unique lifestyle. Some

lifestyle considerations include: (a) the hours one works, (b) the clothes one wears,
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(c) the people one associates with, (d) the amount of time spent with family, (e) the

amount of travelling one does, and (f) use of leisure time. The congruence between

lifestyle demands and lifestyle preferences is likely to affect potential job satisfaction.

Individuals must identify their own lifestyle preference and experience the lifestyle

demands of various careers.

Investment. The educational preparation required for ently into most professional

fields is extensive. Such preparation involves great financial and time commitments.

Unless one is independently wealthy, the postponement of parenthood and possibly

marriage seems a practical choice. Due to socialization experiences and expectations, the

decision to defer family life until some career goals are met is more difficult for females

than males. Since people tend to marry others of similar educational levels, the number

of potential spouses decreases as one's educational level increases. Given such great

demands, the challenge is to find ways of helping individuals mobilize their energy to

overcome obstacles and/or find ways to alleviate as many of the barriers as possible.

Mobility. The types of occupations that many gifted individuals aspire to are

likely to force them to leave their home community to seek training experiences and

jobs. This can be a very painful experience for individuals when parental sanctions and

cultural values denigrate this choice. Changes in social class standing, which may

accompany educational and occupational attainment, can lead to lifestyle changes that

alienate an individual froth one's home community. This alienation is compounded

when exposure to pluralistic value systems decreases uncritical acceptance of the

monistic systems in which one was raised; leading to further separation from one's

parents and home community.

Innovativeness. Many currently-available career options are the direct result of

the inventiveness of gifted individuals. The field of biochemical engineering did not exist

until someone combined interests in biology, mechanics and engineering. Such

combinations require greater investments than focusing on just one career. As

technological breakthroughs make new careers possible, it is important to prepare

individuals to "invent" their careers if necessary.
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Career Development Components

The following sections will briefly describe seven components that I view as

essential if the career development needs of the gifted are to be met. Although the

components are presented linearly, they are conceptualized as being interrelated and

dynamically influencing each other.

Content acceleration. One of the easiest ways of shortening the heavy time and

financial sacrifices that professional aspirations require, is to permit individuals to

accelerate their educational programs. Accelerative possibilities include early entrance

to college, part-time college coursework, advanced placement, subject-matter

acceleration and grade skipping. Research indicates that accelerative practices are

extremely beneficial for gifted students.

Self-awareness. Standardized personality tests can be used to help individuals

identify their interests. A student's profile on a measure such as Vocational Preference

Inventory will provide information about the individual's differentiation of interests.

Directive counselling can be implemented once interests re differentiated. Testing can

also be used to evaluate the effectiveness of self-awareness training.

Self-concept. A secure self-concept has been viewed as a critical component for

the dr.velopment of eminence. One needs a positive self-image to cope with the

expectations, investment demands, and mobility factors that high aspirations entail. Self-

concept measures can be used as part of the self-awareness component. A great variety

of materials have been developed to enhance self concept.

Interpersonal effectiveness. Since self-concept is greatly influenced by an

individual's family interactions, it is important to develop an effective style of

communicating. Skills such as self-disclosure, empathy, warmth, social relaxation,

assertiveness, interaction management, descriptiveness, sensitivity to feelings, flexibility,

and relationship stage skills are characteristic of competent communicators.

Creative problem-solving. Training in creative problem-solving can help

individuals cope with the investment and mobility problems. The creative problem-

solving process consists of five steps: (a) fact-finding, (b) problem-finding, (c) idea-
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finding, (d) solution-finding, and (e) acceptance-finding. The process involves an

oscillation between divergent thinking, a listing of many brainstormed alternatives, and

convergent thinking, focusing on the correct answer.

Sex-role awareness. Special effort should be made to eliminate arbitrary sex-role

stereotyping. Techniques as direct communication and education on the negative impact

of sex-role stereotyping, career decision-making simulations, exposure to role models,

formation of support groups, same-sex career days. The interpersonal skills component

will help individuals interact assertively with others.

Stress-time management. Current focus on career burnout indicates a need to

provide individuals with stress and time management strategies. Stress can be alleviated

through progressive relaxation and environmental sounds. Time management strategies

enable gifted students to set priorities.
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Using Art as an Identification Tool for Gifted ESL
Janet Samber

Calgary Board of Education

For years, the subject of identification of gifted students has generated

discussion, controversy and conch..... In our present times of shrinking funding

for gifted programming, coupled with cuts in such classroom support systems as

psychological services and resource teachers, we must by force of circumstance,

look tc alternate means of identifying our gifted population. Authorities such

as Howard Gardiner encourage a pluristic view of IQ by using terms such as

"mulitiple intelligences".

When we reflect on the ways in which we first recognize a young gifted child,

language is usually a factor. The verbally fluent child full of questions and

curiosity, who reacts quickly and articulately when a problem is posed, who makes

keen observations, who senses anomalies, and paradoxes, and who exhibits a finely

honed sense of humor is the child nominated for consideration for gifted programming.

But what of our ESL population? When spoken language creates a barrier rather

than a bridge to communication of thoughts and ideas, we must look to alternate

forms of communication. Art is just such a universal language. The art of young

children reveals their developmental stages. Young children of all cultures work

through an increasingly complex symbol system from the "scribble" stage to the

pictorial. The richness of their symbol system gives insight into the child's

view of his/her world, his/her perceptions, awareness and observational skills.

To make assessments of a child's intellectual functioning based on his art

production, it is essential that judgments be based on a large sampling of work

because the visual vocabulary, or symbol system, varies according to purpose,

mood and occasion, just as does speech. A familiarity with the developmental

stages of young children's art prepares the viewer to recognize those examples

which appear more thoughtful or complex, just as we recognize the calibre of

ideas in spoken language. Some of the indicators to look for when reviewing

children's art with the purpose of using the art as one of the indicators of

giftedness are:

use of an advanced symbol system (e.g. a five year old drawing an accurate

profile of a head with a protruding nose)

demonstration of memory - recall

elaboration - many details or, conversely, the ability to simplify but to

retain the essential elements
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demonstration of awareness of and sensitivity to his/her environment,

usually observant

originality, creativity, innOvation

evidence of problem solving - this may be in the way that either the

subject or the materials are handled

sense of humor, sense of delight that is communicated to the viewer

original viewpoint or approach to the subject

ability to become immersed in the production of art for an extended

period of time

sophisticated (for the age) handling of materials or subject

willingness to experiment with a variety of mediums and subjects

generation of many ideas, productivity

ability to combine observations or ideas, often in unique ways

ability to produce works which speak to the viewer, conveying the

child's feelings or emotions.

Obviously the above indicators are best understood by actually viewing

examples of students work. The more one views children's art, the more one

understands that art is truly a visual language which communicates as clearly

as spoken language, conveying tho reactions of a child to his/her environment

and expressing the complexity and clarity of the child's ideas.
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Attitudes Towards, Preferences For, and Knowledge Of
Computers Among Gifted and Average Junior High Children

Jagjit K. Singh
The University of Calgary

41111111111.1.111

Computer technology is advancing at an unbelievably fast rate. While industries,
and businesses are at the forefront in using this technology, academic institutions seem
to be rather slow in adopting it. Having said that, it is also true that some schools are
requiring that their students use computers to benefit them. Since we as educators of
computer uses in educaron teach about the applications in the school classroom, I felt
that there is a need to exirnine the various attitudes children have towards computers,
their preferences for and experiences with different kinds of software, and their
knowledge of computers and its applications.

The Study: Its Purpose and Research Questions:

A study was conducted in 3 schools in Calgary to examine: a) attitudes towards
computers; b) preferences for different kinds of software; and c) knowledge of
computers and computer applications. This was an exploratory study. The research
questions were:

1) What attitudes do junior high children have towards computers?
2) What software do the children in junior high classes prefer?
3) What is the extent of knowledge of computers among junior high children?

Methodology:

A Total of approximately 300 consent forms were sent to the 3 schools selected
for this study. A total of 157 junior high children from the 3 schools in Calgary (one from
the Public Board and 2 from the Catholic Board) volunteered to participate.

Variables and Procedures

Data about some background variables was collected. These were age, grade
and gender. Research variables were:

a) Comouter attudes. A questionnaire about attitudes towards computers consisted
of 15 items. These items were chosen from an attitude scale developed by
Violato, Marini, and Hunter (1991) to assess the attitudes of preservice teachers.
The items were statements referring to factors such as gender bias, value of
computers, comfort level, and liking. Each statement could be responded to as
strongly agree/agree/disagree/strongly disagree. Some examples of the
statements are "I get confused when I sit in front of the computer", "Using
computers is more important for girls than boys", "computers help me to learn".
A few adaptations were made to tailor the items to junior high children.
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b) Preferences for different kinds of software: e.g., various programs such as Bank
Street Writer, The Factory, and Newsroom. Names of 22 programs were
categorized as wordprocessors; integrated packages (e.g., Appleworks)
classroom publishing programs (e.g. Publish it), problem solving software (e.g.,
Factory, Gertrude's Puzzles), Computer-Assisted- Instructional programs, and
programming languages (Logo, Basic). The 22 programs were to be rated on a
5-point Likert scale from "Like very much" (2) to Do not like at all (-2). A value of
3 indicated that the student had never used the program.

c) Knowledge of computers hardware and software: Sixteen true/false items were
constructed to test knowledge of hardware and software. These items were
statements much as "A computer screen helps to get a printout", "I can calculate
how much pocket-money I get every month and how much I spend in a week with
a spreadsheet program", and "The Keyboard helps to enter information into a
database".

Findings of the Survey:

Since this was a descriptive study, findings of the survey will be reported purely
as descriptive data. Overall, 157 students from Grades 7, 8 and 9 participated in the
study. Ages ranged from 12-16 with a mean age of 13.3 years. There were 79 males
and 66 females (12 students did not indicate their gender). Out of the 157 students, only
40 students were labelled gifted by the schools.

Attitudes towards computers

Table 1 is a summary of the statements and how they were responded to by
gender and by gifted and average children. The 1st column beside the statements is
the overall mean. The rest of the columns are percentage of students indicating agree
or strongly agree to the statements. Note that statements 3, 6, 10 and 14 have a
negative connotation. Statement 7 was intended as an enthusiasm item, hence a
positive item, but it may have been taken as being negative. A dash (-) in every
statement must be substituted by the word computer.
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Table I
Attitudes Toward Computers

Overall Gnder Glft
Mean

Boys Girls Gifted Average

1. - are fun for me
=1,...m:

3.1 88 84 82 81

2. I like using - 3.3 92 91 95 91

3. Confused in front of - 2.0 16 28 13 24

4. - help in writing essays 3.0 75 49 82 70

5. Girls and boys enjoy - equally 3.0 81 46 84 70

6. Bored when I work on - 2.0 20 26 11 27

7. Cannot stop working on - 2.4 47 36 44 40

8. - are useful and necessary 3.5 95
,

97 95 97

9. Job require - work 16 96 97 91 99

10. More important for girls than
boys

2.4 5 3 3 3

11. - help me to learn 3.2 83 93 92
-

86

12. Comfortable using - 3.2 91 87 89 88

13. Will use - when grown up 3.4 91 95 99 91

14. More boys than girls use -
well

2.7 21 6 24 12

Preference for software

Table 2 summarizes the data for software preferences for gender and gifted/non
gifted. As mentioned earlier, the Ukert Scale "Like very much" to "Do not like at all" was
applied to 22 programs. The table includes data for only those programs that showed
a difference by at least 5 points on the gender and gift variables. The numbers in the
cells are percentages of students who have never used the software (Column i) and
percentages of students who like or like very much the software listed (Column ii). for
a percentage of students who do not like or do not like at all, add columns i and ii and
subtract from 100.
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Table 2
Preference for Software

Software

Gander Gift

Male Female Gifted Average

1 11 i a i a i ii

Appleworks 22 53 23 68 36 39 18 66

Bankstreet Writer 72 20 58 38 62 23 66 31

Applewriter 71 18 56 40

-
72 18 62 32

Fredwriter 84 24 40 48 39 48 60 28

Publish It 89 8 81 19 - - -

Dazzle Draw 85 12 54 40 - - - -

Newsroom - - - - 77 21 87 11

Any program to teach Math 17 61 9 81 8 74 16 67

Any program to teach Science 65 16 52 33

-
51 - 60 -

Any program to teach English 58 23

-
42 51 - - - -

Programming language BASIC 37 43 50 37 44 51 41 35

Programming language LOGO I 31 51 39 52 31 38 35 55

Knowledge of computers

The 16 True and False items were divided into items that referred to hardware
concepts and items that referred to software concepts. Scores were computed for
hardware and software concepts. A multivariate analyses of variance was worked out
with hardware and software scores being the dependant variables and gift
(average/gifted) and gender (male/female) being the independent variables.

The interaction between gender and giftedness was not significant in producing
the differences in hardware and software scores. However, significant differences were
found between the average and gifted children (F=3.74, p=.027). Univariate F values
showed significant differences on both hardware and software concepts (Hardware:
F=6.007, p=016; Software: F=3.15, p=.078).

Gender did not have a significant affect on the variation in scores on hardware
and software. However, Univariate F value showed that some difference was seen
between the genders on the scores on hardware (F=4.303, p=.04).
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Discussion and conclusion:

As observed earlier, this was purely an exploratory study. The intention was not
to generalize to a larger population or make definite causal relationships. The study was
undertaken to describe the status as it exists.

Attitudes towards computers

Statements 3, 4, 5, 7, 11, & 14 seem to be responded to differently by boys and
girls. Most noteworthy differences are found on Statements 4 (computers help in writing
essays), 5 (Boys and girls enjoy computers equally) and 14 (More boys than girls use
computers well), with boys agreeing more to these statements than girls. In general, it
seems that more boys than girls feel comfortable using computers.

The gifted children and average children seemed to differ on their responses to
Statements 3, 4, 5, 6, & 14. In general, the gifted children seem to enjoy computers
more and find it more useful. Statement 14 (more boys than girls use computers well)
is agreed to more by the gifted than the average children.

Preference for software

More boys than girls seem not to have used the software listed. Between the
gifted and the average, there is considerable variation in preferences. More noteworthy
is the difference in preference for programming languages BASIC and LOGO. Gifted
students seem to like BASIC while average students like LOGO.

Knowledge of computers

Although the aim of working out these statistics are not to generalize to a larger
population, the findings are of interest for further investigation. Significant differences
were found between the average and gifted children on hardware and software
concepts, with the average children scoring higher than the gifted. Boys scored higher
than girls on the hardware concept.

This study formed the first part of a bigger study on development of talent in
computers. From the results of this analysis, a total of 10 students will be selected to
conduct an in-depth study of how development of talent in computers (specifically,
development of skill in using a particular software) takes place.
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"Where are the Wise Women?"
A Reflection on the Issues Surrounding the

Educational Experience of Gifted Girls
Elizabeth Smyth

Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

The place: a school gymnasium
The time: the dress rehearsal for the Christmas pageant.
The scenario: A teacher is directing the children's activity and
is arranging the gold, frankincense and myrrh. A little girl
comes up to her teacher, points to the wise men, and asks, "Where
are the wise women?"

Within the past two decades, the right of exceptional youth
to educationally appropriate programming have been enshrined in
law in several provinces. Among the pupils veso have benefitted
from these provisions are gifted pupils -- those educationally
exceptional youth are gifted learners -- those pupils whose
intellectual needs cause them to be placed among exceptional
students.

A cursory glance through any current journal of or about the
education of gifted pupils will re-enforce the fact that gifted
pupils in no way form a homogeneous group. The literature reveals
many "subgroups" of gifted pupils: the culturally-diverse gifted
pupil; the pre-school gifted child; the physically-challenged
gifted pupil; the gifted-learning disabled pupil; the
underachieving gifted pupil -- and the gifted girl. The
literature maintains that the needs of these subgroups differ
significant from the gifted 'norm' as to require even more
specialized considerations in iientification and program
development.

While many educators readily accept the notion of subgroups
within the gifted population, some query the inclusion of gifted
girls as a separate subgroup. Callahan (1980) justifies the
existence of gifted girls as a subgroup with a convincing
argument. Callahan suggests that unlike gifted boys, gifted girls
do not grow up to be publicly recognized adults. Callahan cites
the fact that the "overwhelming number of adults who are
identified as gifted and creative are male." Or, in line with the
opening anecdote, gifted boys grow up to be "wise men" while
gifted girls do not grow up to be publicly recognized wise women.

Because gifted girls fail to achieve their potential, they
require specialized programming and counselling.

Why do gifted girls fail to realize their potential? Three
possible explanations are commonly identified as factors:

biological: girls lack the innate ability to achieve.
environmental: girls' environment does not encourage them
to achieve.
psychological: girls' personality inhibits their
achievement.

The biological factors identified with women's lack of
achievement are both historic and contemporar;r. These arguments
perhaps reached their heyday in the debates surrounding women's
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admission to institutions of higher education at the turn of the
century. Rosenberg (1984) demonstrated that well-known and well-
published nineteenth century scholars such as Harvard Medical
School's Dr. Edward Clarke, respected Philadelphia gynecologist
Dr. Thomas A. Emmet and neurologist Dr. S. Weir Mitchell argued,
in Dr. Clarke's words that because of their biological
differences -- especially their intellectual differences --"the
identical education of the two sexes is a crime before God and
humanity that physiology protests against and that experience
weeps over." More recently, the discussion of the "math gene"
emanating from the research of Stanley & Benbow (1980) and the
brain-mind research of Epstein (1974), Topfler (1981) and
Sylwester (1982) have caused these biologically-based factors to
surface once again. Simple put,these researchers argue that the
biological construction of young women's brains prevent them from
learning at the same rate and in the same mode as young men.

It is noteworthy that a century after the achievement of
women's rightful place in higher education was achieved, the use
of biologically-rooted arguments as a basis for the under-
representation of achievement by women in the literature, is to
say the least, problematic.

The environmental and psychological factors are closely
linked. The Women's Movement of the Sixties and Seventies has
caused educators, psychologists and sociologists to take a very
close look at the definition of societal roles and subsequent
gender issues. The family, the media, textbooks and even
teachers' behaviours are all seen to contribute to the re-
enforcement of behaviours among boys and girls. Callahan (1980)
Thompson (1984), Blausberg (1978) Addison (1983), Kerr (1985)
Murphy-Poole & Smyth (1986) and Callahan & Reis (1989) conclude
that these environmental factors impact so significantly on the
psychological development of bright and gifted girls that these
factors do the most to underline the girls' potential. Verheyden-
Hilliard (1981) reaches similar conclusions

the gifted girl is -- as is every girl -- under
terrific pressures to conform to societal expectations
of 'appropriate' female behaviors. These stereotypic
expectations are a terrible threat to the development
of potential in any girl. For the gifted girl, the
negative reaction is often worse because her giftedness
may take her so far from stereotypic behaviors.
Researchers who have studied achieving gifted girls point

to the roles of 'significant others' who aided the girls in
meeting their goals through assisting their personality
development. Developing a positive self-concept through
appropriate attribution of success and failure; coping with
expectations and the 'need' for perfection; developing personal
and professional support systems -- all these strategies have
been identified as critical factors contributing to the success
of gifted girls (Addison, 1983).

While counselling is a critical component in aiding all
gifted pupils to maximize their potential, researchers have
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identified it as an especially critical one in the development of
gifted girls (Wailed 1979). Counselling, like education, takes
place in three learning environments -- the home, the school and
the community. Counselling is both formal and informal;
professional and amateur and can be organized around three
cluster: academic, career and personal. Many people take on a
counselling role in the lives of gifted girls: parents; peers;
role models; neighbors; professional counsellors to name but a
few. Researchers identify that these counsellors play many
critical roles in the process of helping gifted girls to reach
their full potential:

aiding in the recognition and addressing of sex-role
stereotypes;
assisting as a positive force in the development of the
gifted girl's self concept;
helping identify mentors with whom to explore career and
lifestyle (Higham it Navarre, 1984; Petersen, 1982).

To summarize this overview of the literature, one can make
the following conclusions. Because of their under-representation
in the public circles of achievement, and because of their
specific and identifiable learning needs, gifted girls do
constitute a subgroup of the gifted population. To enable gifted
girls to reach their potential as achievers, educators should
undertake a program of positive development.

These issues are real and very close to home. In a recent
study of adolescent girls, the Canadian Teachers Federation
(1990) reported that adolescent girls

feel pressures and limitations boys are unlikely to
experience and that they expressed a lot of resentment
towards . . . the systems that seem to favour [their
male peers].

Educators are beginning to recognize that the problems exist with
the achievement of girls in general and gifted girls
specifically. It is now time that educators take appropriate
steps to attempt to ameliorate this situation.
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WHAT CAN TEACHERS DO TO ASSIST GIFTED GIRLS
IN MAXIMIZING THEIR POTENTIAL

1. Ensure that courses and classes reflect both the male and
female experience.

2. If females are missing from a subject, ask the question WHY?

3. Ensure that all pupils see that the combination of being
bright, achieving and female is possible.

4. Use inclusive language. Check that the pronoun 'he' is not
always used to mean everyone.

5. Observe how pupils are re-enforced and rewarded: are boys
rewarded for intellectually challenging remarks and girls for
'appropriate and conforming' behaviours?

6. Discuss this issue with males and females. It is not a female
only issue!

7. When nominating children for programs for bright/gifted
pupils, look to ensure that the identification criteria is not
biased against young 2emals students.

8. Check with those providing guidance and counselling services
to ensure that they are aware that gifted girls have special
needs and that those needs aro being addressed.

9. Advocate on behalf of gifted girls -- especially with their
parents, their teachers, their classmates, and themselves!
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Selected Sources

A review of the literature on gifted girls contained in the
ERIC/Exceptional Child Data Base is available through the Council
for Exceptional Children member services.

The Winter 1989 Edition of the Journal for the Education of the
Gifted (v.12 #2) is devoted to gifted girls. In addition to five
articles, there is an annotated bibliography on Gifted Females.
Back issues may be obtained through contacting the Journal for
the Education of the Gifted, Council for Exceptional Children.

Among two of the most useful publications exclusively devoted to
the topic of gifted girls are:

Addison, L.B. Gifted Girls; Inservice
Bethesda, ML: The Equity Institute, 1983.

Resources

Eurz12_,§,niut_szitia,_stizasLiszan1. Co lumb
Publishing Company, 1985.

Several recent dissertations and graduate school exit papers have
focused on the gifted girls and women. You may wish to consult
the Register of Dissertations for a complete listing. Among those
dissertations are:

Handbook.

us: Ohio Psychology

Brydon, A.A. Gifted Females: The DiscrePancy. Between Ability and
Achievement. Unpublished Graduate Research Paper: Centre for the
Study of Curriculum and Instruction, The University of British
Columbia: 1989.

Leroux, J. Gender ilifferences influencing gifted adolescents: An
Ethnsagrawhig_itagy_2LsiaturaL12zsgaAtigna. Unpublished doctoral
dissertation, University of Connecticut, 1985.

Matthews, D. patterns of Competence in Early Adolescence: A
Domain-specific Approach to Gifted _Education. Unpublished
doctoral dissertation. University of Toronto, 1990.

Solomon, S. Women of Eminence: The Under-representation of Women
at High Levels of Achievement. Unpublished doctoral dissertation.
University of Toronto, 1989.

In addition to the materials published specifically on gifted
girls commonly found in the literature on education of gifted
pupils, you may wish to consider some of the following:

Ainley, M. Gosztonyi. Des:Ate the Odds: Essays on Canadian Women
and Science. Montreal: Vehicule Press, 1990.

Battersby, C. ganglex_jinsl_Stonjetics.
London: The Women's Press, 1989.

Belensky, M.P. et al. Women's WRVS of Nnowina: The Development of
5.21Ly_Qi2fLAnsulind. New York. Basic Books, 1986.
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Eichler, M. & J. Lapointe. On the Treatment of the Sexes in
Research. Ottawa: Social Science and Humanities Research Council
of Canada, 1985.

Forman, F. et al (eds) Feminism and Education: A Canadian
Eergnectim. Toronto: Centre for Women's Studies in Education,
Ontario Institute for Education, 1990.

Gilligan, C., J.V.Ward & J.M. Taylor. (eds) Napping the Moral
Domain: A Contribution of Women's Thinking to Psychological
theory, and Education. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
1988.

Gilligan, C. N.P.Lyons & T.J. Hamner. Making Connections: The
Relational Worlds of Adolescent Girls at Emma Willard School.
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1990.
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Paris: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development,
1986.
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Columbia University Press, 1988.
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Aphra Behn to Adrienne Rich. London: Ark Paperbacks, 1983.

Spender, D. & E. Sarah (ed) yearning To Lose; Sexism and
Education. London: The Women's Press, 1988.

Many teachers' federations, Ministries of Education, School
Boards and Government Agencies have published support material on
equity issues. Among them are:

Batcher, E., A. Winter & V. Wright. The More Things Change. the
pore they stay the same. A report commissioned by the Federation
of Women Teachers' Associations of Ontario. Toronto: FWATO, 1987.

Board of Education for the City of Toronto. Mathematics: The
Invisible Filter.

Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women. And What Will
Tomorrow Bring? Ottawa: Supply and Services, 1985.

Canadian Teachers' Federation. A CapPella: A Report on the
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Asiglez_c_ent_Ipmenjasainsla. Ottawa: Canadian Teachers' Federation,
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National Film Board. Women Breaking Through: A Cross-curriculum A-V
resource Guide for Secondary Schools. Montreal: NEB, 1988.

Manitoba Social Studies Curriculum. positive Images.of
Nomen. Manitoba Education and Training, 1989

Ontario Secondary School Teachers' Federation. OSSTF Status of
Women Resource Manual. Toronto: OSSTF, 1989.

Science Council of Canada. Who Turns the Wheel? Ottawa: Science
Council of Canada, 1981.

Other community-based resources which you may contact for
additional resources:

Canadian Association of University Women. (The University Women's
Clubs). Each club has a roster of women who can be called on for
speakers etc.

Women's groups within professivnal societies e.g. Women's Interest
Group in the Professional Engiasering Society, Women Lawyers, Farm
Women's Group, WISE (Women in Science and Engineering: many
chapters across Canada)

Status of Women Committees within the school boards and the teacher
federations

University and College Women's Study Programs, such as
Women's Studies in Education Centre
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
252 Bloor Street West
Toronto M5S 1V6
(416) 923 6641

Elizabeth Marian Smyth

Dr. Elizabeth Smytii is a faculty member cf the Ontario Institute
for Studies in Education. She is cross appointed to the
Department of. Curriculum and the Field Services and Research
Division. Prior to joining OISE, Elizabeth vas a secondary school
teacher, guidance counsellor and co-ordinator of programs for
gifted adolescents. She had taught in teacher education pre-
service program at the University of Toronto and in the in-
service Special Education program at Lakohead University,
Nipissing University, the. University of Toronto and York
University. She has boon a member of the teaching staff member of
the Summer Institute,on.TeagAing the Talented at the University
of Connecticut. Dr. Smyth ba il. published articles in the areas of
history of education, gendar and giftedness, and programming for
gifted.adolescents.
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School-Wide Enrichment Centres
Carney Wakaryk I Joanne Lozynsky I Clarissa Honnet I Lorie Kaltenbach

Calgary Catholic Schools I St. Leo's Centre

SCHOOL WIDE ENRICHMENT CENTRES

I. INTRODUCTION

11. WHAT?

III. WHY?

IV. WHO?
and
HOW?

Definition

Purpose

Planning
Developing }*
Operating

Decision Making

Implementation

V. CONCLUSION The Essentials!

VI. QUESTIONS

VII. VIEWING OF SAMPLE ACTIVITIES
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IL WHAT IS A SCHOOL WIDE ENRICHMENT CENTRE?
What Happens There?

All students Grades 1 to 6.

Weekly basis.

With class.

Station activities.

Involves critical and creative
skills practice.
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III. WHY HAVE A SCHOOL WIDE ENRICHMENT CENTRE?

Alberta Education Mandate.

Provides an opportunity to practice thinking skills.

Meets needs of a range of abilities.

Motivates students.

Fosters cooperative problem solving.

Kids like it!
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IV. WHO and HOW?
Planning Decision Making

1. Focus Thematic Approach
Subject Area Approach
Skill Development Approach

2. Scheduling Considerations time, space.

3. Resource Gathering and Station Activities.

4. Record Keeping.

6. Evaluation Considerations.
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DEVELOPING IMPLEMENTATION

1. Centre Preparation
2. Teacher / Aide Orientation
3. Aide / Parent Orientation
4. Teacher / Student Preparation

OPERATING IMPLEMENTATION

1. Station Organization
2. Scheduling
3. Record Keeping
4. Student Preparation
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V. THE ESSENTIALS!

1. Commitment and support of Administrators.

2. Support of teachers.

3. Access to resources / funds.

4. Dedicated space.

5. Teacher Aide.

6. Parental support.
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Successful Learning Strategies to Use With
Gifted Learning Disabled Students

Janet Wees
Calgary Board of Education

The classroom, in which these strategies were used, was

housed in Huntington Hills Elementary in Calgary, for four

years. The students consisted of students aged nine to

twelve years, who had been placed from regular grades as

well as learning disabled classes. For the first two years

the population was all male, the last two years there were

two girls. The teacher has an undergraduate degree in

Special Education, a graduate diploma in Educational

Psychology (with emphasis on Learning Disabilities) and a

Masters in Gifted Education.

When the program began there were virtually no

resources to serve as models. However, over the years, the

program evolved through experimentation, student input and

reading of articles and books. It became largely a

kinesthetic, experiential program which showed very

satisfactory progress, and helped improve self-esteem

greatly. The definition of kinesthetic being total body

involvement from the movement of the body to the mind and

emotions. This involves not only using manipulatives in

Math, but feelings of being in the situation which is being

studied. When the children were immersed in what they were

learning, the vocabulary, writing and spelling became mote

meaningful and was used in a natural way.

The issue of remediation versus enrichment was quickly

resolved, when it was found that the students responded much
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better to whole theme programming with remediation put in

incidentally as a problem arose. The program ran on a yearly

theme, some of which were Empowerment, One World,

Inter-relationships, and Explore and Discover. Learning

styles inventories were given the students to discover how

they preferred to learn. Most of the students preferred to

learn kinesthetically, as well as orally-expressive. This

was borne out in their extreme enthusiasm for drama, art and

science.

Independent projects were set up using Bloom's

categories of thinking and giving wide choices which

reflected their preferences for learning. The topics chosen

had timelines, and outlines to give structure. They were

worked on exclusively until they were completed; then the

next activity would begin. This was decided after the first

year, when the students said they didn't like their day

compartmentalized into sections.

The bulk of the program consisted of simulations which

are interactive experiential learning activities. These put

the students right into their learning so they actually felt

they were living it. These activities ranged from a Design

simulation where they designed their dream home according to

their needs and budget, based on an imaginary family

situation into which they were immersed to a mock trial held

in an actual courtroom with an actual Judge. The trial was a

real case with witnesses (who dressed the part), lawyers,
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clerks, security people and a Jury. How better to learn

about the Justice system than to live it!

Other strategies used to motivate the students to learn

were the use of high-interest, low-vocabulary books called

"Classic Chillers"; blank books which were hard-cover books

with blank pages which were filled by children's writing;

novel studies which also followed Bloom's taxonomy;

letter-writing and receiving answers (what a thrill that

was!); making pupiets and pop-up books; Journal writing with

drawings; Readers' Theatre; an at-home reading program; and

the use of the Flaro method of learning spelling which

involved extensive training in visualization beforehand.

Mathematics involved hands-on, experiential learning of

major concepts, as well as daily computation practice. The

procedure of pre-test, learn, post-test was used with math.

The students thought it was pretty good that they didn't

have to do "all the questions".

Some of the ways the students learned better

organization was to use walkmans to block out auditory

distractions, using carrels for desks (they had partitions

on three sides), magazine file boxes for activity storage,

daybooks, backpacks, and timetables glued at eye level. We

are talking about random, spontaneous thinkers here, and

they really need help in organizing themselves.

Socially there was partial integration into music/drama

and gym. Some were integrated into science; however, large

class sizes sometimes hindered this process. Peer editing,
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reading buddies, lunches out with the teacher, circle time

for discussing issues all contributed to the learning of

social skills. An "egg project" held in Conjunction with the

Human Sexuality unit let them feel what it would be like to

be responsible for something precious like a child.

Some of the problems encountered were consistency with

at-home programs, the space in the classroom (it was 1/3 the

size of a regular room), spelling skills didn't progress as

quickly as reading and writing, there are not many

kinesthetically-based programs at the Junior High level so

there is not a carry-over of similar programs and the

students have to conform to traditional methods, it is

difficult to get many high-interest, low-vocabulary books

because although there are some good ones, they are only

going to whet their appetites for more, and there was no

computer in the classroom.

Conclusions from these four years are that these

students prosper from kinesthetic, experiential programs,

need personal involvement with their learning and their

teacher, are exceptional in drama and art, have wonderful

senses of humor, benefit from simulated learning and are, on

the average, random, spontaneous thinkers. They definitely

need to be educated with peers, with integration in areas

where social skills will be learned. They need enrichment

and work on weaker areas. They cannot get that in regular

classes as long as enrolments continue to be high, they

don't respond well to sequential learning and emphasis on
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remediation of Learning Disabled classes, and the gifted

programs go too quickly. But as long as there Is ne money

forthcoming, these students, and there are many more than

you think, will be learning below their potential. They need

a chance to bloom.
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Gender Issues in Education
Carolyn Yewchuk

University of Alberta

In Alberta women comprise 5% of school superintendents, 3% of high

schools principals and 19% of elementary school principals but 63% of all

teachers (Rees, 1990). These statistics indicate that men manage and administer

our school systems and that women are proportionately underrepresented in

educadonal administrative positions. Why is this gender imbalance present in

our educational system? Why is leadership potential more likely to be nurtured

and developed by men than women? What can be done to redress this

imbalance? In the first part of this paper, I will examine some of the historical

antecedents affecting beliefs about the kinds of occupations that are suitable for

men and women, and offer suggestions for eliminating gender-related barriers in

educational practice.

Related to the general issue of gender bias in educational administration are

questions regarding the differential ature of the educational experience in our

schools for boys and girls. It is often assumed that boys and girls are getting

equal educational opportunities in our school systems but is this the case? Do

the myths about gender-appropriate behaviors and expectations which pervade

our society affect what happens in the schools? Are boys and girls being given

equal opportunity to develop their potential? In the second part of this paper, I

will examine gender issues as they relate to classroom instruction, development

of self concept, and the differential gender messages contained in the "hidden

curriculum" in our schools.

Women in Educational Administrafion

Why are there so few women in administrative positions in education?

Shakeshaft (1989) has researched this question and found that there are many

barriers to the advancement of women into school administration. These

barriers fall into two main types: role discrimination and access discrimination.
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Role discrimination stems from the stereotyped view that school administration

is a job for males and that women are "constitutionally incapable ot discipline

and order, primarily because of their size and supposed lack of strength"

(Shakeshaft, 1989, p. 39). Negative attitudes toward women as administrators

arose out of centuries-old ideas about male dominance and continue today in

assumptions about the preferred status of men in management positions. Access

discrimination arises when non-job related limitations prevent or discourage

women from applying for administrative positions. Access barriers may arise

when recruitment processes are systematically discriminatory against women by

virtue of decisions regarding how and where positions are advertised, who is

encouraged to apply, and the criteria used in shortlisting of applicants.

The belief in the superiority of males over females has a long history in our

society. Walker (1983) has documented how both eastern and western religions

have inculcated a belief in the innate inferiority of women by characterizing

women as imperfect men with defective intelligence and moral character, lacking

souls, intrinsically evil, and born to be subjugated. A scant 100years ago social

psychologists such as Le Bon, the founder of social psychology, had the

following appraisal of the status and characteristics ofwomen:

All psychologists who have studied the intelligence of women, as

well as poets and novelists, recognize today that they represent the

most inferior forms of human evolution and that they are closer to

children and savages than to an adult, civilized man. They excel in

fickleness, inconstancy, absence of thought and logic,.and capacity

to reason. Without doubt there exist some distinguished women,

very superior to the average man, but they are as exceptional as the

birth of any monstrosity, as, for example, of a gorilla with two
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heads; consequently we may neglect them entirely (1879, pp. 60-61,

as quoted in Gould, 1981, pp. 104-105).

These derogatory views of the abilities of females relative to males were

challenged by the results obtained from administration of the Stanford-Binet IQ

test in the second decade of the 20th century (Terman, 1916). In fact,

Hollingworth's (1926) study of highly gifted children in New York City found the

three highest scores, all above 190 IQ, to have been scored by girls. Hollingworth

challenged the view prevalent at the time that there were more eminent men that

women not because of their inherent naturally high abilities but because of social

and educational inequalities:

It is undesirable to seek for the cause of sex differences in eminence

in ultimate and obscure affective and intellectual differences until

we have exhausted as a cause the known, obvious, and inescapable

fact that women bear and rear the children, and that this has had as

an inevitable sequel the occupation of housekeeping, a field where

eminence is not possible (Hollingworth, 1914, p. 529).

The same belief in the overriding influence of the culture upon the

development of individual potential is reflected in Feldman's (1986) analysis of

the forces which brought Albert Einstein's genius to fruition. He says "if little

Albert had been a girl, I think we would never have heard of her" (p. 172).

We like to think that the situation for females in society has improved a

great deal, particularly in the last two decades. However, as Galbraith (1991)

points out, the relationship between gender qualifications and principalships has

changed little since the 1970 Royal Commission on the Status of Women found

that a man was 7.5 times more likely to become a principal than a woman

although he was only 2.5 times as likely to have higher qualifications than a

woman. "Despite social messages implying substantial change, the majority of
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today's social realities are that gifted young women of the 1990s will encounter

many of the same barriers to the realization of their potential that existed two

decades ago." (Hollinger, 1991, p. 135). Attitudes are very slow to change. "Most

of the world still believes men to be more suitable leaders because they are

supposedly more 'objective' than women and less emotional. The research on the

performance of males and females in similar tasks shows no sex differences...but

myths die hard (Silverman, 1986, p. 52).

At a conference on Breaking the Barriers: Women in Administration

sponsored by the Alberta Teachers' Association in Calgary in November of 1991,

the following barriers to women administrators were identified:

the lack of female role models in administrative positions

the nature of socialization and its influence on gender-stereotyped

behaviors and expectations

family responsibilities

the lack of collegial support in self esteem

opposition to, and lack of understanding about, affirmative action

career ladder movement affected by interruptions of service due to child

rearing

a lack of sustaining support for women who have attained administrative

positions

biased selection process arising out of gender inequity on selection

committees

the resistance of the old boys' dub or network

the absence of accepted alternative models for practices in administation

a perception that ATA involvement creates hindrance to administrative

promotion (ATA, 1991, p. 32).
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At the same conference, the following recommendations for eliminating the

existing barriers facing women who seek administrative appointments were

proposed:

(I) Eliminate access discrimination. It was suggested that guidelines and

policies be developed to improve equity of hiring practices, for example,

equitable accessibility to notification of available positions, equal gender

representation on selection committees, clear specification of qualifications for

advertised positions, and honest and open feedback to unsuccessful applicants.

(2) Challenge existing power structure. It was considered important to

raise awareness of the existing power structure within what is commonly called

"the old boys' dub", to develop strategies for working within this entrenched

network, as well as for changing it, and to discuss gender related issues and

difficulties created by that network.

(3) Raise awareness of gender issues in education. It was deemed necessary

to discuss issues of gender equity in administration, and to use gender neutral

language.

(4) Examine policies on gender equity. There is a need to examine the

policies on gender issues at all levels of education within the province including

the Department of Education, the school boards, the Alberta Teachers'

Association and the Alberta School Boards' Association. This examination

should include a definition of affirmative action in these areas.

(5) Support for rural administrators. Concern was voiced regarding the

special difficulties faced by rural professionals. It was recommended that

opportunities for upgrading of qualifications in rural areas be improved.

Girls in School,

In the same way that societal expectafions create barriers for women to

become school administrators, girls are shortchanged by the educational system.
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Girls are subjected to gender bias regarding their abilities as students, their

opportunity to participate fully in the learning environment, and their dignity as

human beings (Robertson, 1992). Evidence from various studies has been

accumulating which shows that teachers tend to hold biases in instructional style

favoring boys, that these biases are reflected in differential treatment of girls

during instruction, and that very negative attitudes of boys towards girls are

rampant in our schools. Girls are being subjected, increasingly, to sexual

harassment, degrading comments, and humiliating experiences at the hands of

boys without recourse to justice from teachers. Why is this happening in our

schools and what can be done about it?

Ostling (1992) wrote that "there is compelling evidence that girls are not

receiving the same quality, or even quantity, of education as their brothers".

While many teachers and parents and the students themselves might deny this,

the evidence from a number of studies shows that girls are being shortchanged.

Sadker and Sadker (1985) observed 100 fourth, fifth and sixth grade classrooms

in four American states and the District of Columbia. They found that boys

dominate classrooms vocally. In most of these classrooms it was expected that

children would raise their hands before speaking up; however, when boys called

out answers without raising their hands the teachers usually accepted the

answers. This was not the case for girls. When they called out the teachers told

them to raise their hands, ignored their responses and went on to somebody else.

This differential response to boys and girls by teachers gives the message that

boys should be academically assertive and grab the teacher's attention while girls

should act "like ladies" and keep quiet. Sadker and Sadker (1985) concluded that

boys are taught more actively and that they get more attention and

encouragement from teachers than girls. This conclusion is consistent with what
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junior and senior high school students in Edmonton had to say about what

happens in the classroom:

Ann Wilkes : I find that teachers ask the boys more questions.

Craig Ross: I think guys dominate in the classroom because they

are not afraid to make mistakes.

Eddie Hughes: I would have to say mostly guys participate. The

guys are more outgoing and ready to speak up in discussion

(Faulder & Jimenez, 1992a).

The active and passive roles for boys and girls, respectively, in the

classroom are self evident when boys set up equipment for science experiments

and girls clean up afterwards, or boys dissect earthworms in biology while girls

record results. Teachers tend to ask boys more difficult challenging questions

and give them more time to think out the answers "The average female is ignored

- neither reprimanded nor praised...sO that girls learn that their opinions are not

valued, that their responses to questions are not worthy of attention" (Shakeshaft,

1986, p. 499).

In spite of evidence that boys dominate classrooms girls don't appear to be

aware of the discrimination that they may face in this regard. In a study of over

3,000 students in grades 8, 9, and 10 in Canadian schools Silverman & Holmes

(1992) found that the great majority of girls (and boys) believed that students

have an equal chance to do well in school irrespective of gender.

In some instances teachers make deliberate decisions about what to teach or

how to teach it on the basis of perceived differences between boys and girls.

Boys are considered to be more distractible and less mature than girls, and more

likely to be disruptive influences. Here is whatone teacher had to say "It's a bit

harder to keep boys' attention during the lesson...at least that's what I have

found, so I gear the subject to them more than I do the girls who are good at
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paying attention in class" (Clarricoates, 1978, p. 356). This attitude may be

reflected in the kinds of books that teachers select for use in the classroom.

Smith, Greenlaw & Scott (1987) asked 254 elementary teachers to list their

favorite books to read in the classroom. When they tabulated the top ten books

listed by these teachers they found that in eight books the main characters were

male, in one book the main character was a female and in one book the main

characters were both male and female. In all of these books the adult women

were mothers and homemakers only, and the men were portrayed as self

sufficient while the women were portTayed as neurotic, selfish and in need of

assistance. The only admirable female characters were animals. The trend away

from prescribed texts at the elementary level towards whole language

approarhes is likely to make it more difficult to correct this gender bias in the

selection of literary materials used in the classroom.

The situation is not any better in high school. Galloway (1980) surveyed the

books recommended in 42 language arts and literature courses offered in Ontario

and found that eight times as many books were authored by males as by females.

Furthermore male main characters in these books outnumbered females by the

ratio of seven to one. Two-thirds of the female characters were created by male

writers. Only one main character out of 24 was a female character froma

woman's perspective. With this lack of exposure to strong and credible female

characters it is not surprising, then, that women make up only 14 of 60 famous

people selected by boys and girls when asked to list interesting or important

public figures in Canada (Silverman and Holmes, 1992).

Teachers often hold prejudicial views of the abilities of girls relative to boys.

Cooley, Chauvin & Karnes (1984) found that both male and female teachers

viewed male students as more competent in critical/logical thinking skills and

creative problem solving skills than girls. However, male teachers held more
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gender role stereotyped views than female teachers, believing girls to be more

emotional, high strung and gullible, and less imaginative, curious, inventive,

individualistic and impulsive than boys. Here is how one parent described the

situation: "My daughter, an honors student...was experiencing difficulty in an

honors physics class of ten students. Only two girls were in the class and when I

contacted her teacher (a male), he threw up his hands and told me that girls were

never good at physics! I wonder if part of the problem could have been his

attitude and lack of understanding." (Reis, 1987, p. 85).

The stereotyping is particularly acute in science and math. Subtle messages

abound that these areas are not suitable for girls. Recently a Barbie doll was

introduced which could say, among other things, that "Math is tough". The doll

was withdraWn from the market following intense complaints from consumers.

Although girls can and do get good marks in math and science they tend not to

choose math and science careers. Unlike the situation for boys thereare few

models available for girls in these areas. In junior and senior high most science

teachers are men. For example, in the Edmonton Catholic schools only 42 of 540

elementary school teachers have science backgrounds (Faulder & Jimenez,

1992b). Girls need the support of teachers in order to stay with these programs.

In 1989 one-third of all Alberta students in grade 12 physics or Math 31 were

girls. These two courses are recommended in 29 of 34 University of Alberta

Honors sciences courses (Faulder & Jimenez, 1992b). If girls are to stay with

these programs it is recommended that teaching methods be adapted to the

interest of girls. One such suggestion involves dealing with topics that both girls

and boys are interested in. For example, instead of focusing on machines such as

lawn mowers, chain saws or tractors that boys might be familiar with the

emphasis might be shifted to hair dryers, sewing machines and hand mixers.
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In Calgary, all-girls physics classes have been offered at William Aberhart

High School for four years. In these classes, physics is made more relevant to the

girls. The teacher (a male) adapts his instruction to include fewer examples

involving cars in problem solving activities and more about textiles. (Faulder,

1992a). Because there are no boys to dominate class time the girls feel less

intimidated about asking questions and less concerned about how they look in

front of the boys. Statistics compiled by the teachers over the fouryears indicate

that overall girls tend to do better in a female environment than in a mixed

environment.

During adolescence girls experience an identity crisis that is different in

some important respects from boys. Boys' social expectations are consistent with

their gender roles. Individuality, aggessiveness, competition, independence,

qualities which are encouraged in boys, are consistent with entry into careers.

On the other hand, the social expectations of girls, such as the development of

family orientation, intimacy, sensitivity, nurturance, and dependence, are

inconsistent with these roles. Thus at adolescence girls are caught between the

female roles which emphasize family and child rearing, and mak. oriented work

roles. Torn between two different sets of expectations, adolescent girls often

develop feelings of frustration, discouragement, hopelessness and depression

(Kline & Short, 1991). The scripted role which society requires of girls is to be

quiet, pleasing and compliant, but girls, like boys, are curious, active and

opinionated. "That tug of war between what society wants from girls and how

they feel gives girls problems. They feel there must be something wrong with

them because who they are isn't what sells." (Faulder, 1992b, p. A9). Many

teenage girls experience a crisis in self confidence. Faulder (1992b) talked with

more than 40 girls between the ages of 12 and 17 and followed them through a
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week of school. She found that "many girls are reluctant to speak their minds

and lack faith in their own beliefs, feelings and points of view" (p. Al).

Even the brightest girls zre more likely to feel inadequate about themselves.

They are sensitive to the force of gender politics and to the controls that boys

exert in the classroom and in social situations. They feel degraded when boys

rate girls on characteristics such as looks or brains. They are aware of social

stereotypes to be thin, pretty, wear nice clothes and have a boyfriend. It is

difficult to make a conscious decision that they are not going to conform to the

stereotypes (Jimenez, 1992).

Like everybody else in society girls are bombarded by the sexist messages in

the media which portray females as slim, young, beautiful and sexual. This

constant portrayal of females as sex objects is reflected in the harassment girls

experience in school at the hands of boys. Girls are teased about their physical

appearance, their body shape, their clothes. 'If you're 'too fat or too ugly' a lot of

kids just come up to you and call you names. Whale. Pizza face. Some kids get

Clearasil ads tucked to their locker.... Boys actually spit on the girls they don't

like. Because they're guys they think they can do what they want." (Faulder,

1992c).

Girls interviewed by Faulder (1992d) spoke of the hidden curriculum in

junior and senior high schools which allows boys to ridicule and demean girls.

"The hidden curriculum teaches boys and girls who's in charge, what behavior is

sanctioned and what's taboo." (p. A1).

Girls report having to run the gauntlet to the washroom while boys rate the

girls out of 10 as they go in. If the girls retaliate by rating the boys they get a

reputation for being a 'bitch'. "The culture, and the school climate, give boys

permission to act this way. Nobody eppears to stop them or openly condemn

their behavior. Girls learn to accept this as the way it is." (Faulder, 19q2d, p. A4).
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Because of this unfriendly climate girls are hesitant to talk about what happens in

more serious cases of sexist behavior. A shocking account of a sexual assault in

an Edmonton junior high classroom documented by Faulder (1992e) reveals how

hesitant a 13 year old girl felt about going to the school authorities or her parents

because of her fear that everyone would know and talk about it. "And in the end

her worst fears were realized. Everyone knew. Boys would whisper 'slut' when

she walked by in the halls. 'It went everywhere. It was hard...schools where they

didn't even know me, they were saying I was a slut and must have done

something to provoke itm (Faulder, p. A5). There was no school assembly to

inform students that this form of behavior was unacceptable and illegal; there

were no lectures by health professionals, no workshops on sexual assault, no

public mention of the incident. The whole thing remained an open secret.

Conclugon

In this paper, I have examined some of the role and access barriers te

women teachers interested in administrative positions. Old stereotypes about

the roles of women and men persist even though today a large proportion of

women work outside of the home. These stereotypes place limitations on the

expectations of women and result in the devaluation of work done by women.

On average female college graduates earn about as much as male high school

dropouts, and on the whole women earn only 60% of men's wages (Reis, 1987).

Some athletes (chiefly males) earn as much in one year as the combined salaries

of 175 school teachers (chiefly females), according to Delisle (1991). Changes in

hiring practices and attitudes are necessary to make administration more

accessible to women.

Changes in our school practices are also necessary to make the classroom

climate a more friendly one for girls. Teachers need to look carefully at their own

instructional procedures and their own personal attitudes towards boys and

NIPMr...
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girls. There is no need to line boys and girls up separately when going outside,

or to pi. boys versus girls in spelling bees or math drills or to give girls in

kindergarten kitchen centers frillier aprons than boys. Such segregation only

reinforces stereotyped perception of differences between boys and girls in

abilities and characteristics.

Our schools should not tolerate sexist comments or behaviors among our

students either. It is simply not acceptable for girls to be subjected to demeaning

and hurtful comments by boys about their abilities or their bodies. In the same

way that we as a society are now addressing the problem of drunken drivers by

making it socially unacceptable to drink and drive, we need to make it socially

unacceptable for boys to harass girls in our schools. We need to talk about this

problem openly, to consider alternatives for prevention, and to put in place

appropriate procedures for dealing with unacceptable incidents. We also need to

understand the identity crisis which girls in junior and senior high schools face

and be prepared to help them academically, socially and emotionally through

these turbulent years.
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